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The class of 2000 would like to dedicate our
yearbook to David DeSalvo. Over his 13
years here Mr. DeSalvo has done a little bit
of everything, from coaching to counseling
to teaching, and yet he has always had time
to discuss anything at anytime with any
person. He has always been there for any-
body if they needed to talk, and before the
conversation ends he has always brought a
smile to their face and a laugh to their lips.
Mr. DeSalvo has the rare ability to mix
humor with learning in a positive way
which makes being in a class of his, at his
table, or just being around him a wonderful
experience. His constant energy and will-
ingness to help others often goes unnoticed
by the school community, as he always does
what he does quietly and out of the spot-
light, but without him St. Andrew's would
definitely not be the place it is. When some-
thing needs to get done, it is Mr. DeSalvo
who is always there directing what should
be happening, and then quietly sliding out
the door when everything is all finished.
Your behind-the scenes work has not es-
caped our eyes however, and that is why we
are dedicating the 2000 yearbook to you.
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Thanks for everything Doc!
Dedication 5



"Caution: Do not give to
children. CAFFINE
should not be substituted
for normal sleep/7

"If we
couldn't laugh

we'd all go
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"If at first you don't
succeed, kiss up and
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Together, share this
smile..
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' And lately it
occurs to me what a
long strange trip it

has been"
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"The man who treasures his
friends is usually solid gold

himself"







Front Row (1-r): McGrath, O'Connell, Byrd, Edgerton, Holcroft, C. Schuller, McGiff, Ramirez, L. Bates, Tietze, M. Bride
Pala Second Row: Leal, Scott, Creskoff, D. Caldwell, Wolf, E. Roach, Chilton, E. Chang, Hewlett, Profaci Third Row: B
M. Schuller, Kunz, P. Caldwell, Roche, Costa, Bielaszka-DuVernay, Mein, Speers, Talvacchio, Johnson, Higgins Fourth
Row: McTaggart, Duffy, Gieske, Austin, Chang, Christian,Kemer, Wang, Matouk, Mead, J. Hyde, Higgins Fifth Row:
DeSalvo, Colburn, Wood, Walker, Gilheany, B. Bates, LeBlanc, M. Hyde, H. Zendt Sixth Row: Brown, J. Bride, Beckma:
Rue, T. Roach, Smith, Hoopes, Odden, McLean, L. Zendt, Miller
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History Departmei

Front Row (1-r): Brown
Mein, Chilton Back
Row: Byrd, Chang,
Bates

English Department

Front Row (1-r): Roach,
Mead, Matouk,
McGrath, Beckman
Back Row: Smith, Rue,
Austin, Caldwell

Science Department

Front Row (1-r):
Kemer, Creskoff,
O'Connell Back Row:
Colburn, Odden,
Coorain, McLean,
Burk

20 Departments



Math Department

Front Row (1-r): Tietze,
i/Vang, Talvacchio,
DeSalvo, Gieske,
-.eBlanc, Higgins

Modern Language
Department

Front Row (1-r): Duffy,
Bielaszka-Du Vernay
Back Row: Bride,
Ramirez, Bates,
Johnson, Chang

Religious Studies

Front Row (1-r):
Gilheany, Mein,
Hewlett, Kunz

Departments 21



Admissions
Office

Front Row (1-r): H.
Zendt, Graves, Byrd,
C. Schuller, Hyde
Back Row: L. Zendt,
Smith, P. Caldwell

Arts Department
Front Row (1-r): Walker,
McTaggart, Hoopes,
Beckman, Edgerton,
McGiff, Leal

The House
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Counseling
Department

Front Row (1-r):
DeSalvo, Wolfe, Miller,
Hewlett, Kunz

College Counseling
and Registrar's

Office

Front Row (1-r):
Schuller, Samson,
Melson Back Row:
Zhilton, Roche, Byrd

I
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Classics
Department

Front Row (1-r): Roche,
Costa

Departments 23



Business Office
Front Row (1-r): M. Schuller,
Dzick Back Row: Henson,
Wilson, Ivry, Simendinger

Library

(l-r): Pala, J. Bride, Trabaudo
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Headmaster's Office
(l-r): Loessner, T. Roach, Reynolds

School Store
(l-r): Beeblo, Odden

Trainer:
Al Wood

Departments 25



Maintenance
Front Row (1-r): Pechin,
McKelvey, C. Roberts,
Marsh, Knotts, Barcus,
MoRales, Mott BackRo
Boyd, Tudor, Staats

Housekeeping
Front Row (1-r):
Vasques, Fonseca,
Watson, Huffman,
Barlow, Bartsch Back
Row: Simmons, D.
Williams, Garnett,
Taylor, deBerenard

Maintenace Plant Managers
(1-r): Rawley, Abbott
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Day Kitchen Staff

ront Row(l-r): Floyd,
foods, Willey, Scheerer,
'Neill, Ricjie, Mead,
layton, Woods

•

Ii
Night Kitchen Staff

Front Row(l-r): Tolson,
Bach, Head, Bohanan,
Allen, Wise, Cintron

Mrs. Holcroft

i

Nurses

Mrs. Wolfe Mrs. Christianson

27
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Third Form

Front Row (1-r): M. Farland, M. Rackish, Jes. Snider, Ramirez, Black, Trindle, Harris, Zendt, Ca. Brady, J.
Laryea, J. Wilson, Peebles Second Row: Mi. Miller, A. Bear, Gonzalez, Amos, S. Bozick, Wallace, Kramer,
Gaskins Third Row: Rigdon, Grove, Finsness, Stayton, Hutchful, Ruane, Mr. Bride Fourth Row: MacDona
H. Kennedy, O. Cadwalader, Price, Allen, Hendrickson, Bell, Dalton, Muir, Williams, Wolfe, Morello, Wehr
Back Row: Finn, Crawford, Sayre, Koprowski, Kinney , Slattery, Carroll, Z. Smith, Sutherland

Ever since Echo Hill, we've all been great friends. Memories of
walking in the swamps still makes us queezy and itchy, but we
can always think back and laugh. The unforgetable campout must
be recognized as another certainly bonding experience for us as
well. We got to know one another pretty well that night whether it
was playing "truth or dare," sitting by the fire, or just sitting out
in the middle of a field until four in the morning. We have been
through our ups and downs as a class, but relationships have
been fortified and new ones have been developed with the help of
people like Ms. Miller and Mr. Bride. Maybe it had something to
do with Mr. Cheban not "breaking us in"as has been said by
many a senior. But besides the fact that we can't walk through the
dining hall because we're some sort of "health hazard," the class
of '03 came through with a storm. Two storms actually: Hurricane
Floyd and Hurricane George, then there was all that snow. We got
to go mud sliding and have a school snowball fight. Let's just say
sledding has become a new skill for many freshman. With memo-
ries like this, who knows what to expect in the next three years.
Class of'03, WE ROCK!!!
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Fourth Form

Front Row (1-r): Yang, Perrie, Previti, Eddy, Buckle, Parshall, H. Callaway, Hawkins, Voora, A. Hickman
Wolinski Second Row: Pitts, Atwater, Wadsworth, Ju, Troutman, Rockwood, Symes, E. Salas, Milam,
Alexander, L. Morse, Bostian Third Row: Reynolds, Shackleford, Johns, Gaeta, Wu, Primiani, Biddlesnea
Lea, Zazulia, Johnson, Budwig, Rathvon, Brandes, Pattee, Hardwick, Ballard, Moser, Awangtang, Mrs. B
Calvin Fourth Row: Palmer, W. Osier, Penny, Courtnot, Cox, Matthews, Carey, M. Graham, Muller, Sim<
DuPont, Purcell, Munson, Burns, Dolan, Fry, Unger Back Row: Grimes, Knott, H. Heckman, D. James,
Gosnell, Zolnick, Moorhead, C. Caruthers, A. Pfeiffer, Harrington, Zarchin, C. Taylor, Elie, M. Wilson

Despite some minor winter glitches,
mainly semi-formal, the fourth form
remains strong. The new sophomores
definitely added good character to the
class of 2002. Thank you to Mrs. Bates
and Mr. G for being patient and
taking care of us. We are ready to
tackle junior year with new integrity
and excitement. And it always helps
to know that we're halfway there!
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Fifth Form

Front Row: Dildy, Grant, Alleyne, Bowman, M. Payne, Liu, Ross, Jing, Dillon, Duffy, Carraher, Cortes
Second Row: King, Weiland, Taft, Smith, Robinson, Calder, Davenport, Kiesling, Graves, Paden, C. Rackish
A. Farlabf, Sanders, Schuller, Madeley Third Row: Terriulo, Devlin, Brady, E. Hall, Noe, McGrath, Roberts,
Woods, Graham, Devereux, Craighill Fourth Row: Jay, Behl, L. Todhunter, Pahlmeyer, Walcott, L. Payne, '
Pingree Fifth Row: Williams, Minneman, Turcik, Rosenthal,Ellison, Jastrab, Kumpuris, Anderson, Jackson,
Wright, Kennedy, Wilson, Monk, Mrs. Zendt, Mr. Austin Sixth Row: Pennoyer, Stephens, Counts, Mutton,
Eisenbrey, Worth, J. Snider, Larkum, Kinsey, Harney, Covington, Jenkins, Huangfu, Teigland, J. Heckman'

The class of 2001 led fearlessly by Mr. Austin and Mrs.
Zendt has concluded another excellent, spotless year here at
good old SAS. The creative and ambitious group of young
people that will one day lead the school have proven them-
selves as flawless leaders. In fact, we'd like to pose one
question: Where would the school be without the fifth form?
Empty rooms, losing teams, unworked teachers and boring
weekends; in other words without the fifth form, SAS
would be in chaos- a virtual state of emergency. As if Atlas
dropped the world!!!! It all started this year when we scared
the school at Frightland, then again with the creation of our
risque yet lucrative weenies. And who could forget Maui
Waui? We had fun, and we think you did too. Hang in there
old juniors, we've almost got control! Consider this the
beginning of a new era at St. Andrew's. Hot Diggity!
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Sixth Form
•

Front Row (1-r): Morris, M. Wolinski Second Row: DeSalvo, Sabloff, Shay, McLean, Bowers, M. Morse,
Dalmau, Gilbreath, Hirsh, K. Kim, Ansell, Balasubramanian, Teach, Wilkinson, L. Laryea, DeLashmutt,
Bagwell, Constantine, Long, Barber, G. Cadwalader, C. Salas, Nicoll, Daise, H. Osier, Sibert Third Row: E.
Pfeiffer, L. Callaway, Bergland, Fogle, Goeller, J. Bozick. L. Grant, Pearce, Cordeiro, A. Taylor, Hammell, L.
Caruthers, Clarkson, Post, Sandoval, Gray, Mr. Hyde Fourth Row: S. Snider, Nebel, Hall, Conell,
Golsworthy, Patterson, Gerard, Brayton, C. Farland, Rhame, Holtzclaw, J. King, Baer Back Row: Park,
Geddie, Oakley, S. Kim, Marvel, Venutolo, Fischer, Scoville, Birdsey, Keyser, Warner, J. Hickman,
Macedo, Lange, Todhunter

The first class of the millenium, (sorry Chris-it sounds good), has come a long way. Through our
many feats, the class of 2000 has upheld the traditions of the school while still managing to have
some fun. We served the community around us through many community service activities, and \
bonded as a class by burning out exhibitions. We manupulated human nature with our crazy
fundraising skills. Saint Andrew's overflowed with orange crush, cheap (or cheaper than we sold
them for) T-shirts, including the mysterious Crush Tee-Shirts. They're coming- we swear!
But all things considered the senior class proved to be excellent and capable leaders of St. Andrew
Despite our checkered past (an astounding 14 gone in 4 years), we seniors have accomplished mu
this year, from success on playing fields and the stage to our utter domination of the underformen
in the twelve days of Christmas. We perservered through the college process and the exhibition.
The seniors have pulled the school together through good and bad this year. We really want to
thank Mr. Hyde and Mrs. Schuller for their support and guidance. And also we'd like to wish St.
Andrew's and all the underformers good luck in the future.
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Chapel Organizations
Chapel Monitors

Front Row(l-r): Barber, Bergland. L. Grant, Pearce Back Row: J.
King, McLean, DeSalvo, S. Kim, Birdsey, Oakley Not Pictured: L.
Callaway

Sacristans

Front Row (1-r): Lea, Lange, Gray, Cortes, Heckman
40 Organizations



Communion
Assistants

Fogle, E. Pfeiffer, A. Taylor,
G. Cadwalader, A. Baer,
Daise, Gray

Acolytes
Front Row (1-r): A. Farland,
A. Taylor, A. Baer, Primiani
Second Row: J. Heckman,
Kumpuris, Walcott, Slattery

Vestry
7ront Row(l-r): Ms.
-iowlett, Penoyer,
Ilarkson, Warner, L.
laruthers, J. Heckman
3ack Row: C. Caruthers, H.
Cennedy, Walcott,
vIcGrath, Slattery
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Jazz Band

Front Row (1-r): Zazulia, Budwig Second Row: Walker, Gilbreath, Park, Unger, C. Wilson,
Simon Back Row: Wolfe, Noe, Hirsh, Goldsworthy, Jastrab, Warner, Tall, Birdsey, Grove '

Concert Band

Front Row (1-r): Zazulia, J. Wilson, Budwig, K. Kim, Hirsh, Pahlmeyer Second Row: Walker,
Unger, R. Grant, Price, H. Kennedy, M. Wilson, Simon, Rockwood, Robinson, Birdsey, Lange,
Hammel, Finn, C. Wilson, Barber Back Row: Turcick, A. Bear, Oakley, Wolfe, Yang
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Concert Choir

rll j

* K-4Hr *

FrontRow (1-r): Beale, M. Morse, Daise, Bowers, Jing Back Row: Kennedy, Rathvon, Monk,
Zazulia, Pennoyer, Wu, Beckman

Chapel Choir

Front Row(l-r): Milam, E. Hall, M. Payne, Behl, Sanders, McGrath, Mr. Beckman
Middle Row: Symes, A. Taylor, M. Wilson, Lea, Zazulia, Patterson, Miyahara,
Wieland Back Row: Pitts, Troutman, Dolan, Penoyer, Holtzclaw

Bands and Choirs 43



(1-r): Mr. Burk, A. Pfeiffer, Conell, L. Payne, E. Graham,
Worth, Kinsey, Birdsey, X

S.A.C.
Only a few words can describe th<
year we had on SAC, "We have a
meeting tonight, Dammit!!" As one
can see in the picture only the few
and proud would show up to the
meetings including the photo. Hov
ever, despite the setbacks we hac
great year. We opened up strong
the computer dance and continue!
till the end of the year. One can
remember some amazing events
such as town trips and the regular
dinner trips. And who could ever
forget Mismatch Wednesday, wha
day that was. Who could ever fore
the weekends at St. Andrews!!!
P.S.- Once again SAC apologizes
never getting the digital announce
ments to work.

First Row (1-r): Sabloff, Bowers Second Row: Zazulia,
Symes, Hammell, Birdsey, DeLashmutt, M. Morse,
Teigland, Weiland, Devlin, Mr. Talvacchio

The
Andrean

What a successful year we had on
the Andrean this year. With hun-
dreds of announcements that
seemed to never materialize, we
think we got your attention. From
poetry readings to Sunday afterno<
meetings we were a pretty strong
force in the community this year. V
were happy that we kept the blood
shed at our meeting down to mini-
mum this year, with the least amoi
of bickering we have had in recent
years. Now as the year comes to £
close we would like to thank Mr.
Talvacchio for everything he has
done. We will miss you next year
and we love you.
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7irst Row (1-r): SLange, Morris, M. Wolinski, McLean, Gray
Second Row: Conell, Taylor, Sanders, Muir, Ramirez, Simon
Third Row: Devlin, Battle, Woods, Hutchful, Mr. Caldwell

Student
Life

I Committee
We had one of the most productive
years in Student Life history. Under
the new leadership of Mr. Caldwell
we were able to go to new limits. We
were able to overcome serious
adversity among the students who
do not know what it is like to wield
this unimaginable power. Issues
such as were people should "go"
during 9:30 to 10:00 and why seniors
can not have cars or TV's or any-
thing for that matter were discussed
with the inevitable conclusion of "No,
we have our reasons" We look
forward for next year when we can
take credit for the new kitchen. And
the student body is welcome for the
soap dispensers, sorry about the
paper towels.

Food
Committee

With the Wood Company in and ARA
out the food company had a huge
task ahead of them. However they
pulled it off very well. Who can ever
forget the variety of foods at dinner
from foods such as Cheeseburgers to
Pizza, what a selection. And are we
excited for the new kitchen next year
with more room for burgers and
french fries. Excellent!

1-r): Rhame, Heckman, Cadwalader, Symes, Birdsey, J.
iickman, S. Bozick, Perrie, Warner, Hendrickson, Monk
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Culinary
Societ

Front Row (1-r): Hammell Second Row: Gilbreath, Clarkson, Paden Tr
Row: M. Morse, Morris, A. Taylor, C. Farland, C. James, Pahlmeyer Fot
Row: L. Callaway, Rathvon, Hirsh, Oakley, Jenkins, Kumpuris, Perrie, Bird;
DeLashmutt, Sabloff (hidden), Warner

Polar Bear
Club

Front Row (1-r): O'Connell, Brown, H. Kennedy, Zendt, Dolan, Ju, Conell,
Baer, Hirsh Second Row: O. Cadwalader, Sayre, Cournot, Slattery,
Zazulia, Koprowski, H. Zendt
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Senior
Breakfast

Club

•ont Row (1-r): Clarkson, Hammell, DeLashmutt Second Row: Conell,
ibloff, S. Kim, Birdsey, Shay-Shao, Bowers, M. Wolinksi, Rhame, Warner

I

•ont Row (1-r): DeLashmutt, DeSalvo, Wolinksi, Wieland
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Forestry
Club

Front Row (1-r): Munson, Kinsey, Guerrero, McLean

Digital
Music

(l-r): Fischer, Birdsey
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Dance
Club

l-r): J. Heckman, S. Kim, Bowman

Astronomy
Club

ont Row (l-r): S. Kim, Sabloff, Kumpuris, Oakley, Bowers, Birdsey,
ier, Warner, Venutolo (Not Pictured)
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The Outing Club
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The Shaovach Crew

Watchugonnahav?

"I'll be your chauffer on
a midnight ride. It takes
a miracle just to sur-
vive." -Beck

"Where my dogs" -Beck

You are outa here!!!!

Gotcha Ya B*H

••ilia
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Lower Pell

Upper Pell
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Imagine it is the year 2003. The hellians, oops, we
nean pellians of 2ooo are now the reigning seniors, with lovely
reshman of their own to nurture and support, one of you is on
luty, and while searching high and low for that last straggling
reshman to come running in breathless off the front lawn, no-
ice that things haven't changed much; the common room still
eeks of Chinese food and popcorn, and the couches still have
reases left on them from people perpetually implanted there all
weekend long. Unwilling to deal with the stench any longer,
ou proceed down the corridor. There's a party in the tripple,
nd as you pass you hear some shouts about that old ghost,
bu feel as though you ought to try and organize some sort of
orridor function, but as you walk from room to room and en-
ounter various activities ranging from ranking guys, to danc-
ig around covered in highlighter you think that maybe chubby
unny just doesn't cut it. In a last attempt to prove your worth
s a senior you try to get them all in bed on time, unfortunately
ou encounter several obsticles along the way. All the phones
re still currently occupied in a 'crucial' conversation, jeans have
semed to evolve into the new nightware, and your pleas to get
eople into the bathroom were drowned in a sea of shouts from
le wrestling girls on the floor. At last, 20 mins after bedtime,
nd with the help of a faculty member who slightly outranks
ourself, not a creature is stirring except maybe a few mice.

Although you didn't always adhere to our instructions, we
ope that you do accept our wish that you have the best of luck
i all you SAS years to come.

Love,
the survivors, aka your seniors

Upper Pell 57



Hillier
This year, the young lads of Hillier, all 17 of them, endured possibly the finest, most attractive seniors ever t<
grace the corridors of this institution. With effortless authority and delightful exuberance for their duties,
these five seniors controlled the corridor with an iron fist, similar to the regimes instituted in Cambodia by tl
Khmer Rouge or even simply the secret police in revolutionary Russia (the kind of material seniors pretend t
study while on duty.) Although from time to time these poor misguided juveniles attempted to present a
sense of individuality, the seniors quickly pounced on these rebellions with German efficiency, squelching
their plans before they came near fruition. Often, out of our sense of morality, the leaders of these coups
would not be given marks, due to the fact that we did not want to relinquish our authority to the bureaucrac
of the system. We all envision that the boot camp of discipline and decorum that has been enforced on these
little heathens will pay off in the long run and the authoritarian nature of our rule will be respected.

Now for reality. As a collective group we managed to hand out about 12 marks up to the time of the
writing of this article. While our attractiveness is certainly not a manipulation of the truth, just about every-
thing else is. In fairness, even our aesthetics could be challenged I suppose. We ruled with an authority abo
on par with that of the National Guard. The reason marks were not given has no relation to our impending
sense of morality, but more to our unquestioned laziness. Despite Gieske's pleas for order, "They'll thank yc
five years down the road", we kept discipline at an arm's length. When asked to contemplate the effects of
our casualness, we merely pressed ourselves with more important issues such as the origins of the name Mu
But we all had a damn good time with our little freshmen, keeping them up late and all, so it's all in jest. Yes
Muff was one of us, one of the five senior specimens of Hillier, who are unofficially Muff, B, J2K, Cloon-Tang
and the corridor's tireless leader Sabloff, who by the way was technically in charge contrary to popular beliel
So to Mincus, AB, T Grove, Baby Huey, Chicken King, Mr. Verbose, Thug, JJ Hendrix, Finsnasty, David "call
me available" Wehrs, Adam "Ladies Choice" Finn, Wolfey, Rudy, Burnout, Gaskonian, Jerry and Action
Eddie, we bid farewell and all the best. And in three years, if you guys are living with the freshman and
keeping them in line and not having any fun and working hard, you didn't learn it from the five of us.
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Reming
Fleming has never been an easy corridor to live on. There is always noise,

and always someone sick...(owen), but above all this there is the love that
brings such fine young men together. Eliot, Penfield, Kalib, Artie, Joey,
Charlie, Brinck, Paul, Metro, Jon, Mark, Owen, and Zack all share a strange
bond. The kind of bond that makes birds sing and snapping turtles snap.
This love was made possible by the complete trust in the fact that everything
will someday work out. At the end of the year we ask ourselves, are we as a
corridor connected, clean, clear, cleirvoyant? Yes, of course we are, that is
what makes us Fleming. We work as a team, sleep as a team, and eat as a
squadron dedicated to upholding righteousness and eternal love throughout
the entire kingdom. In the words of Napoleon, "There is only one step from
the sublime to the ridiculous." So while we all move on to other worlds, the
freshman to sophomore corridors and Joey, Artie, and Mark to ?, we say, so
long and thank you God for the opportunity to live in eden, if only for just
one school year. -

The residents and caretakers of Fleming corridor.

Our Boys'll Make sure Ya' Get Treated Right

Fleming 59



Lower Moss

*

It's 10:25 PM and all's well... Deep in a dungeon somewhere, 16 courageous captives are trying to make the be
of their condemnation to a world of darkness (with the occasional sunbeam if the lucky recipient is standing
near the right window at the right time.) Luckily, good old-fashioned happiness (accompanied by good old-
fashioned loudness and raunchiness) pervades the vomitous gray-carpeted, cinderblock walled hallway (alon
with assorted litter, articles of clothing that never seem to have owners, and happy lists). Emma's in a zombie
like state after playing solitaire for five hours on her computer (again) and next door, Meaghan's doing the ex
same thing while wearing a purple cowboy hat. Meanwhile, Morgan is studying whilst Spanish tapes and the
Backstreet Boys provide soothing background noise. Lizzie's in the hallway, blow-drying her hair (it's import
to have nice hair, even after check-in). Emily Zazulia has a Pre-cal takehome and an English paper, which
equate late lights, but Frances is already in bed with plans for a good 8 hour sleep. Cinda is wielding her guit;
and singing back-up vocals for the Dave blasting our of her stereo. Emily Bostian is providing encouragement
again, this time for Abbie's musings concerning the dictatorship of the small country she intends to own as ar
adult. Alex and Charlotte have caught their breaths by now from running to make it back to corridor on time,
and Grace is patting Precious the Frog and wandering around with no particular destination in mind. The
consistently responsible seniors are, as during all waking hours (waking hours lasting at least until 3 AM) are
eating... Hilary has donned her duck-billed thinking cap to write a paper that's already late, and Abigail is
attacking her-violently, occasionally stopping to groom herself. Lorinda is shaking her butt while being loud
and probably profane. In fact, all four of them are being profane. Loud too. Sarah is observing all this loveline
around her and straining to catch a glimpse of the tattoo on her back. It's a beautiful day in the neighborhood
Lower Moss 1999-2000 is a slammin' place to be.
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Upper Moss

There are no rows, so here are the names: Elie, Moser, Hardwick, Sibert, K. Wolinski, Hirsh, Johnson,
Alexander, H. Callaway, Sandoval, Voora, Harrington, Ansell, Parshall, Morse, Zolnick, Hawkins, C.
Caruthers, Pattee

per Moss was a pretty mellow place this year: Erin could always be found diligently studying in her room; not giving
ch thought to socializing or activities involving boys. Molly and Cha, despite the infamous incident, were either reading
ility literature or contemplating the meaning of life. The reserved and modest Kwo always found time for her romance
rels in between her frequent beatings from Sarah, who often became quite violent after listening to her gangsta rap.
ileigh's need for sub-zero temperatures forced Santhi to wear her beloved animal print spandex. Fortunately, for the rest
he corridor, their room was a lot quieter at night. Cynthia, always the first out of the bathroom and into the bed, could
[uently be seen in perfect dress code. While Jane, who was never in dress code, became an expert in self-defense and
illy revealed her ruthless violent streak after being forced to be Leslie's "snuggle-poof." Crystal eagerly waited for the
tits that Mr. Speers was on duty, so that they could discuss their presidential campaign over a small snack of Easy Mac
fried chicken. Khawk and Hollis, in between their renditions of "Light the Candle" and "Always be my Baby," liked to
e long important talks - Hollis usually talking very loudly and Katie quietly adding her opinions. Thayer could usually
bund searching for her "mysteriously" lost stuffed animals, while suffering from an acute case of NEFNAR. Amanda,
ays timid and reserved, kept her opinions to herself and procrastinated incessantly every study hall.
>tina, in the bed by 10 p.m. every night, could always be found up at the crack of dawn ready for a new day. Laura, a
or on duty, shared Cristina's love of early mornings. Maria, always fully clothed and infamous for her late night habits,
Id never be found talking about Mr. Telvacchio. When Leslie was not meticulously cleaning her room she could be found
er organizing or spending time with one of her many men. And Nicole, when not longing for her big bad fubu daddy,
Id be found either procrastinating or backing that 'thang" up. Our fearless leaders Ms. Ramirez, Mrs. Hyde, Mr. Speers,
i. Zendt, Ms. McGrath, and Dave could always be counted on for good food and conversations.
5 year has been wonderful, we hope that next year is even better.

Love,
Nicole, Cristina, Leslie, Maria, and Laura
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Moss Annex

top (1 to r) Anna, Emily, Susan, Tara, Ashley
bottom (1 to r) Searcy, Kara, Lacy, Clay, Lisa

"Lovers without reproach will gaze
On bodies naked and ablaze;
The hippocratic eye will see
In nakdness, anatomy;
And naked shines the Goddess when
She mounts her lion among men.

The nude are bold, the nude are sly
To hold each treasonable eye.
While draping by a showman's trick
Tehir dishabille in rhetoric,
They grin a mock-religious grin
Of scorn at those of naked skin."

-Robert Graves

The nudeness of you lovely ladies will be sadly missed by all of us seniors
We love you more that you'll ever realize.

-Tara, Susan, Lacy, and Clay
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Schmolze
. . . . . .

In the beginning there was nothing, then there was Schmolze. Then God made the seniors. He
wanted this upstanding group of perfect beings to rule over the domain so aptly called Schmolze.
Then God made the slanting ceilings, the broken water fountain and a really messed up thermo-
stat, then God saw what He had made and behold it was good. Then God created the sopho-
mores. On this third floor of Eden God placed these sophomores. With them he left only one rule,
do not eat from the forbidden bag of Wednesday night cookies. Unfortunately they were over-
come by temptation and they consumed these cookies. Immediately the seniors came down and
plagued the sophomores. They took the cookies and promised they would never see them again
(which they didn't except for the occasional milk carton under Dave's Bed, sorry Dave). God then
cursed this rowdy group of young boys and left them with only the seniors to rule. And rule they
did... chaos ensued. Tribes formed, bathroom stalls became forums for blasphemous comments,
the woops of Rob and sounds from Dave's incredible annoying Riverdance impression echoed
through the land. God then realized it was time to wipe the slate clean. God called upon his
power to flood the land but the evils of the sophmores were too much for the petty water foun-
tain. God decided upon another tactic. He sent his only son Rick, to lead them. But they turned on
him and he was sent away with hopes of coming again. Now the few redeamed boys wait for the
second coming in joyful hopes of Rick's return. But until then they solemly pray the word their
seniors taught them,
Our Seniors who arght in Schmolze...
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Vborhees

Way atop the pristine halls of St. Andrew's lived a unique bunch of men. Ever engaged in the pursuit of
edge and spiritual growth, these men converged in what can only be called a quagmire. Yet each survived, ai
amidst the sounds of growing men each voice could be heard. So to commemorate such a gathering of miraci
lous minds, we present here a prediction for each miraculous man. In 20 years, this will be the group known
"The Men of Voorhees 2000"
Snoogy: Mrs. <married name>
Snookums: A communist utilitarian
Oaks: forces Microsoft and Intel into bankruptcy, but sells his company because he "didn't care"
Sigfried: Dedicates his Fields Medal to all the "Men of Voorhees 2000"
Dave G: A Mountain Yeti
Irene/Tito: working night shifts
Rat/Tiny: a professional hugger
Teddy: has 7 supermodel wives
Dre: suffering from insomnia
Wu: Buys every movie company and produces only kungfu movies
Pitts: Playing the real-world version of RISK
Nuts: frowning
Apple: deported
Nugget: fighting off women with a stick
Tucker: a Backstreet Boy
Dux Lite: repeat winner on "Who Wants to Be a Millionaire?"
Brandes: names his daughter Sawyer
Goofy: mistakenly goes to the 2021 SAS Reunion
Guido: head of the Previti crime family
Trout: has finally figured out how to get out of his strait jacket I
Nate: still confused
Dolan: still pissed, but he's dealing
Johns: assistant to Mr. McLean
Shack: First Mr. Olympia to come out of Arkansas
D James: an officer in the military
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K

Front Row(l-r): C. Salas, Morris, Post, G. Cadwalader, Nicoll Back Row: E. Hall, Kiesling, McGrath, Sanders, M. Smith, Behl,
Davenport, Monk

Club bK
This year on K has been one full of titillating convos, namely ones concerning our boyfs

(wait.. .we have none.. .wait, just Maggie, and Lydia, sporadically, wait.. .never mind). We gathered in
the common room to clean.. .wait, to eat.. .wait, to hide crap under the couch. We've told jokes, namely
concerning the chicken and the horse, and strange practices of savage lands. We've devised master plans
to destroy the school from the inside, bowls first.

"In the beginning, there was Hope," aka the Melty Creature, who entertained us with her obscene
stories of Cliffie Garlic, Randy Jones, and the Smyrna crew. And Erin, who was often absent for an hour
at a time, frolicking with the woodland folk. Emily's never ending quest often led her to the couch, where
she fell asleep. Jenny, aka The Toymaster, filled our dorm with bouncy "balls" and pogo "sticks"...and
moon shoes. Maggie, the artsy one (something like a superhero, something like a phenomenon), saved
lives while on the run from the flaming dryer and the other flaming...objects. Piper, aka "Mama Knows"
fed us with spiritual food. Penelope, well, her golf cart jaunts were the cause of dormwide envy.
Wassup, Lydia? She, on the run from the law, found solace in interpretive dance to some groovin' tunes
(with Emily).

Kate, the recipient of much fanmail, ruled with an Iron Fist. Caroline's impeccable taste beauti-
fied our dorm for about two days, until she got into Harvard. "Julie? Julie?! Is Julie up there?" And Julie
was called from the bottom of the stairs to make beautiful music. Meg, proud sponsor, single competitor,
and champion of the Cheeseball Olympics, awarded herself The Giant Tub O Balls. Oh, Genevieve,
clearly the most renowned slacker of our dorm, gave physics lessons on projectile motion from the
balcony. Shout-out to Shaggy.

And on the seventh day, and on the eighth, and for days to come, there was Tommy.... and Jose.
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Gaul East
0)

A TYPICAL WEDNESDAY NIGHT ON "L"
The juniors rush back to dorm after chapel to change and go across to the main building to work. While

the seniors socialize and slowly make their way across eating half of the cookies for "milk and cookies"
among the five of us and leaving only a few left for the juniors. (that is.. .if Lavanya remembers to get the
cookies! ) Then at ten or ten-thirty we all gather to watch our dorm favorite "Dawson's Creek", if we are
lucky and Francesca has taped it. After eating all the cookies, the seniors try to mooch more food from the
juniors and we can usually get some from either Far-far or Biggie and when that doesn't work we turn to
the lacrosse food sales in the Chilton's house. Once we found a delicious pesto pasta thing (?) from
Elizabeth's rotten gourmet food selection. Mmm! That was tasty, except for the fact that it exploded!
"Somebody's got an ouchie!" Meanwhile, Anne keeps saying "Let's not watch a movie, let's play a game!"
But the only games we can ever think of are: "Never have I ever", which we have played enough that we &\.
know everything about everyone, or "Mafia", which has been fun, but disappointing for Mr. and Mrs.
Chilton. Kaitlin, Elizabeth and Lindsey entertain themselves by giving each other huge, painful wedgies.
Or Cordo and Minta are fortunate enough to be the designated ones that get to blare Elizabeth, Megan, and
Lindsey's new favorite rap songs. As long as no one drinks their milk it is okay with them!! Let's make
chips and salsa. Or maybe Mrs. Bride or Ms. Miller will take us to McDonalds?! "NO" they normally say.
" Get out of my facial!" Yaah- let's watch a movie-not just any movie, but..."Buffy the Vampire Slayer".
That's funny, but so is Kaitlin's voice after swallowing helium and the skit with Minta's head and
Elizabeth's legs, and so is the wall of words which Wenjun and Cordo have cleverly put up. As most of the
juniors slowly go into their rooms to either work or go to sleep, all of the seniors and Anne and Kaitlin are
still out in the common room watching and eating, while Megan is sound asleep on the couch.

So, as you can tell, things in "L" are pretty normal and quiet. Everyone is usually asleep by 11:30 and if
they're not, then they are working quietly in their in their room. The seniors have been very strict with on
corridor time, dorm cleanness, and studying hard. It has been difficult at times to control our crazy juniors,
but the senior's level-headedness and shyness has balanced out the hyper-active juniors.

Thanks for all the fun, long nights "L" dorm. We miss you Lindsay and hope that you are happy at home.
I hope everyone has enjoyed this year as much as I have. I know you all had a lot of work and stress but
hopefully, the five of us (seniors) helped limit that. Good Luck next year. We will miss all of you so much.

I Love You Guys! Love, Emily xoxoxoxoxox
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Front Row (1-r): Fogle, Long, Barber Second Row: Bagwell, Constantine, Goeller, J.
Bozick Third Row: Pingree, Robinson, L. Payne, Woods, Graves Fourth Row: Liu,
Cortes Fifth Row: Dillon, Graham, Paden, James, Roberts, Devereaux Sixth Row: M.
Payne, Taft, Walcott, C. Rackish, Craighill Back Row: Jay, Calder, Pahlmeyer

am proud to announce that the young ladies of M are ready to move on to bigger and better
tings (although most of you will just be seniors next year). We would really like to con-
ratulate you all for learning the skills you will need to succeed in life, such as always being
rompt (for check-in) and being able to maintain a clean living environment, especially in the
tchen. We pray that you all take the skills you have learned as you head out to different
Drms across campus, or for the lucky ones, college. Congratulations on a job well done!
re can attribute the refinement of this bunch to the 7 drill sergeant seniors: Ingrid, Meredith,
ilia, Lucy, Anna, Anne, and Emily. The girls came to us as frail 5th formers, afraid to be in
:en in public. Now they leave us as a team, a unit if you will, of strong, self-sufficient
omen!
lank you all for a sphincterific year! Good Luck in you future endeavors! We will miss
HI all greatly! We love you and the wonderful memories we've shared on the great dorm
lied M.
LOVE, MEREDITH AND INGRID North 67



Sherwood
-'HiSHMpSI

For most of our corridor's career it has been plagued by dis-
unity. "Who cares about this corridor anyway?" resonates in
history, until the day the beast came to stall three. For one
shinning moment our corridor was the talk of the school. Never
had anyone heard of such a human specticle. Through this
historic moment our corridor was brought together, changing
the occupants from boys into one strong and united force now
known as Sherwood corridor, the land of the beast. The trans-
formation will remain in the minds of these men forever, and
better prepare them for next year and into the future. Life on
this corridor will never be the same.
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Baurn

We have had visitors,
O'Connell and Zendt,
Caldwell and Speers,
But none will forget
that fateful night
when nightsticks in hand,
two cops strolled in.

Ode to Baum

Christmas trees and
animals stuffed have we.
Bongos, T. Hawk, and Blitz
we have played.
Senior Saunas
the corridor that never sleeps are we,
but D.C.'s we have not.

8 seniors for seven days,
Sunday night clean up,
and jobs not done.
The best showers,
Remember: when you here Spence's horn honk thrice,
the boys of BAUM are out for a heyst.
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To Kill A Mockingbird

111

lit! M.*

Under the wonderful direction/
tutelage/dictatorship of Nina
Edgerton we brought to stage the
timeless classic To Kill a Mocking-
bird. A story of a father, Atticus
(Pedro Dalmau '00) who has to teach
the hardest lessons of life to his two
young children, Scout (Tara Gilbreath
'00) and Jem (Jon King '00).Along
with the amazing talents of Sarah
Bowers '00, Robbie Pennoyer '01, and
Mr. DeSalvo, the gifted cast brought
to life the sleepy little town of
Maycomb.

While it was hard for a lot of us in
the beginning to even conceive of a
theatre production without Mrs.
McTaggart, we were deeply saddened
as we bid farewell to Ms. Edgerton
and the liveliness that she infused
into the halls of St. Andrew's.
Good-bye Nina, we will miss you
dearly...

Love,
The Cast
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Football
Led by six intense seniors, the
St. Andrew's football team
posted a better than average 3-5
season, but as is annually true,
our record does no reflect our
success on the field. We were in
ivery game we played, losing

only once by more than a touch-
down. The highlight of a great
season was the game under the
Ights against Bo Manor.

[Thanks to the support of some
wonderful fans, we gave one of
the best teams in Maryland a
run for their money. We would
ike to thank coaches Hyde,
blburn, Talvacchio, and

Hoopes for a wonderful season
and a great 4 years of coaching.
The seniors wish the next gen-
iration good luck and are confi-

dent that you are in good
hands.

Front Row (L to R): Venutolo, Geddie, Connell, Patterson, Shay,
Nebel Second Row: Bowman, Counts, Hutton, Covington, And(
son, Kinsey, Alleyne, Kumpuris, J. Snider Third Row: R. Grant,
Matthews, Johns, Ju, Palmer, Wu, Turcik, Teigland Fourth Row:
Perry, Sutherland, Williams, Sayre, Stayton, Muir.
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Women's Soccer
This year's team was made up of

many newcomers, but with the
lelp of our leaders, the ladies men,
3obbie and Eddie, not to mention
the occasional guest appearance of
our father Hardie, we made it a
ring-ing season. With the help of
Ann and Melissa's "clubs", our
intimidation factor was high and
we never backed down, we got in
top shape with our "twice a week"
morning runs (not to mention
running away from Wawa after
Kara became a felon). After end-
.ess hours of breakout, and Eddie
killing us on diving headers, we
'earned each other's middle names,
and formed an incredible bond
that was women's soccer. We will
miss you all next year, but know
you will be amazing under the
reign of your new captains. In
closing, we just have one thing to
say, "THAT'S TIGHT LADIES!!"

76 Women's Soccer

"Mr. Rue, You're the joke."

Varsity Front Row (L to R): Constantine, J. Bozick, Fogle, L.
Grant, Morris Second Row: Sanders, Payne, Woods, Graves, Bea:
Davenport, Duffy Back Row: Coach Bobbie Rue, M. Farland, M.
Rackish, Moorhead, M. Wilson, Zarchin, Coach Eddie Chang

Junior Varsity Front Row (L to R): McGrath, L. Todhunter,
Behl, Palmeyer, Madeley Back Row: Coach Mead, Peebles,
MacDonald, Hardwick, Ruane, H. Callaway, Hawkins, Morello



That's Tight Ladies!'
IBBBBBBBM
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Men's Cross Country
With only one returning varsity runner,
it looked like a rebuilding year. But the
team, led by Captain and defending state
champion Morgan Scoville, demon-
strated tremendous grit and strength,
which led them to a 2nd place finish at
the conference race and a 5th place fin-
ish at the state meet. Highlights of the
season included; a shattering of
Wilmington Christian's perfect record
midway through the season, another
Rambo run in record time, two runners
in the top fifteen at the state meet, the
establishment of a strong legacy to be
continued by the underclassmen, three
all-conference runners, a repeating indi-
vidual state champion, and a strong de-
sire to beat the hell out of Westown next
year. In the following season, look to see
the team become even faster as the var-
sity was made mostly of Sophomores.
Mr. Brown, thank you for a wonderful
year. You have laid the groundwork for
a dynasty. So, have a great year off, and
prepare yourself to coach a state cham-
pionship team. GO SAINTS GO!

Front Row(l-r): Coach O'Connell, Gaskins, G. King, Gray, Lang
Keyser, Gerard, Park, Rigden, J. Heckman, Orban, Eddy Bac
Row: Price, Minneman, Dalton, Jackson, Battle, M. Graham, Dola
W. Osier, Reynolds, Scoville, D. James, Coach Brown

'» • A *
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Women's Cross Country

"Fun, speedy, relaxed, healthy", the words of our beloved coach, Mr. G, held true both
on and off the course. We were able to shoot through Discs to earn second and we
•arned seventh place at the state tournament. Although we had great outcomes in

races, the girls cross country team like to measure success in the fun we have together.
It was indian runs, 'cleverly' getting into the uniform room, and risque night psyche
parties which made our season memorable. Thanks to our wonderful coach, Mr. G,
and Al for helping us with our injuries. Best wishes to the team for an amazing season
next year!

Love, All your captains

"rortt Row(l-r): Sibert, Wilkinson, L. Caruthers, Barber, M. Morse Middle Row: Schuller, Zendt,
\lexander, Pattee Back Row: Lea, C. Caruthers, Noe, Harrington, Walcott, Robinson, C. Rackish, Kiesling,
"oach Gilheany
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Volleyball
"Volleyball this year had a spirited
season lead out by fearless Coach
Ward whose chicken was definitely
funky. With constant determination,
we worked as a TEAM to achieve one
of the better records in Saint's Volley-

all history, and most importantly, we
ad fun. Thanks to Nicole for her

wonderful management of the team.
Thanks to all the seniors for their
experience and leadership, and to the
courage that all of the newcomers on
[.V. displayed— their energy and
caring for each other was uplifting. We
know you guys will continue to
strengthen the program. The return of
Coach Wang was key in our success
and Ms. Ramirez with her unique ball-
tossing style was always an inspira-
tion. A special thanks to Jeff, Mamma
Ward, Bobby and Jennifer who were
our number 1 fans and who always
kept us clean and well-fed. With the
support of the school, we know our
program will continue to grow and
improve. GO SAINTS VOLLEY-
BALL!!!

Varsity Front Row (L to R): Laryea, Bergland, A. Tayl<
Nicoll Back Row: Coach Ward Gosnell, Jing, Monk, Ross
Zolnick, Dillon, Ansell
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Junior Varsity Front Row (L to R): Wilson,
Hutchful, J. Laryae, Black Back Row: Coach Wang,
Harris, Ramirez, Kramer, Moser, Ansell.
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Men's Soccer
St. Andrew's Soccer returned with a
engeance this fall. We knew we were
ping to be good, and when the season
egan we went out and proved that SAS

was a contender this year. Jon and DeSalvo
led the team with their poise and skill, and
with many new players stepping up into
itarting roles and playing well, we came out

and won or tied 14 of our 18 games. This
was a team characterized by a stifling
defense that never allowed more than two
goals in a game all year. D only gave up 11
goals in 16 regular season games.
Goldsworthy, Rhame, and Devlin also had
incredible years attributing to the lack of
goals scored. On the offensive side Jon led
the way with Scott close behind setting up
many goals with his passing. Christian,
despite the amount of cards he accumu-
lated, was a strong performer all year, as
were Jeff and Gino. Larkum's skill on the

>all was amazing, especially against Dover
ith the entire school on hand to watch us
pset the #4 team in the state. Unfortu-
ately our season ended two games short of
ur goal, the state championship, but we
ad an incredible run this year, and best of

tuck to the 2000 team as they continue the of
[dominance in St. Andrew's Soccer.

Front Row (L-R): Rhame, Birdsey, S. Kim, Warner, Fischer,
Marvel, DeSalvo, Goldsworthy, Macedo, Hickman, Miyahara,
Bear Second Row: Caldwell, Weiland, Larkum, S. Kennedy,
Carey, Worth, Devlin, C. Wilson, Harney, Primiani, Scott, Aus
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t Row (L-R): A. Bear, Wolfe, Guerrero, Anderson, Jastrab,
an, Penney, Holtzclaw, Jenkins, Williams, Dildy, Cadwalder
; Row: Pitts, Atwater, Gaeta, Biddle-Snead, Previti, duPont,
ell, Cournot, Unger, H. Heckman, Troutman, Cox, Coach Bates.

US
Front Row (L-R): Hendrickson, Amos, Wadsworth, Z. Smith,
Grove, Finn, Gonzalez, Second Row: Coach Costa, Crawford,
Bell, Knott, Brandes, Finsness Third Row: Kaprowski, Burns,
Ballard, Grimes, Carrol, Allen, Yang, Muller.
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Field Hockey
This year the Saints' Field Hockey team
exceeded everyone's expectations by
having our best season in history. The
final record of 14-3-3 and second
place ranking did not come easily, the
team face many obstacles (having only
eight returning players, the loss of
Anne Farland from the line-up due to
injury, and numerous overtimes), but
these challenges only brought us closer
together and closer to the state finals.
The memory of the State semi-final
game will never be forgotten because it
showed how much the entire team had
improved and how close we were to
clenching the state championship. The
cheer "Whole heart, no mercy, no re-
grets" echoes the way that our season
went; by giving everything that we had,
we could only be proud of how our
season ended.

It was an honor to play with you and
be your captain, thank you. Best of
luck and have fun to the 2000 team and
all of those to follow.
Love, Courtney

Varsity Front Row (1-r): Cordeiro Middle Row: Teach
E. Pfeiffer, H. Osier, Goeller, Pearce, C. Farland, L.
Callaway, Cadwalader, Salas Back Row: Coach Chilton
Bagwell, A. Pfeiffer, C. Taylor, A. Hickman, Roberts,
Wallace, M. Smith, A. Farland, Coach Bride

<
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ior Varsity Front Row(l-r): James, Long Middle
v: K. Kim, Voora, Lu, Payne, Morse Back Row:
ch LeBlanc, Craighill, Devereaux, Taft, Carrahar,
les, Johnson, Rathvon, Jay, Graham

Thirds Front Row(l-r): Awantang, E. Hall, Parshall,
S. Bozick, Jes. Snider Back Row: Coach Tietze,
Sandoval, Trindle, Rockwood, Ca. Brady, K. Wolinski,
E. Salas, Coach Creskoff
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There we were. All together in a
circle grasping hands. Looking in to
one and another's eyes. The hour
was approaching for our first per-
formance and the cast was doing
the tradition pre-performance
pulse. Mrs. McTaggert told us to
look at each person and realize how
essential we all are to the play. As
we looked around images of prac-
tice upon practice flashed in our
minds. Each person brought a
special eliment to the stage.

As we looked around everyone
seemed a little nervous but the
general feeling was still excitement.
Then finally the band begun and we
started. The energy was fantastic,

ur voices projected and the sing-
g was superb. As we took our

ows that first night we all looked
t one another and realized what
e had just accomplished,

brtunatly the next night was even
setter. During our bows the final
night the crowd roared. We had
done it and it felt great. Our hills

ere alive with the sound of music.kv
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Women's Basketball
Wow....
What a year we had this year. Needless to
say we rule and are a force to be reckoned
with especially considering that Delaware
Girls' Basketball is fiercely competitive(and
surprisingly similar to Girls Lax in Dela-
ware). This year's Varsity Girls Basketball
team raked in the wins this year to top off
one of the most impressive seasons in SAS
history. Once again simply adding to the
superiority and elitist, oops, I meant elite
skills of the girls teams here at SAS.
And why wouldn't we be good with such
members such as Heidi "the Reverend"
Pierce, Emily "the sass-monger" Pfeiffer, and
Liz "the too old to play in 95% of our games"
Grant leading the way we were unstop-
pable. And let's not forget that we were
being backed by one of the toughest teams
in the state.
And who can forget such amazing coaches.
First of all any team led by Ms. LeBlanc can't
lose, and second; with assistant Coaches
Nasty Nate Costa and Dieselhead Jim, who,
along with his personalized clipboard, was
keeping things in strict order while han-
dling the stresses of his everyday work at
the school(which consists of compiling
weekend sheets).
And a special shout out to Tommy "the
man" Burns, the best "man"anger in the
world.

Front Row (L-R): Pearce, E. Pfeiffer, Grant Second Row:
Burns, Teach, Bergland, Ross, A. Pfeiffer, M. Wilson, Wallaci
Third Row: Coach Costa, Coach LeBlanc, Coach Bride

Conference Champions
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ont Row (1-r): Madeley, Lu, Elie, Awantang Second
)w: Peebles, Macdonald, Rockwood Third Row: S.
>zick, M. Farland, M. Rackish, J. Snider
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Men's Squash
The men's squash team had a very suc-
cessful season although it was not re-
flected in our final record of 3-9. This
season was one of great improvement for
the entire team with a very strong finish
against the Hill School and a good 4th

place showing at the Mid-Atlantic Tour-
nament. Such a strong finish ensures a
strong season next year led by Scott
Kennedy and Ted Unger,and David Knott
who finished the season with the best
individual records for the team. With
twice as much time time spent on the
road than on the court we learned a great
deal about each other and had a great
time. Hot topics of conversation included
Gieske's bad boxer fashion, Knott's never
ending joke book and Koprowski's con-
stant factoids. Thanks guys for a great
season. - Muff

HMM^M

'

Front Row(l-r): Gerard, Wieland, Knott, Ch. Brady, Troutman Back Row: S. Kennedy,
Koprowski, Unger, Todhunter, Coach Gieskanatron
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Women's Squash
Under the dynamic leadership of Susan "Crumbs" Clarkson, we established ourselves as a dominant force

in the Women's Squash World. In short, we were good, damn good. Unfortunately due to time restraints on
the courts, we only practiced half an hour a day(and Susan slept through at least half of those). But Kate,
Caroline, and Clay turned up the heat a few degrees adding leadership to a team destined to do well at Mid-
Atlantics. We placed second, missing first by mere points in the final game of the final match in the final
minute of the final hour. But next year we'll avenge this loss, even if it means that we have to cheat.

Integral in the creating the
dominatrix that was Women's
Squash was Mr. Speers. He taught
us how to play with an intensity
unknown to most professional
athletes. His English analogy
describing our team as a "wet eagle
on a dry night" made us turn up the
heat if I may use that analogy once
more. But now I would describe us
a DRY eagle on a WET night; a
team that truly came together to
face adversity right in the eyes time
and time again. We look forward to
next year.

Go Saints!?

Front Row(l-r): C. Farland, C. Salas, Clarkson, Wilkinson Back Row: Coach Speers, Hawkins,
Pattee, Voora, M. Smith, Sanders, Taft
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Wrestling
This year, the wrestling squad per-
formed exceptionally well in all our
meets finishing up with a 6-6 season.
With nearly thirty boys out for the
team, we were even able to fill up a
JV roster. Led by captains Dave
Patterson and Nick Conell, the varsity
finished third in the conferance. The
highlight of the season was the DISC
tournament in which Nick Conell,
Dave Patterson, and Greg King were
conferance champions. An
increadible four wrestlers qualified
for the state tournamant and one
alternate. Our performance at this
tournament, competing with the
sixteen best wrestlers in the state,
reflected the high level of wrestling
that we achieved this year. An out-
standing coaching staff were largely
responsible for such a sucessfull
season. With many experienced
wrestling returning next year, we
look forward to another outstanding
season to come.

Front Row(l-r): Coach Zendt, Coach Barlow, Patterson, Conell
Coach Duffy, Coach Carpenter Second Row: G. King, Grove,
Macedo, Baer, Miyahara, Previti, Terriuolo Third Row: A. Bea:
Stayton, Biddlesnead, Dolan, Marvel, Williams, Counts, Sayre,
Wadsworth, M. Payne Back Row: Johns, Slattery, duPont, O.
Cadwalader
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Swimming & Diving
In the words of James Heckman, this
year's boy's swim season was, "RE-
MARKABLE!" With Tawny Barnard(our
coach) at the helm, our team was made
up of mostly first year swimmers, who
battled against the odds to finish up
with our most successful season ever.
Having only three seniors on our team
we needed strong performances from
everyone in order to get the results we
desired. And did we have strong
performances a plenty. Eric Muller
dropped 30 seconds in the 200 free,
while the 200 medley relay team made
up of Doug Brayton, Joey Hickman,
Henry Palmer, and Nick Kinney broke
the school record by 5 seconds and
placed third at the state meet, and
individually the freshman phenom Nick
Kinney broke the school record in the
100 breaststroke by 3 seconds.
Overall our season turned out to be so
much more than we expected. We
placed seventh in the state, which was
overall an incredible feat for our team,
having not been ranked all season. Our
season could have been no where near
as successful as it was, if it hadn't been
for our outstanding coach. Tawny, with
her innovative training techniques,
motivated us to end up being the
successes we were. We owe Tawny for
every success we had with this season,
and there is no doubt that we couldn't
have done it with out her. We would
like to thank all of you who supported
us throughout our season. You all were
also an asset to our team, and we
couldnt have achieved our goals with-
out you.
Love Doug, Joey, and Dave

;;•:;;

11

Front Row (1-r): Atwater, Mathews, Price, J. Hickman, Dalton, Yang, Stevens, Gr
Rigdon, Penney, J. Snider, Wehrs, J. Heckman Second Row: Graves, Pahlmeyer,
Woods, Rathvon, Hardwick, A. Hickman, Noe, Zolnick, E. Hall, Roberts, Zendt,
Morello, Trindle Third Row: Simon, Ramirez, Harris, Hirsh, G. Cadwalader,
Walcott, Payne, Barber, Nicoll, Zazulia, Goeller, Morris, Constantine, Brayton
Third Row: Kinney, Lea, A. Farland, E. Salas, C. Rackish, A. Taylor, Fogle, Long
Ruane, Calder, Sibert, Palmer Fourth Row: Robinson, Creskoff, Barnard, Smith,
Holcroft, Tawney Jr.
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This year the women's swimming
and diving team had an amazing
season! We survived "Late Nights
With Lundy" (i.e. night practices),
the VASA trainer, CAMP!, shark
attacks, hairy legs, and the grueling
sport that is swimming. Team 'Koff
had a great year learning and per-
fecting their strokes, taking novice
swimming to new heights. The
divers had an awesome season with
many of them qualifying for states.
The team who went to states had an
unbelievable meet winning the
second place trophy!

We would like to thank Ms.
Creskoff, Emily, Tawny, and of
course Dr. Evil...we mean Mr.
Smith. Without you we don't know
where we would be, probably out of
shape. Thank you Mr. Smith for all
you have done for the swimming
program at St. Andrew's and for the
impact you have had on all of our
lives. We will truly miss you. Good
luck to next year's team and remem-
ber "purple, purple, purple, pink"!

Love, Annie B and Mini Mere
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Men's Basketball
The Saints have returned to the
basketball court with an uncanny
display of hard-nosed, cutthroat
basketball that kept all crowds at
the edge of their seats. By earning
their third straight spot in the state
tournament, every team they
played were in for a battle to the
end. Led by captains Graham
"Stretch" Worth '01, and LeMar
"Mr. Dynamite" McLean '00, the
team improved from last year's
record by mauling the opposition
on the defensive end and playing
a fast-paced, clockwork offense
that made teams go insane. As the
center of the offense, Stretch got
the ball pushed down the court by
his domination of the defensive
glass, while wingmen Kodi "Shay-
Shao" Shay '00 and Andrew "Tal-
ent" DeSalvo '00, frequently
streaked down the court to make
the fast break conversions with
ease. Slowing it down in the half
court, the focus switched to Mr.
Dynamite who baffled defenders
with his patented "Lefty Slice".
And with Talent draining threes,
Michael Graham '02 running the
show at the one spot, Stretch cre-
ating off the dribble virtually ev-
ery time, and Shay Shao grabbing
the offensive boards, the Saints
hardly left any offensive posses-
sion unfinished. And as Nick
Sabloff'00 and Richard "Momma"
Hutton '01 showed off their long
distance expertise, and Jay Rhame
'00 and Will Oakley'OO gave the
team huge sparks coming off the
bench, it became no wonder why
this team was a contender for the
State Title.

Front Row(l-r): McLean, Worth Second Row: Sabloff, Oakley,
DeSalvo, Rhame, Shay Third Row: Alleyne, Hutton, Grimes, Gra-
ham Back Row: Coach Sykes, Geddie, Coach Rue, Coach Hyde
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Front Row(l-r): Larkum, Grimes, Jastrab, Bowman, Primiani, Gaeta
Back Row: Z. Smith, Dildy, Eisenbrey, C. Wilson, Cox, Sutherland

nt Row(l-r): W. Osier, Buckle, Wright, Rosenthal, Gonzalez,
ir, Amos, Ju, Finsness Back Row: Coach Sykes, Reynolds,
•ey, Caroll, Brandes, Pitts, Williams, Crawford, Coach Austin
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A Day in the life of
The typical St. Andrean always starts
their day off with a pre-breakfast
shower...

Followed by breakfast sign in.

Then the model student returns to
.fininsh the cleaning he or she has
started the night before...

rim*
Primping and dressing can always ta]
more time up than you think...

But usually
they will find
something
that looks
just right...

•
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^ long day of classes follows where the
tudents sit and watch paying attention
o every last detail...

xtJL

veryone of course loves the food here
nd during dinner no one ever eats

f Y
own in

*; ^

i f t»
\

ut at the end of the day we all know,
ig Brother is watching us!!!

While
people
with free
periods
work qui-
etly in
their
rooms...

After din-
ner the
model St.
Andrean

I can be
found hav-
ing fun on
the front
lawn or
maybe by
the grass
docks...

Finally we all are so tired that by the
time we go back on corridor, we go
right to sleep...
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We Introduce You to...
Due to the limited size of the
SAS community the Griffen
has taken it upon itselves to
introduce the SAS commu-
nity to a group of outsiders
that could very well change
our lives. These people have
all lead distinguished lives in
their perspective fields. So
without further adieu we
introduce you too..

r ...(•SI
Jeremy Webster
Age: 32
Resides: Hobeken, NJ
Marital Status: Depenc
who is asking
Pets: Dog and two Go!
(names Rosencrantz at
Guildenstiern)
Shoe Size: 3 (womens)
Inseem: 36 slim
Dress Size: 3
Favorite Movie: Bambi
Shampoo: Herbal Essei
Motto: What is War re£
good for... uh!!!

Apu Chiquita
Age: 289 (monkey years)
Resides: Hollywood, CA
Marital Status: More monkeys
than you can count and one cow
(don't ask)
Occupation: Outbreak monkey
and the voice of Apu in all three
Alladin movies (even the ones
that went straight to video)
Motto: It is better to have loved
and lost than never to have
loved at all.

Sarah Gertrude Worthington Wike II
Age: 20
Resides: Newport News, VA
Marital Status: Pending court date
Occupation: Video store clerk/ street sweeper/
hot dog vendor/ contortionist
Drink: Screwdriver
T.V. Show - When Animals Attack 7
Hobby: Oil painting
Who she thinks was really responsible for the
start of World War II: Gary Coleman and the rest
of the cast from Differn't Strokes
Music: Yanni
Goals in life; To be in SAS yearbook
Motto: To be or not to be, what the heck does that
really mean anyways



The 1999-2000 indoor soccer season
was a little more docile than it has
been in previous years. There were no
brawls, no outpouring of spectators,
no men dressed in girls clothing this
year, and what the hell ever happened
to SAISL Weekly? But whatever SAISL
99-00 lacked in flair and effective
leadership from Matt and D, it made
up for in style and skill. Yes, believe it
or not, this year SAISL came close to
being a legitimate league. Even No
Skills, in defiance of all tradition and
common sense, tried to compete fairly
on the floor (some times) and showed
their talent for the game. Many other
changes were made this year as well.
For the first time in recorded history,
girls were permitted to actually take
part in the SAISL administration. It
was hoped by many that naming Julia
and Abigail commissioners would
usher in a new respect for girls in
SAISL. Well, that didn't work too well,
but we all had fun. Memorable
moments include Santa playing goal,
not one, but two balls kicked into the
rafters, and Mike Warner's declaration
of "Fiji Time" shortly before his team
went 'X.' All in all, SAISL brought St.
Andreans together during the murky
winter months, and united the stu-
dents against their common enemy,
the faculty, who fell for the first time
ever against a highly stacked Team
Fischer. Well done.

SAISL Awards:

Player of the year: leff Weiland
Golden Boot: Andrew Devlin
Trash Talking: Alec Bear
Best Goalkeeper: Akil Geddie
Thug Award:Dicken Counts

SAISL

SAISL staff: Standing: Matt Wolinski, Julia Bozick, Andrew
DeSalvo, Abigail DeLashmutt, Commissioners, Akil Geddie, Official
Scorekeeper, Kneeling: Jeff Weiland, Commissioner in Training, Not
Pictured: Rick Venutolo, Official Scorekeeper
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We love you, Mr. Walker! Thank you
for everything you have done for St.

Andrew's. You will be greatly missed.
--The St. Andrew's students, faculty and staff
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"Just then," Yak, we
had the time of our
lives.

"I love you like the stars above
love you till I die."

"I feel like a hundred dollars."
Thank you- to Pete, Meg, Steph, Sarah, Mom, "||u, [-,,,.,1,11,1 (ltv c,|Wi

and Dad, you all mean more to me than you will regressive at heart."
ever know; to every teacher that I have ever had,
especially Mr. Denning, Mrs. Caldwell, Ms.
Roche, Mr. Rue, Mr. Gieske, and Mr. Talvacchio;
EMG,ICF, HPH, ACD, ALB- "If you live to be a hundred, I want
to be a hundred minus a day, so I never have to live a day without
you;" also thanks to-JMT, MSG,CCC, HLP, SMC, LIL, EDP, EWC,
LFL, AEB, ATB, CIS, JBR, MOW, NES, CLM, ADB, Phil- don't get
lost on your way to Amos alone next year; M-dorm; Soccer 96-99;

, ]'|| Lax 97-00; Mrs. Bride; and Joey-nothing 1 could ever write could
show how I feel about you, so I'll just say thank you, and I love
you and hope you know how much.

"Memories live not in initial
possession but in the hands,
pardoned and freed, and in
the heart that can empty but
fill again in the patterns
restored by dreams." J

"The way 1 see it, it you
want the rainbow you have
to put up with the rain."

"Too much is how 1 love you, too
well is how i know vou"

"Your friends help you carry the
big weight in life. That big bur-
den we've all got called, "What
in the hell am 1 doing?"

"1 never knew this
cheese was free."

"I just hope it was
okay, I know it
wasn't perfect. I
hope that in the end
we can laugh and
say it was all worth
it."

114 Julia Marie Bozick

"I no doubt deserved my en-
emies, but I don't believe I
deserved my friends"

"The tun isn't in having a lot
to do, it's in having a lot to do
and not doing it."

Now, after all is said and clone
"you know what the worst part
I never learned to read."



JOEY
"....A man's reach

should not exceed his grasp,
or what's a heaven for?"

Robert Browning

ank you: Artie, Laurence, Jay, Mike, Sabloff,
rser, Doug, Rick, Ace, Jon, Morgan, Larkum,
vid J., Shack, Knott, Susan, Lacy, Clay, Liz,
*e, Ingid, The Shalvach Crew, Fleming 99-00,
ax 97-00, Gieske, Talvacchio, Duffy, JPNA,
jiff, Fogelman, Mr. Desalvo, Mr. Sturtevant,
r. Roach and my family: Mom, Dad, Anna,

Eddie and Rachel.
Fo Julia: Thank you, I'll love you forever.

"....keep on rockin' in the free world."

Neil Young

Joseph Alan Hickman 115



Laura
;

Annie the Nanny: You've
been such an amazing
friend these three years. "I could never leave you as I came, because my
I love you. friends are a part of what I have become"

Emily: I can't think of <
person that I have more
fun with. 1 love you.

Good friends are hard to find,
hardest to leave, and impossible to
forget."

Lavanya: We have had some great
conversations that 1 will never
forget. Thank you for being my
secret-keeper. I love you.

Elizabeth and Hollis: You're the
sisters anyone could ask for. I k

Andrew: Thank you for always
being there for me. You mean
so much to me. I'll always love

"Maybe I'm crazy, but laughing out loud
makes the pain pass by."

116 Laura Perry Callaway

"You are younger today than
you ever will be again. Make:
use of it for the sake of
tomorrow."

Thank you:
Mom and Dad, Elizabeth and Hollis-for supporting me in
everything that 1 do-I love you. Emily, Lavanya, Annie,
Susan, Heidi, Courtney, and Ashley-for always making n
laugh. Andrew, Slates, Rupert, Marcelo, Jon, Teach, Emil
C., Anne B., Lucy, Anna, Matt K., Dave, Morgan, Katie H.
David }., "M" dorm '99, "L" dorm '00-for all the crazy lat<
nights, hockey, the Griffin '99, Kaitlin B., Anne F., Eli/abe
R., and Lindsey N. Katie, Liz, Erika, and Mary-my Houst
girls, I've missed you-I love you! Mr. Roach, Mrs. Chiltor
Mrs. Bride, Mr. Bates, Mr. Rue, and to everyone else who
encouraged me along the way.



Andrew m- * 1»

p>» •c,

<s

!e, that girl was re-tarded,
t\ - SHS

I still believe that
humanity is
fundamentally
good.
—Anne Frank

>y
List an igorant southerner.
3S

1

*

Laura: What can I can say that I've
never told you before. Be sure to
remeber the good times we had
together. Slates: Thanks for being
there to talk to all the time. Jon:
You kept my life in perspective,
carefree and fun. Dave: Thanks for
reminding me to dream and hope
for things in the future. Rupert:
You've been like brother to me.
Family: You have always been
there for me for support. You keep
things lively. Thanks for all the
great family moments that we have
had together. More thanks to:
Meeks, Ace, Larkum, Liz, Morgan,
Doug, Mike W., Jennings, Dicken,
I'JC, Sturty, Pfeiffer, Lavanya,
Susan, Heidi, Courtney, and Mark.

Everytime I go through one of these
tunnels I feel like I'm going warp
speed. -DAB

What the heck happened to mediun
anyway? —ABG

Anytime I see something
screech across a room and
latch onto someone's neck,
and the guy screams and
tries to get it off, I have to
laugh, because what is
that thing?

—Jack Handy

Andrew Brian Goldsworthy 117



Origins: Thanx to
God for all the
blessings and
guidance I have
been granted.

ROOtS: Mom, Dad,
Claire, no combina-
tion of words can
describe all the love
and support you
have given me. I
am eternally
grateful and I love
you.

PraiSB: To Mr. Bates
for 3 years of
advising and
support, you
always kept the
faith and I thank
you for all you have
done.

RespectS: For all the
teachers who have
made St. Andrew's
what it is: Chang,
Talvacchio, Gieske,
Hyde, Colburn,
McTaggart, Roach,
DeSalvo, McGiff

Wisdom: He walks towards an imminent, self given death? I think not
for he has at last found an atom of faith in himself, a true uniqueness,
on which to build: has already begun, though he would bitterly deny
it, though there are tears in his eyes to support his denial, to realize
that life is not a symbol, is not one riddle and failure to guess it, is
not to inhabit one face alone or to be given up after one losing throw
of the dice; but is to be, however inadequately, emptily, hopelessly
into the city's iron heart, endured. And out again, upon the
unplumb'd, salt, estranging sea. - Fowles

118 Nicholas Eugene Sabloff

Denouement: In the darkness of the night, stranded in the most
cobbwebbed corner of your soul, find me.... I'm lost without you

PSVChOSiS: It is awfully easy to be
hard-boiled about everything in the
daytime, but at night it is another
thing. - Hemingway

Conflict: If I am who I am because
who I am, and you are who you are
because who you are, then I am who

8 I am and you are who you are,
I But if I am who I am because who
I you are and you are who you are
| because who I am, then I am not who

HHI I am and you are not who you are.

LinkS: To all my
friends, you hav
made these last
three years ama:
ing, and thanx f<
laughing at som
my jokes.
Laurence, Jay, Ja
LeMar, Kodi,
Andrew, Sarah,
Matt, Mike, Arti
Joey, Chris, Hila
Susan, Jamie,
Marcelo, Ingrid,
Kate, Clay, Lacy
Emily, Amara,
Lorinda, Rick,
Kumpuris, Chris
Abigail, Courtne
Heidi, Julie, Julie
Keyser, J.V. of L<
Hillier 2000, The
Shaovach Crew;

Tri-Ship

Pseudonym:
Clooney, Skippy
Code, DeSal, Rit<
J2K, X, Art, Jo-Jo,
Camel, Muff, Ac<
Hunk, Belk, Mah
Lo-Lo, Mr. Cudd
Buddy, Muscles,
Yack, NO2



Vhen I was a child, I caught
fteei^ijglirnpse oyt Ojf>the
irn|
ltlh^§^ ljcan™1 Put miigej

" "fo1

§inti jtic^heseil

(allow whole...and fade^utgu-
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ear stupid, |ut IV

feet."

a simple pleasure
- ys have you

there to talk to, and

occasionally... I love
you. LeMar--You are

sanctu-
ary for calmvahd
quiet and under-
standing,

to me or play with
Derek, it makes you
even more important
in my life, and I love

F

IK
e tc| cas

jfel spell

**"eJ

ntinoug flowm

"Go now, out of the nest, it's time, go n
circus girl without a safety net, here no
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tk?ftp:tTara, Leslie, Jennifer, Hannah, --Ka^
:e, Susan, Clay, Lacy, Michael, Joey, Mary,
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f '^997-2000, AMTVL MBB, MFC, RBR, Jared, my Moss

des,,Mom, Dad, Alyssa, the Bodeausand the
l%imyljVan(|myRAH...l'" '

Tharlk you for being
so horribly naughty,
for making me laugh,
and eveij |or>occa-
^WaiMrying to
sreal my poyfriend.
Pedro—Thank you
for being ^driving

;ce o r a » e and off.
onder-
and

cares me,
I f9r|ome reason

I can't help but
admire it all anyway.
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'tejoTO^^lAfein/^ecr'fo^» pened here in a glass
ecognized. b/yejin>elf fc alnighty wfrld| F^rticle by particle
ng thoroughly worn out before s
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ie|its an4 grievances complaining that
tie fvorlk w,ill not devote itself to makin

—George Bernard Shaw

paper cuts, just another
fix, can I Weather this?"

—Tori Amos
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The people who I love the
most are the ones who make
me laugh. -Anonymous

Remember with lunacy
comes responsibility; We
have a duty to make life at
least a little more surreal for
those whose lives make too
much sense. -Trygre Lode

If s fixin' to be a lot better.
-Slaterson, Dazed

I can resist everything except temptation.
-Oscar Wilde

We laughed until we had to cry,
And we loved right down to our last
good-bye. We were the best I think
we'll ever be. Just you and me, for just a
moment. -St. Elmo's Fire

NO, I DIDN'T TAKE TF
NAP- THE NAP- TOOK
ME! -Shel Silverstein

I think we better split up.
Good idea...We could do
more damage that way.

-Ghostbusters

I get bored sometimes when all the
people ask me to act my age.

-Catcher in the Rye

THANKS TO: Special Agent Utah(Lacy), for
helping me "handle the cage" for 4 yrs. I love you,
my darling.VAYA! Emily, OBVI...for being WILD,
and my BFF, Rupertfmy favorite distraction)-
don't ever change! I'll miss playing with you,
Clay-you drive kneepaddy! Thanks for all that
you've done for me, PAP!, Hilary- my co-model of
self-discpline, you've been an inspiration- I'll miss
our late nights, Shags(you sinner!), Sarah, the
SLAM, Courtney-for your sass, Heidi-thanks for
helping me realize that "Eeesss naw so bad",

If you obey all the rules, you miss out on
all the fun. -Katherine Hepburn

YOU'RE WILD. WHAr

YOU'RE WILD!
-Dirty Dancin

S r l ^ Z a ' M°m' Dad' and William: Th^k ̂  fornana, you u L.RJ, Lavanya, Andrew U, _
Ings, Kate W., Nick S., Cristina,Caroline, Liz, everything. I love you.
Laurence, Ashley, Mike, Anna, Willy Wonka,

120 Susan McKee Clarkson

My sass wins me friends.
-Courtney Gulp Cordii

Marcelo, Julia, Doug, "A", Jay, Shao, Slat-
Davey, Jon, Lorinda, Jamie, Tara, Nick C
Akil, Rick, the MULLET Society, No Dad
Chris, Morgan, Laura Z., Sophie, the Pfei
Family, Ms. Ivry, Mr. Burk, the Chiltons,
Denning, Mrs. OBrien, Mr. McLean, Mr.
Roach, Mr. Talvacchio, Mr. Speers, MR.
MCGIFF, Rains, Fwacksta', Jamie C., Big
MLF, Sam, Mary, Jamie G., Kate K., Culii
Society, M. Blake, Bobs, Molly, Meaghan,
Sally, Jere, the nudes on Annex, and all o
wee leprechaun freends at home. To all o

I'M OUTIE-5000. -Reality Bitt
1 love you all and will miss you!



"...And we were young and nothing was
simple there, not poverty, nor sudden
money, nor the moonlight, nor right and
wrong, nor the breathing of someone who
lay beside you in the moonlight."

-Hemingway

"Vaya con Dios." -Johnny Utah

To Mom, Dad, Yum, and Cha: Thank
you for all you've done for me. I love

"It's snowing still. AND freezing.
However we haven't had an earth-
quake lately." -Eeyore

To all of my
teachers: Thank
you for the endless
patience and
support. Espe-
cially: EMR(for
never losing faith
in me), DTR,
JHVG, KAT, ELK,
PCM, DPD, TKS,

i: Thank and MKD.

here is no pleasure in having nothing to
; the pleasure is in having lots to do and
t doing it." -John Raper

"Can you go back in time? To a
place in your mind. To the one
who knew a part of you that you
just couldn't find."-Stealing Home

To all who have helped me endure this place, thank you: Susan-for never
leaving my side these 4 years and for making my life that much crazier, I
will be lost without you; Clay-my LP, my beautiful roommate, my unwa-
vering source of inspiration, I could never say enough; Laurence-for
understanding me, and for always making so much sense, I will miss you
more than you know; Chris-for 7 unforgettable years and for continually
reminding me of who I am; Hils-for helping me let go, and for always
making me laugh; Shags-for late night escapes and revelations, and for
keeping me sane; Slates-for being with me since the beginning...know that
no one will ever replace you; Matt-tor believing in me, and for helping me

•"•"gpll keep perspective (never forget the nights on
[ alumni point); CCC (looks like the sass worked),

£!,'* Lorinda, Luvs (for home), Sarah, Artie, Mike,
Jay, Liz, Heids, Kate W., Ings, Ashley, Nick S.,

• Rupert, Andrew M., Cristina (for late nights)
Annie, Jon, Marcelo, Jamie, Joey, Doug, and
Linds(for garage sales, dances, and all of the
memories-good luck next year...). Thanks also to
Annex 97-98 and 99-00, Women's X-C, the Moon
Tree, everyone I love that still has a while left
here(good luck), and the SLAM. I love you all.

Lacv Abbott Caruthers 121



There is
pleasure
sure in
being mad,
which none
but
madmen
know...

-Drvden

we are so UIV\ ana onefu
niajnV ca^nof \oe so ̂
Sk canno-l te so sunf u

ou. so

Surely, surely, slumber is more
sweet than toil? -Tennyson

13e Quiet
Brain, or

Q-lip.
Homer
Simpson

Thanks and love to all mv friends,

I walk Abigail, Julie, Yak, Ings, Ash, l.ncy,
Clay, Susan, Sarah, Lorinda, Mere, 11
I ' t ief t , Laurence, jay, W.Chris l.ange,
Cristina, Ctilp, C'aroline, C'inda, Tara
|er, Nicholas Hugene, the Moon Tree
the Gov't, the Slam, and everyone 1

122 Hilary Pay ton Hammell

trudge a thousand dreams it on
live a tin moment -unknown

can tell."-CD. To my teachers; you
have done more for me than you cai
imagine: MI5H, ASC, CHI., LH, DPI)
NAM , Ms. Court, OMW, Hobby,
Dominick, Tiet/e, Mr. Speers, Mr.
Koach, and Mr. Cheban. To my fami
I could never thank you enough for
your unwavering love and support.



to be fearful of the night."
- unknown

"Never underestimate
how much assistance,
how much satisfaction,
how much comfort,
how much soul and
transcendence there
might be in a well made
taco and a cold bottle of
beer." - Tom Robbins

ank you to those who
ve helped me become
10 I am: Hilary, Ingrid,
cy, Susan, Clay, Sarah,
:>y, Julia, Meredith, Kodi,
ck S., Jay, Julie T.,
rinda, Courtney, Kate W,
h, Matt W, LeMar, Joey,
d the S.L.A.M. I've never
d so much fun.
nd to my favorite librar-
i, Bobby, and my favorite
ie-breaking chipmunk,
>minick. You made better
2nds then teachers, and
u were great teachers,
nd to Mom and Dad,
ink you for always under-
nding, and for helping «
make all my important

scisions the right ones To 'ne tadies °f the SLAM: I will remember every minute we spent together. I
d to mv sister India want to thank you for what were some of the best times of my life. Thank you

nk you for inspiring me for bein8 my friends'
/er to be ordinary. The road goes on forever...and the party never ends." - Robert Earl

Keene Jr.
Abigail Canning DeLashmuttt 123



Both within the family and with
our sisters hold up our mirrors,
images of who we are and of whi
can dare to become.

- Elizabeth Fish

1 Hold still man, regain your love of life and
go down from this mountain and simply
be- - Jack Kerouac

and you can dream
so dream outloud
.. . don't let the bastards grind you down -U2

we'll say we didn't k
no we didn't even tr
one minute there w;

road beneath u
and the next just sk

- Ani

To my friends: I love you not only for what you are, but for v
I am when I am with you. I love you not only for what you h;
made of yourself, but for what you are making of me. You h
done it without a touch, without a word, without a sign. You
have done it being yourself. That is what being a friend is a
all. - unknown
To Mom, Dad, and Pricey: To you I am eternally in debt. Yc
have given me so much, taught me so much, that I will nev<
be able to repay you. Thank you.
To Anne and Margaret: Never forget the eventful times we
have shared. You are the best sisters ever! I love you and I
miss ya'll tons at school next year.



You can take the boy out of Philly, but
you can't take the Philly out of the boy.
- Mr. Brown

Long you live and high you fly
And smiles you'll give and tears you'll cry
And all you touch and all you see
Is all your life will ever be
-Nick Mason

ie time you enjoy wasting is
>t wasted time.
'.S. Elliot You 3You are young and life is long and

there is time to kill today
And then one day you find ten
years have got behind you
No one told you when to run, you
missed the starting gun
- Pink Floyd

Shine on you crazy
diamonds.
- Pink Floyd

How can you have any pudding if
you don't eat your meat.
- Pink Floyd

And in the end, it's not the years in your life that count.
It's the life in your years. - Abraham Lincoln

sry man dies, not every man lives,
illiam Wallace

d after all were only ordinary men.

iger Waters

Good friends
we have had,
oh good
friends we've
lost along the
way
In this bright
future you
can't forget
your past
So dry your
tears I say
- Bob Marley

Thanks to: MNM, ARF, JTM, LHB, DAB, MJH, JAM, MOW,
MLL, HDH, SWS, KJC, 1AM, JLG, LAC, KCF, JR, LDB,
LPC.EDP, KBM, AEB, LCK SEG. GLB, WSS, DMW, Brown
'98, '99 and all my friends at home. To all of you who have
helped me through the rough times, and shared the good
times, I will remember you forever. Your unwavering
companionship has meant the world to me.
Mom, Dad, Nelson, Elizabeth and Mr. Brown, I can not
express in words what your love, guidance, and support have
meant to me and done for me. All I can say is that I love you
all.

Matthew Keegan Keyserl25



Marcelo I am a part of all that I have met, Yet all experience is an arch
werethrough Gleams that untraveled world whose margin fades
forever and foerver when I move. - Alfred Lord Tenyson

Imitation is suicide"
- Ralph Waldo Emerson

"Gatsby believed in the
green light, the orgiastic
future that year by year
recedes before us. It
eluded us then, but that's no
matter-tomorrow we will run
faster, stretch out our arms
farther. . . . And one fine
morning-—"

-F. Scott Fitzgerald

"If it weren't for
stupid risks life

wouldn't be worth
living!"

- Homer Simpson

The man bent over his guitar,
A shearsman of sorts. The day was gr<
They said, "You have a blue guitar,
You do not play things as they are."
The man replied, "Things as they are
Are changed upon a blue guitar "

Special Thanks to Mom, Dad, and ' Wallace Stevens

Marcia - for all your love and sup-
port Most of all thanks for believing ^_^^^^^^^_
in me. Slates, Jon, Larkum.., Golds,
Sabloff, Laura, Kate, Anne, KBaer,
Shack. Amara - I'll love till the end of ju;
time. Keyser, Lavanya, Liz, Mike,
CCC, Ms. Coriero, Artie, Joey,
Kinsey, Jennings, Heckman, Knott,
Molly H., and the Sinmpson's. 1

Thanks to Ms. Caldwell, Mr Austin,
Mr. Brown, and Mr. Chang, for all
your inspiration.

126 Marcelo Nunes Macedo



Lavanya

• you're sayin' there's
lance..."-Dumb and
mber

E~~3I

"Wasting time, let the
hours roll by, doing

nothing for the fun. Little
taste, of the good life,

whether right or wrong,
makes us want to stay
here for ahile."-DMB

"Well it seems like only
yesterday, when we first

started making our way, I
knew it was a start of

something, making up
some magic moments. I
knew I had a friend that
would be down until the

end, stick around
through the thick and the

thin." Emily- you are
wild. I love you

Goodbye and I choke, try
to walk away and I

stumble, though I try to
hide it, it's clear, my

world crumbles when
you're not near." We
share the same brain, I

love you.

Thank you: Mom and Daddy, Bhar and Kyla- for your love and support *
Laura, Emily, Annie, Susan, Ashley, Slates, Andrew G., Marcelo, Lacy,

Courtney, Heidi, Liz, Dave P., Teach, Jon, Rupert, EWC, Morgan, Keyser,
ATB, AEB, and K. Bear- for the friendship, laughter, and fun * LHZ- for your

time and patience * "L"-00, "M"-99- for the crazy late nights * Nat, Panda,
MAnders, BZ, Ash, and all the folks at home * David Roehrenbeck- my

candle on the water * and everyone else who inspired me along the way. "I
keep waiting for the time when 1 can finally say, that this has all been

wonderful, but now I'm on my way." - Phish

Lavanya Balasubramanian 127



Mummy and Daddy- Thank you for
being the perfectest parents ever. I love
you. Tolly (smooke)- "I love you with
mv whole heart."

Laura- We have come so far since our
triple sophomore year. "I'll love you
forever, forever. I'll remember always,
always."

Lavanya- I 11 never torget all ot our
memories- you mean the world to me.
Emily C.-You have taught me se) much-

. : • '- . "> "
' '
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ANNIE
a.k.a.- Tai An-nian, Annie the nanny, Oonie,
Assie, Target, Toonie-bop, Annie bananie,
Toolie-Boolie, Apartment, and crack baby

Latte-1 don't know what I w
have done without you. Yoi
the best sister in the whole i
and I love and respect you
than you can imagine.

Ash- We've come so tar since sopho
more year. You're the best b-p ever. Emily- thanks for always t

there with your honesty ar
your smile. I love you for
the bestest friend ever.

Caroline and Kate- Thank
you for always being there.
I don't know what I would
have done without you
two.
Anne- you were the best
roomie ever. Hugs and
kisses.
Lucy, Anna, and Gen-
Thanks for all the laughs
and hugs.

Thank you to everyone who has entered my 1
this school, you have all changed it for the bel
some way, especially: Susan (for all the laugh
Meg (gotta love those emergency exits), Clay,
Lorinda, Nikki, Ingrid, Hilary, Sarah, Lacy, D
Jon (oklahomas!!!), Julia, Mere, Alex, Frances
Thayer, Tommy, Erin Z, Erin H., Serena, Line
N, Anne, Lindsay P, Elizabeth + Wenjun (us
And to those faculty who have made me a bel
person: Mrs. Zendt (my second mom- thank

i., ̂  • Mr. Roach, Dan... A Bird!!! f
I Smith, Mr. Austin, Mr. Bate
| Mr. DeSalvo, The Changs, IV

Colburn, Ms. Ramirez, and
Schuller- thank vou.

Court and Heids- It has been an honour
to live in the room next door to you for
three fabulous years. ] love you girls so
much and I don't know what I will do
without your jokes and advice next year.

128 Annie Patricia Taylor

To all my girlies on Pell: 1 could never
have made it through my senior year
without you all. I'll never forget our
Mafia nights, Ricky Martin, my table Kate and L'Z- One thing I re,
roomies, bathroom dances, that Semi- not knowing you girls before
formal dinner, and all of your hugs. I Year- We have had so much
love you guys!!! this year' BINGO. I love yo
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EMILY
"WE"RE THERE!!"

- Dumb and Dumber

Victoria: I love you so much. You are my hero.
Thank you.
Rachel: Thank you so much. You mean the world
to me. I love you.
Stephanie: Good Luck. I wish I could be here
with you. I love you. You all are my best friends!

•it

"This is not the end. It is not even the
beginning of the end. But it is, per-
haps, the end of the beginnning."

- Winston Churchill

lose crazy nights, I do
all, were the best times
st of all."

"These are the times to remember because
they will not last forever"

"Before you say hello to tomor-
row, you must first say goodbye,
and goodbye to yesterday
turned out to be the hardest
thing I've ever had to say."

"All you need are a few of your friends and
the desire to celebrate the day with play."

iX: I don't know what I will do with out
next year. You mean so much to me and I

e loved growing even closer to you the last
years. Good Luck at SAS next year. Come

t me lots! Thank you for everything. I love
so much littl Pfeifs!!

"If you haven't, then you should.
These things are fun. And fun is
good." - Dr. Seuss

nk you so much my entire family. I appreciate your love and support more than you know.
Irew: you are the best little brother in the world. I love you and have missed you more than words.
hose whom without I would have missed all the fun: Laura,Lavanya,Annie, Susan, Ashley, Heidi, Courtney. You're the
friends any one could ever wish for. Thank you a million times. I have had the time of my life. Maggie: thank you for

ig so patient and loyal.. Nicole: you're the cutest. I love you both(three muskateers) Katie: you'll always be my BF.
cial love and thanks to: Rupert, Mere, Anna, Charlotte, Slates, Andrew, Julie, Liz, Jon, Julia, Clay, Hilary, Marcelo,
•id, Dave, Morgan, Keyser, Mike, Kaitlin, AnneF, Biggie, Lindsay N., RJ.LCP.CF.PJB.MK. "M'"99 and "L"00, hockey,
cetball, and lacrosse,TC.DC. DK.DJ.SS.TG.HH.HP.TC. -thanks you guys -it has been fun.
nks to the "older" people who havehelped me so much the last three years: Mrs. Chilton,Ms. Matouk,Mrs.Bride,Mr.
,Mr. Roach,Ms. LeBlanc, Ms. Terhune. I appreciate your support and guidance.

Emily Dorathea Pfeiffer 129



HEIDI

"I would rather just be
present because this
moment in my life will
never come again. Just
think how you work to
get someplace, and how
once you get there
suddenly you're on to the

most are
the ones who make me laugh.

"Keep smiling. It makes

been up to!"

"Never take life too seriously,
after all you will never get out
alive."-Bugs Bunny

130 Heidi Louise Pearce
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"These are the days of sunshine,
These are the days of rain,
We pull together in days of pain.
We share the beginnings, we share
the ends. It's worth it in all these
davs to be the best of friends."

"We laughed together
We swore together
We struggled together
Sure we laughed at stupid things
And swore uneccesarily
but damn it was fun."

fit

"Truly great friends are hard to find,
harder to leave, and impossible to
forget...". A Special Thanks to:
Coutney-my fellow "Jefferson Scholar"
I will never forget the laughs we've
shared. Meredith-"Honey" you mean the
world to me. I love you. Susan-Thanks
for all the laughs. Remember no matter
how bad things may seem, "EEES
NAAW SOO BAAD!! Liz-You've always
being there for me.Emily- If you ever find
yourself at the end of a pier, or in the
midst of a DLC Meeting.!, Laura,
Lavanya, and Annie-1 will never forget
the late nights and laughter.Thank you.
Andrew G., Rupert,, Nick S., Mike,
Morgan, Laurence, Slates, Jon, Kate, Clay,
Lacy, Tara,Ingrid, Julia, Julie, Ashley,
Bob-O, Charlotte,Andrew D, Mike L,
Dicken, Jeff, Greg,, Phil, Troy, Field
Hockey '99, Basketball '99, Pell '99,("Just
smile and nod!")and M'98!!
"Thanks for the memories."

"You are only young once
But you can be immature
forever."

" Slow changes may
pull us apart, but don't
you forget about me."

.1

Mom and Dad- Thank you for
your love, support and
guidance. You have taught rm
more than you could ever
imagine. I love yoou. Tommy-
"If you live to be a hundred, I
want to be one hundred minu
a day, so I never have to live a
day without, you.."
MBB thanks for everything,
ASC, my "second mom", Mr.
Speers, Mr. Colburn, Mr. Rue,
Mr. Hyde, Mr. Roach, Mr.
Talvacchio, Mr. Leal, Ms.
LeBlanc-Thank you for being
there for me.
"When you remember me, if
you remember me, remember
me for my laughter cause this
is how I will remember you."



Courtney

"And chasing what I thought
were moonbeams, I've run
into a couple of walls. But in
looking back at the faces I've
been-1 would sure be the first
one to say when I look at
myself today, I wouldn't have
done it any other way."

'

vlaybe nothing lasts forever,
3t the mountain or the sea,
it the times we had together,
ill always be with me."

We're never gonna survive

I E rf.-.

"How lucky I am to have
something that makes saying
goodbye so hard." a special
thanks to: Heidi, Liz, Susan,
Annie, Jay, Laurence,, Mike,
Clay, Lacy, Pheif-dawg, Laura,
Lavanya, Teach, Hil, Shags,
Slates, Andrew, Jon, Marcelo,
Rupert, Morgan, Davey, Kodi,
Nick, D, LeMar, Matt, Ings,
Mere, Julia, Artie, Chris, Matty „
K, and Joey. n

I love you all so much!!! a
Thanks also to: Robin, Lisa,
Molly, Andrew, Dicken, Anne, j
Sallie, AW, my studly junior,
sophomore, and special fresh-
man boys, Pell, Field Hockey,
and all of Easton.

It doesn't matter
where you go, what
you do, or how much
you have. What
matters is who you
have besides you."

"Sometimes 1 think that I am losing
my mind...and then I realize that I
already have."

"I have so much to do that I'm
going to bed."

m '
Thank you for your inspiration, guidance, support and for putting up with
me- you've done more than you'll ever know: DJ, Mel, Annie C, Mr. Rue,
Al, Mr. Hyde, Dan-a-Byrd, the Changs, Mr. Speers, Mr. DeSalvo, and Mr.
Stegeman. Finally, to Mom, Dad, and Michael: thank you for your lov^e
support and sacrifices. I am forever indebted to you.

Courtney Culp Cordeiro 131
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Artie: Thank you Artie
for being there
whenever I needed
you. Your friendship
means more than you
know. I will always
remeber everything,
from late night romps
to falling asleep
listening to Seem your
love and friendhip has
kept me going. Thank
you.

Jay: Your such a great
friend. We have had so

fun, from Atlantic's
to Fifa, the games

•e invented and the
funwe had will stay in my
heart forever. Oh, and if
Mfere is ever a Subway
series... we're there.

me to no end. Our time
together has been pretty,
chill. Actually it has been
very chill. I'll never
forget you. Your Nuts!
Thank You

Chris: Well how can
I some up our three
years in three
sentences. Well I
can't. You and I have
been through so
much. I can not
begin to t

and Chris, it both'
me because I care
Thank You.

ALWood

:

it), JPN A,
'JC, RMC, ACR

VS, TOO, NCE,

132 Michael Douglas Warner

MES, LAT, JCW, CDBS, DAF, HDH, DMK, CMM, HAP
MFP, SWS, CRT, KMW, GOC, AF, TAR AEW, SLB, MM
APG



Robert Arthur Fischer III

Props:
J.A.M.-Joey, Michael, Jay,

Laurence
Meredith-To the most wonderful

person in the world: Guess What?
Vach Crew-Y'all know...
McGiff-Thank you.
Old Skoolers-Matty, Rick, Jon,

Slates, Meeks, Ace
Misc.-Lacy, Susan, Golds, Clay,

Ingrid, Jennings, Nick,Dave,
Fleming 2000, Mandy,Katy, Mom

+ Dad-
-All my friends and family

>uch what I never touched before, see what I never seen before, woke up
id seen the sun: Sky High! -Big Gipp

wer, Scrub, and Shave, cleanly boys don't misbehave. Follow
11 say not what I've done.-NOFX

Robert Arthur Fischer III 133



Laurence

"Men occasionally stumble over the truth, but most of them pick themselves up and hurry off as
if nothing happened."

-Winston Churchill

"You pick the place, and I'll choose the time, and I'll
climb that hill in my own way. Just wait a while for the
right day. And as I rise above the tree lines and the
clouds, I look down, hearing the sound of the things
you've said today." -Roger Waters

Thank you: Jay, Mike, Chris, Artie, Sabloff,
Joey - "sometimes we laughed, sometimes
we cried, but most of the time we just
chilled", Lacy, the Shaovach Crew & Beck,
Ace, Keyser, Golds, Meeks, Slates, Marvel,
Clay, Susan, Hilary, Courtney, Liz, Kinsey,
Jennings, David, Sam, Finsness, Finn, Bear,
Wolfe, Baum '98-'99, RFF, JHVG, DJT, DPD,
MFC, WSS, NAM, DMW, MBB. Mom, Dad,
and Robert: I love you. Gabe, Peter, Julian,
Jeremiah: you guys have defined me.

134 Laurence Hart Birdsey
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"What do your
you about tid
waves?"
-Wind

I'm not well equipped."
CEF

Jay

"Tell your dad to
plug her"
-Muff

"Stick a fork in

"We gotta get out while
wf're young, cause
tramps like us, baby we
were born to run."
- Bruce Springsteen

"I bet he said, Gotcha|B*tch!"
"Challenge this!"
- LHB *

Thank you first and foremost to my
family and€sp. my mom. My boys -
Laurence-Mike, Joey, Artie, Nick,
Chris, Jamie, Alex, the Shaovach

« * ' < • ' # "
Crew, and my girls - Teach, Liz,
Courtney, Hilary, Ingrid, Meredith,

*•' Lacy, Julia, Abigail, and te*eveiy,one
else, Orpan, David, Primo, Finsness,
Finn, Wfelfe, Fogelman, Gieske,
Talvacchio, Colburn, Hyde, Rue,
Austin & Smith. —

I
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Meredith
'I will go in this way and I'll find my own way out.

Artie: Thank you for being my
love...and my best friend. I will
always remember all we've
shared. Never forget that "I do
love you so - it's like a well, so
deep that if you went to the
very bottom, you would see
stars." Love, Meredith

"Well this life that I live has took me every-
where. There ain't no place I ain't ever
gone. But it's kinda like the sayin' that you
heard so many times. Well there just ain't
no place like home." Lynard Skynyrd

"The times we've laughed,
times we've cried. We've sh
so much in so little time and
we'll go on and the years will
by, but we'll always have this ]
in time." I love vou mv hone

Ingrid: We've been through the good days
and the bad, but all the while you've been
the best friend I've ever had. I can not tell
you how much I love you.

Mom, Daddy, Mikes, and Matty: Thank
you for your constant love and support.
You mean the world to me. I love you all
very much!
Liz: Thank you so much for getting me
through the first year. You've meant so
much to me...more than you will ever know.
I love you.
Thank you- Abigail, Kate W, Emily P,
Lorinda, Meg, Anna, Lucy, Courtney, Leslie,
Julia, Clay, Anne, Emily C, Ashley, Kate M, Jules and Hil: Thank you guy
Annie, Lavanya, Hannah, Sarah, Jay, Mike, so much for all the laughs, food
Joey, Georgie, Ann and Program Nasty, stories, and friendship. I lovi
Emily G, Serena, Lindsay P, Jennifer, Robin, you both..."That is correct!"
Liza, Sarah, the girls on M, LM '98, K '99,
Field Hockey and Lax '97-'00, the swim
team, everyone at home: Chris, Mr. Dunn,
Gina, Eve, and especially: DTK, MBB, LES,
RBR, and ASC: Thank you for teaching me
about love, friendship, and myself. You |
have made a lasting impression on me for-

136 Meredith Sargent Goeller



"Gentle ladies, you will
remember till old age what
we did together in our
brilliant youth."

ere are faces I remember
n places in the past. Some-
3S I laugh and cry and I
i't remember why, but I I
I love those days gone by."

jlie: "Procrastination is the
t of keeping up with
isterday."

"I'll be back 'round again. Yes, I'll
walk in time with you old friend, and
we'll find that place we had danced in
so long ago."

"Maybe nothing last forever, not the
mountains or the sea, but the times
we've had together, they will
always be with me."

Thanks to all those who have helped me along
the way! To my family: Mom and Dad: I'm sure I
made it hard at times, but I can't thank you
enough for your constant love and support.
Peter: I'm so glad we overcame our differences;
you've helped me more than you know. Aunt
Claudia: Thanks for your listening ear and
constant understanding. Grandma, Grandpap,
Gram, and Baba: thanks for everything. I love
you all! Sam, Stewart, and Adria: without you all,
I never would have made it. You kept me sane
when I didn't know it was possible. I love you!
Thanks to all my teachers throughout the years,
especially: LH, RHS, RBR, WSS, MCM, and
KPT. Special thanks to all of my friends who
have made my times here so memorable:
Meredith: I think this is "a moment", Hilary: my
fellow jetbawl, we've had so many fun timesl,
Abigail: "It's one of the blessings of old friends
that you can afford to be stupid with them.",
Ashley: my freshman year roomie, Julia: "What's
done is done, had me way too much fun.",
Lorinda: since you are my twin, we are like one, ,
Kate W.: so many times we've laughed till we
cried, Liz: "blee-haw"-that day says it all, Meg,
Lucy(Russia), Anna, Heidi, Susan, Kate M,
Courtney, Annie, Sarah B, Emily C., AnneB,
Nick, Mike, Lemar, Joey, Artie, All the ladies on
M '99-'00, K '98-'99, Lower Moss '97-'98, and
Soccer '96-'99.

"These are the days of endless
summer.

"Sometimes we walk, some-
times we run away, but I know
no matter how fast we are
running, somehow we keep up
with each other."

"I never knew this cheese was
free!"- The Government
Cheeses

Caroline(mouse): you've been there
since the beginning. I love you!



"be true to yourself
and you will never
fall." -beastie boys-

"the moment ends though i feel winds blowing differently than ever
before and they're pushing me further from shore." -phish-

"look at the stars,

"alright brain, you don't like
me and i don't like you, but
let's just do this so then I can
get back to killing you with

-nomer i. simr

"fare thee well my bright star, it was a brief brilliant
miracle dive." -emilv saliers-

"you must have been \
against letting the gol
hours slip by. yes, but
of them are golden on
because we let them s

"but ask me and i'll do
anything for you."

-phish-

'there are no rules, it's just that sometimes you gotta
break 'em." -j.h.v.c.-

"everybody's got a laugin' place."
-uncle remus-

"ah teamwork...
that's nice to see.

-de goat-

Thank you: ing, mt-redog, damien-nfa, my 5-story pimp-you will always be, shag "you are sooo great" -us at J2K, court
"star ccc", Jules, heids, lix, em, lo-ra, luvs (my 3 favorite procrastinators), kbear, erocks: for helping me to get where i ai
jay, morgan, matty wo, bloff, CLM, joey, D, slates, MNM, gaeta, finn: for always reminding me what is truly important
MBB, giesk, WSS, Al (my first husband), ASC, PKM, NAM, ACR, LRL, my hockey girls, K'99, L'OO, and government ch

baird(& all of CV)-for who i am, i love you. Mom-for your strength and guidance from your tutter. Dad- you are my
favorite role model. Mikey-my greatest compliment is "you and your brother are so much alike." i love you.

138 Julie M3*"'" Toa^h



Ings and Jules: "Remeber that
ce place between sleep and
ake? That place where you still
-leber dreaming? That's where I'll
/ays love you. That's where I'll
waiting." - Hook

ASHLEY

I!

"KEEP
SMILING. IT

If I WONDER

WHAT YOU

HAVE BEEN UP

- ANONYMOUS

"I WON'T SAY GOODBYE ONLY FAREWELL, FOR YOU

MY FRIEND I WILL SEP. AGAIN." - TOM PETTY

GOT NOTHEN BUT LOVE FOR: LAURA MY

LOVELY TEXAN, Luvs MY WONDERFUL
ARABIAN, JULIA- THANKS FOR THE
ADVICE I LOVE YOU, HlL-BIL, LlZARD,
ABS, SUSAN- YOU ARE ONE FUNNY GAL
NEVER CHANGE, KATE W. AND KATE
M., MERE-BEAR, HEIDS, CORDI, LACE,
THE GRIFFIN 99, K-BEAR, FAR-FAR, BIG
E, L DORM, RENA, ALEX AND BLONDIE,
ALL MY BOYS, MY WHAT IF, MRS. B,
MR. BATES, P-MAC, MR. AUSTIN, MR.
HIGGINS, MOM AND DAD: THANK YOU
FOR BELIEVING IN ME. I LOVE YOU.

" I get by with a little help from
my friends. I get high with a
little help from my friends."
-The Beatles

"So WE BEAT ON, BOATS AGAINST
T I I I ; CURRENT, BORNE: BACK
CEASELESSLY, INTO THE I'AST."

EM: THANKS
FOR YOUR LOVE

YOU MEAN

LOOK LIKE A

) ANNA, LUCE AND BARBIE:
COULD NEVER LEAVE AS I
ME BECAUSE MY FRIENDS

:OME." - ANONYMOUS
CARE-BEAR, E-G
FOR THE LAUGHS.

THANKS
ANNIE.: Jusi HUNK 01 now FAR WE
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Caroline
Cultivate your memory for natur
will never give you more than
information. Memory is a lifeline
that saves you from railing into
banality.
Edward Manet

"
Well I've been 'fraid of changing 'cause I've
built my life around you. But time makes you
bolder. Even children get older and I'm gettin'
older too.
Fleetwood Mac

i
Pooh, Promise me you won't forget me
ever, 'cause if I thought you would 1
wouldn't leave.

A.A. Milne

There is a coherence in things, a stabili
Soemthing, she meant, is immune fron
change and shines out in the face of th
flowing, the fleeting, the spectral, like ,
ruby: so that again tonight she had the
feeling she had had once today, alread
peace, or rest. Of such moments, she
thought, the thing is made that endure
Virginia Woolf

Before you say hello to tomor- wouldn't leave.
row you must say goodbye to A. A. Milne
today, and goodbye to yesterday
turned out to be the hardest _To my famlly (especially Mo and Dadd ): Thank

thing I ever had to say. you for always loving and supporting me through
K. Fischer everything. 1 love you all so much. Petey- a big hug

-Thank you to all of my teachers for everything-
especially to Ms. Howlett (for four years of endless
patience, advice, support, and hugs, 1 will always be
grateful), Mrs. Chilton, Mrs. Bride, and Mr. Bates

tour years

I here. I love you all. Thank you to: Genevieve (four
more years together...!), Serena (my pair! you are the
sweetest ever), Annie, Emily, Ashley, Clay, Liz, Susan,
Anna, Anne, Hilary, L- Dorm '98-'99, K-Dorm'99-'00 (I
had so much fun with all of you. Take care next year.
You know that 1 love you all.), V Field Hockey '99,
Squash, and Griffin '99.

T , -To ICF: my friend from the very first day. 1 shall never
To Lemmy, my darling sister, c, . ,. / J forget mouse, Roy, x-mas shopping, armadillos,
I shall miss you so much next working(?)/ and everything else, (sigh) hmmm....
year. You'll never know how -To LFL: Never, ever, change, my love. Your animation
much I love you, accent and all.brightens my day; your devotion to others amazes me.
Love, Cawa I love you, forever.

- To KJW: Katie- Jo... I can't think of what to say except
| that 1 love you so much. You are the most unbelievable

friend; 1 had so much fun with you these past years- all
of our weekends to gether... you make me smile, always.
To KBM: Where can 1 begin? You are the best friend that
1 could ever dream of. My confederate roommate, I am
eternally indebted to you for your understanding, your
hugs (three squeezes)... You know how much I love
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Happy talky, talky, happy
talk! Thinking of things
you like to do... You've
got to have a dream. If
you don't have a dream,
how ya gunna have a
dream come true?

-South Pacific

Kate

And the point is to live everything. If you live the
questions now, perhaps you will gradually,
without noticing it, live along some distant day
into the answer.

-Rilke

Now and forever, you are a part of me, and the
memory cuts like a knife...

-Carole King
I'm so glad you gave your hand to me. If not for
you, I can't imagine where on earth I would be...

- Jim Morgan

To my teachers/ inspirers: Mr. Rut
(Bengi- for the music, cookies and
conversation), Mr. Bates, Mrs.
Chilton, Mrs. Bride, Mr. Higgins,,
Mrs. Howlett, DTR, WSS, and PJC
Also to: soccer '98, '99, tea party
lane '99, L '98-'99("the quad"), K
'99-'00, SEG, GMJ, LCP, EWHL,
and (of course) Sam. Roberta and
the octopops: This space is too
small for 18 yrs. I'll say everything
over strawberries. I love yall! kart

and (of course) Sam. Roberta and Thanks especially to: Caroline (my yankee
the octopops: This space is too roomate, you have given me more than you
small for 18 yrs. I'll say everything will know. We are perfect for eachother,
over strawberries. I love yall! kart and I'll never find another like you. "I like

you because/ If we go away together/ And
if we are in Penn Station/ and if I get lost/
Then you are the one that is yelling for me"
three hugs), Lucy (You are my spirit! I hope
you will always know how much you mean
to me. What amazing times we've had

\Vf >-"1 together), Marcelo (sleep with angels,
badger), Michael (you make me smile, I ' l l
never forget you), Anna (remember that
summer sun set), Anne (Marv and Merv),

Chris (never stop really caring about people), Emily, Mattywo, Cenevieve,
Annie, Liz-bo, Katie Jo, Eugene, Matt K., and Andrew D. I can't thank every-
one in my life enough for making my time here absolutely amazing!

To my family: Mom and
Daddy-o (for more love and
support than I could ever ask
for and the late night phone
advice- Thanks for teaching me
how to live and love. I love
you!), Charlie and Rebecca (for
the tights and fun I love you
both- even if Charlie refuses to
hug me in public)
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one another...Let us never forget how
good we once felt here, all together,
united by such good feelings as made us,
too, perhaps better than we really are."
The Brothers Karamazov

"Listen to your life. See it tor the fathomless
mystery that it is. In the boredom and pain of it no
less than in the excitement and gladness: touch,
taste, smell your way to the holy and hidden heart
of it becuase in the last analysis all moments are
key moments, and life itself is grace." -Beuchner

"I'm not going to tell the story how it hap-
pened, but how I remember it!"

"

Thanks to those who have helped me along the
way: Mom, Dad. T- Thanks for believing in me, I
love you. To all my teachers, esp. Ms. Hewlett, Mr.

i Roach, Mr. Speers. And of course, to Susan, Clay,
Gen, Ings, Mere, Jules, Annie, Ashley, Tara, Kate
W, Rupert. Matt , Marcelo. Morgan, Jamie C, Sam, -,,
Linds. Tyler. Graham, Sal, Ann, Paynes, Kluttzs, 1-
Covingtons. Armfields. To Kate, Laurence, Mike,
Chris- Thanks for all the deep, controversial and

• ' perplexing conversations. 1 w i l l miss you guys! PS- l*^——
Chris. I am flattered that you t h i n k I have nice legs.

Drew- "Silences make the real conversations between friends. Not the saying, but the never needing to say it is what counts." Dave
you for always making me laugh... "You know, the best th ing you've ever done for me is to help me take my life less seriously. I t 's
l i fe , after al l ." Carey. Sarah. Isa. Camilla- Thanks for getting me through this . I love you guys! Doug- We've made it through so m
thanks for all the adventures! Always know how much you mean to me. Anna, Emily & Anne- Oh, the fun we've had, the tears we'
cried and the laughs we've shared. Here's to us baby. I love you guys. Liney- You are so dear to me and I couldn't l ive without you
you! Kate- You are im soulmate- for all your guidance, support, love and friendship I am forever indebted to you. I love you more
words can express. And to all who have made my time here the best. "Nothing left to do but smile, smile, smile!"
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Anna

ink with me to the days
ne by, to the life that used
De. May the wine of friend-
p never run dry, at the
'ine of friendship never say
. Here's to you and me."

"In the midst of winter, I
finally learned there was in
me an invincible summer."

"Yesterday brought the
beginning, tomorrow brings
the end, though somewhere
in the middle we became
the best of friends."

"We wanted to go to
the beach and meet
boys and go to wild
parties and dance. I
mean why can't we
tell them the truth."

had a ticket to heaven and you
n't-have one too, I'd give up
le and go to hell with you."

"You meet your friend. Your
face brightens, you have
struck gold."

"There's no I
earthly way of
knowing in
which direction we are going. There's no
knowing where we're rowing, or which
way the river's flowing."

—I Thank you to everyone who's been there for me
along the way: The Zendts, for giving me my
home away from home, Mr. Bates, Mr. Rue, Mr.
Desalvo, Mr. Stegeman, Mr. Gieske, Mr. Brown,
Ms. Mead, Ms. Creskoff, and Ms. Roche, LM '98,
M '99 & '00, Emily P, Lavanya, Annie, Serena,
Sallie, Caroline, Ashley, Julia, Genevieve, Ings,
Meredith, to my friends at home - Holly, Maura,
Kathy, Laura, Meg, Mary and everyone else-
thanks for all the good times, I miss being with

ig early friendships. Not ya.||j To Kate Lucy Emi|y and Anne . , wiN |ove

10 one gets more than one. forever and eyer and , do|Vt knQW wnat ym

,ot the same. These first ones
Qf^oiio^ thoir morhiim 10 C3 a J 7

ey are love, those rare binding early friendships. Not
(ryone has them and almost no one gets more than one.
3 others, the later ones, are not the same. These first ones
w in a soil found only there because their medium is
jroken time and proximity and discovery." I love you Betsy!
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"How lucky I am to ha
something that makes
saying goodbye so har

"You are my sunshine, my only sunshine
You make me happy when skies are gray
You'll never know dear, how much I love you
Please don't take my sunshine away." Thanks

Lucy:
"Never fear
being alone
because you

Anna: "Too much is how
I love you. Too well is
how I know you."

-Ani Difranco

"One time, in Buffalo . . .'

M
never are.
I love you.

Anne: "Time goes on. People touch
and then they're gone. But you
and I will never really end. We'll
always be the best of friends."
I love you. "Come

-Phish

"Wherever you are, it's y
friends who make your
world" -W. James

To my girls at home:
thanks for all the fun. Ji
"One cannot have too
large a party."
-Jane Austen
"Don't rob yourself of the
present, instead, climb
more mountains, eat more
ice cream, go barefoot
more often, laugh more, |
cry less. Life must be
lived as we go along, for
the end will come soon
enough." -R. Hastings

144 Emily Wallace Constantine

"Savor the moments that are

Louise:
"If you obey all

5 that are the rules' y°u miss

warm and a11 the fun-"
special and -Katherine
eieelv." Hepburn m\

1

Thanks to: The Zendts, Ms. Matouk, Mr. DeSalvo,,
Caldwell, Mr. Roach, Mr. Bates, Bobby Rue, Mr.
Gieske, Ms. Roche, Ms. Creskoff, Ms. Mead, Bagwi
Cadwaladers, McCarthys, Andrew, Juliet, Lisa, As!
Missy, Perry, Louise, Jordan, Peggy, Lindsay, Alex
Haley, Maggie, Nichols, Anne, Anna, Lucy, Kate,
Genevieve, Caroline, Ashley, Annie, Laura, Lavan-
Julia, Ingrid, Mer, Serena, Sabloff, Henry, Finn
M '99 + M '00, Varsity Soccer '98+'99, and Griffin '<



Anne

Chris:
"You're my
blue skies.
You're my
sunny day.
Lord you
know it
makes me
high when
you turn
your love
my way."
I love you.

Anna, Lucy, and Kate: " Things are always so
much more grand and wonderful when your
friends are there to share them." I love you all.

Emily: "Leaving ain't fair,
you know. Parting ain't
just. But people gotta
move on people gotta do
what they must. And
we're back together again.
And I'm never going to
lose you a a friend."
I love you.

"We laughed together, we swore together, we struggled
together. Sure we laughed at stupid things and swore
unnecessarily, but damn it was fun."

inks to everyone who has helped me along the way: Mrs. Zendt for all your wonderful advice, Mr. Smith, Mr.
es, Mr. G, Mr. Speers, Mr. Gieske, Ms. Creskoff, Ms. Mead, Mrs. Schuller, Constantines, Cadwaladers, Chris L,
rcelo (remember to watch out for badgers), Matt K, Henry, Justin, Genevieve, Caroline, Ashley, Meredith, Ings,
a, Lavanya, Annie, Laura, M '98-'00, Swimming 97'-00'and Griffin '99.
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"Promise me, Pooh, that you will
never forget me. Because if you did,
I wouldn't leave."

"I love you not only for who you are,
but for what I am when I am with you.

)m: Thanks for being there, and more
portantly, thanks for being a friend,
d: I hope that you know you mean the
irld to me. Who I am, I owe to both of
i. I love you both! Cart: What can I

_g as I can remeber. Thanks for blazing
: trail. You are my example, my guide,
ank you. I love you with all my heart.

lie G., Anne W., Andrew D., Mike L.,
ia R., and Elizabeth: Good luck next
ir. I will miss you! All my girls on Pell: I
'e you! MKD, EMR, MCM, GEL, RBR,
\IA, NAM, Dan-a-bird!, MBB, AND
C: Thank you for all of time that each of
u has given me in and out of the
ssroom. Your guidance and encourage-
•nt has made me a better person.

Kate: You've kept me sane the
last two years. I don't think
that I could have made it
without you. I will miss you
tremendously. You are a true
friend; one that 1 will never
forget. Julia: We've been
through some tough times,
but our friendship holds
strong. Thanks for being you!
Court: You've always been
there for me, and I forever
thank you for all that you
have done in my life. Heids:
We were CRAZY! Your

me not only to go wild, but

I* "5

Thank you! Ings: I cannot
even begin to mention all of Anne: "I love you to the moon... and back."
the good times. You always Sara: We've known each other forever. You
cheer me up, and help me a^e part of me.
"live my life less seriously."
Blee-onh! Mere: I'll never "It's not easy being green."
forget sopho-
more year.
Although we
have grown
apart, your
overflowing
happiness and
kindness has made me forever your friend. Annie, Susan, Clay, Lacy, Kate
M., Ashley, Julie T., Emily, Lucy,:Abigail, Hilary, Lavanya, Sarah, and
Caroline: Thank you for all the m|emories; you all mean tons to me. I love you
all! If my words seem brief, forgiye me, and know in your hearts that each of
you means more to me than words can express. Thanks for the laughter, the
tears, and everything in between; "Somehow I know we'll meet again. 1 don't
know just where and I don't know just when , but you're in my heart, so
until then, it's time to say goodbye."

Jay, Mike, Andrew, Rupert, Laurence, Morgan, Kodi, Artie, Joey, Andrew D.,
Matt K., Marcelo, Dave, Slates and Doug: Thank you all for your friendship;
you all mean so much to me. I lofe you all!
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The Fam(there through it all): Big Wally, Mrs. Hunter-
Shay, Jaleel, Gramas (Hunter and Shay), Auntie, Aunt
Diane + Uncle Freddy, and Aunt Phyllis. What would I
be without you people? Nothing. You made me and I
thank you, very much.

Faculty members
who have influ-
enced/inspired me,
or to whom I owe
thanks: Beakage,
Mel B., JBB, DFC,
Big Edmond, Mr.
Colburn, The
DeSalvo Clan, Giesk,
The Giffster, PKM, DeSalv- I'll admit, you
\a T> u D • g°t some talent on ya.Mr. Roach, Rueziz, fhope! didn,t was[e «
Mrs. Simendmger, my time with you.
Mr. and Mrs. Hyde, Thanks for the calls
Papa K, Mr. Speers, when l was home-
A i i\j j 1-j.u i 1 LeMar- How long has •Al Wood (the ankle ., , Tit been? Long enough. •
reels great). You my "main man."

This has been fun.
Sabloff- Funny guy.
I'll be up in Chicago
soon. I can't get
enough of you, man.
You helped to keep
me stable.
Matt- We been
through it all; Sharon,
DC's, rooming
together. You my boy,
thanx for real.
I owe all ya'll.

Shaovach Crew: We made flethcin' history!
Bloff, Cloon, B, Rhamation, Dom, Giesk, Jo-
Jo, Fartie, X, Skippy. Some good times we
had. There'll never be another Crew.

Big Ups to all those who have meant something to me along 1
way: Tony, Nicole, Dougie B., Jillian, SarahJ Boz, Courtney,T
Dicken, Nick C, Dicken, Troy, Abigail, Finn, Liz, Rohan, Claj
Sung Kun, Mama, G Worth, Jennings, William Crhistopher L,
Slates, Mattys, Rick, Julie T., Heidi, Primo, Leslie, Lydia, all tl
who came before me, and of course Dominick Talvacchio. Tr
you people so lot.

K
0
t>
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atie: It's strange to think how far we've come together. My
hole life you've been my sister and my best friend. I can never
ank you enough for everything you've done for me. I love you.

"He'll do." -The Duke

"Hell yeah Cloon!"
-Shay-Shao

"Get it boy!" -Anonymous

"We don't really understand it, but there are many things we don't understand
and we just have to do the best we can with the knowledge we have." -Calvin

Thanks to my family: Dad,
Mom, Laurie, Ricky Katie, Katie
Jane, Elizabeth, Christine, Alec,
Grandma, Gram, and everyone
else: Your support and guidance
and love have helped me
tremendously my whole life. I
owe you everything. Thank you.

Kodi, you've been my best friend since day 1 and for that I thank you. Your
friendship and your humor have been invaluable to me.
LeMar, my man what can I say? Who's runnin it!? Your strength and your
friendship have always meant a great deal to me. Thank you.
Nick, It's hard to believe that out time together is up. Thank you for your humor
and your friendship these past 3 years.
Andrew, We've come a long way together. Throughout it all you've been there
for me and for that I thank you.

Thanks to: Courtney, Abigail, Dave,
Leslie, Sung, Hannah, Dale, Nick C,
Heidi, Julie, Rick, Tara, Kate W,
Lorinda, Lydia, Greg, Jeff, Crystal,
Anna, Sarah M, Primo, Meaghan, Rabs,
Finn, K98-99, Soccer 99, Musical 00,
Mary, Rich John, and Kiel
Faculty-MWH, DTK, DJT, ACR, JAM,
CNK, MBB, JBB, DFC, PJC, RMC,
DPD, NCE, JHVG, AMM, NAM,
AGR, RBR, MFC.

"This is not the end. It is not even the
beginning of the end. But it is,
perhaps, the end of the beginning."
-Winston Churchill

cial Thanks to: Sarah Bowers far cold mornings in freezing hallways, Kate
-ris, Chris Lange for "plotting, observing," and friendship, Amanda for Old
ndad, Genevieve, Artie, Mike for a broken sternum, Lucy for never letting me
too serious, Jon King, Pedro, and the entire Class of 2000. It's been a wild ride.
nk you all.
the Shaovach Crew: Thanks for all the good times. Late night brew, passing the
d and every other memory will be with me forever.
the Cru- Mr Dynamite, Shay-Shao, Sabloff, DeSalv, and Muff: We came and
: it all and through everything we stuck together. There's nothin left to say. You
Lnow I love you guys. Let's get it Gentlemen.

i

'Ih
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To all the faculty here and to my family: without
you I would not be the person I am today, and for
that I thank you immensely. To the people that I
didn't individually thank on this page, don't take
it personally. To all the SAS students, you made
these four years the best of my life. To AEB, CCC,
HLP, EMG, JMT, KBM, LHB, DAB, NJC, PAD,
RAF, AAG, ABG, JAM, SKK, JTM, DAN, DGP,
JBR, MBS, SHS, JPT, RLV, MOW, AFD, RLC,
EAA, JCW, CCW, and MMF, y' all have given me
so many of the memories that have made my SAS
years great. Finally, to my four best friends, I can't
put into words how much your friendships have
meant to me. Kodi and Nick, your humor has kept
me going through many of the days I thought fc
world never end. Matt, you've always been there
for me if I needed anything and I can't thank you 1
enough for that. LeMar, yo you're my family for 1
life, I'm there for you anytime. The four of you are I
the best friends I ever had, and I love y'all.
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Do unto men as they would do unto you...BUT DO IT FIRST!

11 never forget the time that we all shared
ogether. Where when it came to fun, expense
vas no object. A conglomeration of some of the
>est seniors to set foot on this campus along

/ith two cool ass teachers got together to form
/hat will forever be known as the crew that never
eased to amaze themselves and anyone

e
M
a

Matt: My man till the end, no matter what.
Pedro: We've seen through the same eyes
haven't we? Good thing we're not done yet.
The world is ours..

Kodi: Six long years, but we never stopped
laughin. Good luck.
Nick: Keep on rockin, and stay X.
Cuzzy Cuz: We'll always be family, always.

r ii mm
The rest of the crew:No one can erase what
we were.
Love goes to:Sarah, Amara, Emily G, J-
Boz, JMT, ICF, and Rick. I'll miss you all.

•••••vho had a taste of them. If you've ever
meed late at night to Beck, or have ever
issed the word, you know that I am talkin
jout the one and only... SHAO-VACH
REW!!!
ank my family most of all for puttting up with me throughout all the changes that they didn't witness.
11, the ride's finally over, but I wouldn't give any of it back. Many teachers have helped me not regret a moment despite all the ups and
plethora of downs:

> Bride: Who always wanted me to get off my lazy ass.Thanks.
. Ramirez:Who always cared and knew what was wrong without me saying a word. Gracias.
. Matouk: Who not only told me to stop being lazy, but also joined in with me for procrastination sessions. It was fun.
•sach: Fellow knucklehead, for opening my mind to new ideas and helping us all mellow out. Later on.
:ziz: Who taught me more about being unique than any teacher could in a classroom, and for filling the void of a male role model in this
zy place, I could never repay that. Wordzez.

MR. DYNAMITE Cleaver LeMar McLean 151



We might have been laughing a bit
too loud but that never hurt no
one. -Billy Joel

There is nothing in all the world like
friendship, when it is deep and real.
-Thomas Danidson

Jennifer
I love to sing, singing to me is

what sunshine is to flowers; The
flowers absorb the sunlight
because it is in their nature. I give
out melody because God filled my
soul with it. -Sissieretta Jones

Jennifer thanks-
My family: for loving me

unconditionally and for making
me who I am now and who I will
become. * My friends: Geeyeon,
Julie & Cristina- for all your
love, talks, procrastination
moments ( hours), jokes and for
allowing me to put my trust in
you three.* Leslie, Maria,
Laura, Nicole, Ulf Jilly, Meg,
Hannah & Tara - We connected
at different points in my
life,either 2 or 3 yrs ago or this
past year, but know that each of
you has had a major impact in
my life and I am grateful for the
friendship & love you have
shown me. I will always love
you.*also my buds ( past &
present): EH, CH, EAA, MB, AJ,
EB, RP, CGD, PM, GA, JV, AC,
AA, SB, BH, EZ, FR, JW, DG,
KW, LM, PD, CWJK SH, SW, JK,
SK, JK, AG,DN, PP & DM
Thanks for your friendship. * My
teachers: MFC ( for teaching me
what it means to sing from my
heart and for giving me
confidence), MB ( for being
there), DB( for being you), DB ,
LZ, MM, MH,DJ, the Changs, the
Os&WSThanx also to: Concert
Choir, Pell '99 - 00*. Of course
my biggest thanx is to God for
being there, answering'my
prayers and opening the right
doors.

True friendship comes when silence
etween two people is comfortable.

-Tyson Gentry

152 Jennifer Kari Daise

Kelly thanks to...
Jennifer- for your patience,
support, advices, and espe
daily for always being ther
for me. I love you! Cristina
Julie, Leslie, Maria, Nicole,
Laura, Tara, Meg, Hannah,
Kate, Steve, SungKunni Op
LeMar, Kodi, Pedro, David
David G., Ulf, Grace, Robb
Frances, Ewurabena, Cind}
Jillian, Danielle, Pell '99-00
Special Thanks to all the
faculty, especially to...
Ms. Matouk and Mr. Giesk
You have helped me so mu
along the way. I could not
have made it through with'
you two. Thank you so mu
for helping me grow, and..,
everything.
Mr. Cheban- for being a
constant source of inspirati
I love you!
The Changs, Mr. McGiff, IV
Burk, Mr. Wang, Mr. Walki
Ms. Miller, Mr. Hyde, Mr. 1
Ms. Altevogt, Mr. Kunz,
and...Ms. Byrd.
Very Speical Thanks to...
Haeri- for being a part of rr
life, God- for always leadin
me to the right ways, lastly
and most importantly to
Umma, Appa, and Oppa.
I love vou all!



If you want sweet dreams, you've got
to live a sweet life. -Barbara
Kingslover

Sasha-
Thank
you so
much for
all the
laughters.
I love you
and I miss
you!
-Kelly...

The way to love anything is to
realize that it might be lost. -G. K.
Chesterton

You were my strength
when I was weak. You
were my voice when I
couldn't speak. You were
my eyes when I couldn't
see. You saw the best there
was in me. Lifted me up
when I couldn't reach. You
gave me faith 'cause you
believed. I'm everything I
am. Because you loved me.
-"Because you love me"

bv Celine Dion.

I
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, the prmeiplijjo folio

I ' m
donut." slie, ACE, Susan,

|¥, DC, GK: I'll
"cDonough ...

d it together.
I say, you've always been there. Let's keep the bitchin' up.
hman year we've been through the good and the bad. Thanks

t»nd friendship. Faculty: MWH, TKS, PJC, MFC, JBB, JPNA,
. _, -3LB, EYC, ATW, Carps, Harvey and of course DUFF. Also the
jming 96-97, Schmolze 97-98, Baum 98-99, 99-00, the football team, lax

V wrestling team. Special thaks to Grandpa Joe, I wish you could've
. ... this day, but I know you are watching over me. Finally, Mom, Dad, and
Christina, thanks for the sacrifice, opportunity, and support. It has meant so
(nuch, I hope I have made you proud. I'll see the rest of ya'll later... \



ALEX •

'Nolite te carborundorum"
, -DW for Nana

i* in the flicker, may it last as long
I

earth keeps rolling"
;:':;* ' • ^

>od is short; Matu
-Calvin

e to thank Mom, Dad, Luke, art€h
, have given aje. I'd also like t%i
tiixed impact on;jny life at SAS;
jPitts, Prev, B.S., %imo, and all

• S., Jasl|ab, Charles,
•i "

>e tor all
pk various
>ble, Paul,

^^^^
is, Dave, and especially the Rick. To various faculty:
>a K, Duff, G, Chang, Airfteclaire, Brown, Wang, Foges,
ps, Zendt, Liebo, and of course Marc F. To various
ups: the wrestling team, the pM»r bear club, Hillier 'c>6-
Schmol/e '47-'L>8, Baiun '98-' W, and of course the VO 'W

cial Thanks to: O//ie-l will never be able to thank you tor
ve've shared, Jon-we've been«tt^ether since the beginning
made it together, PedrcNu •
taught me more about lifof

md, but with what I've

e perst)n, Nick-(my
O with. you not

years, I think we "I t will bi



What do you mean
what would I
sell?... I would sell
my body! -Mr.
Stegeman

Nicole: You are
definetely high
maintainence but I
will never forget
our frienship. Thanks
for helping face what I
refused to see.

Lorinda Ivy Laryea

Sarah: You always
know when I am
down and find a way
to make me feel bette
Thanks for your
helping survive this

20 dollars, I wanted a peanut. -Homer

"Loving yourself is
the beginning of a
life-long romance."
-An Ideal Husband

*

We were both in it for the booty. - Ms Roche

Thank You Mom and Dad for all the sacrifices you
made to give me the best education possible. Alice
and Jackie- "Chance made us sisters, hearts made us
friends." Hannah, Laura and Meg- Your constant
support gave me the courage to be who I am. Ingrid-
Being twins allowed us to send telepathic messages that I will never forget. Julia- My general
buddy, 3:00 on weekdays is the reason I survived this school. Nick-tru
but i forgive you anyway. Leslie- how did I survive two years with you, I don't know just please
put on some clothes. Hilary and Abigail-1 definately like it when you call me big papa. Ms.
Matouk, Mr. Austin and Isabel- You are my haven at St. Andrews. Annie C- from my interview to
graduation, I will never forget all you did for me. Mr. Stegeman- thanks for trusting me to drive
your car. Thanks to all who made my St. Andrews experience memorable - Chris L, Lacy, Clay,
Susan, Julie P, Julie T, Meredith, Artie, Doug, Tara, Cristina, Lower Moss '98, Lower Moss '00,
Cindy, Ewuarbena, Jillian, Pedrito, Matt W, Ms. Ramirez, Ms. Byrd, Mr. Wang, Andrew K, Morgan
W, Crystal, Katie and Amanda- my body's saying..., Anna H, Amara, K, Admiral Horatio Willard
Hornblower Squatbottom III Esquire Our Presiding Bishop.
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up
all

i veryrVery
|? very very
f: much!
;ie and

rd, you
Iways
me smile.

i you

Itfifnore can 1
J| but I love ' :

of my wonderful friends, this has defi-
een the hardest part. You all mean so

ch|to me that it is impossible to say it all.
i^yfe made being here pertderfut; I will never
Jet you: Ann, Hannah^ Meg, Jennifer, Kelly,
ie^ Pedro, flpsglas, Dave G., Jillian, Cindy,

rja, Ipnces, Alia, Anna H., Kodi, *
Katt^ Morgan, Tara, Annie, Lower

all those that I've failed to

(hanks to: Kowan, Karen, Ms.
istin, Isabel, Dan a Byrd, Dave,
Irs. Johnson, Caleigh, Camille,

B. Zendt, Mrs. T, and Mr.
:an»?| would have never made it without

mucho.),. "CfisfIt

"Suppose you can get
what you want..."

-wise fortune cookie

j3Hi.
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leslie
Rose, Late Summer

What happens
to the leaves after
they turn red and golden and J
away? What happens

to the singing birds
when they can't sing
any longer? What happens
to their quick wings?

Do you think there is any
personal heaven
for any of us?
Do you think anyone,

the other side of that darkness.

the foxes keep te

Thanks to: all of my corridors,
especially Lower Moss '98 (th
corridor ever!)

Jazz and Concert Bands '97-'0(

Mark, beth, stepahnie, danny, a
sloane, naomi, lisa, elisa, laura,
alex, Al, jared, ann, mary, cind
danielle, frances, rabs, meaghai
morgan, emma, emily, smose, a
serena, lindsay, Christian, hope,
andrew, wyatt, elizabeth snd all
people who i have forgotten in
haste of designing this page (yo
who you are!).

Special thanks to: dotlie, ray and all the SAS staff, nebel (the american), akil, nick ( my jazz band buddy), bae
meredith (good morning class!), artie and mike (b**ch), ingrid, meg (mmmegg), sarah, emily, Julie (i swear w
were chasing deer!), alex, peter, ulf (silly german), lemar, kodi (i have nothing to say to you), teach, jon, doug
talking), oakley, rick (maybe life will get better as we get older)(on second thought-no).

in the blossom of light
that stands up every morning

in the dark sky.
And over one more set of hills.

nd are giving it back to the world.
f I had another life
would want to spend it all on some
instinting happiness.

Fear has not yet consumed them, noi
Reason they have not yet though of.
Neither do they ask how long they n
Or any other foolish question.

-Marv Oliver-

m
m

Matt, lorinda, nicole-1 have never doubted that you three will be successful. Just don't
step on all of the little people you meet on your way. they might useful later on...

Hannah and laura- innocence is only a title that the non-innocent give to those who have
yet to allow their perversion to surface...

David gray- whenever your name is spoken, I smile. I don't think that anyone's name has
made me so happy...
Maria, cristina, kate- With you I learned NOT to look forward to the sunrises... Thank you
for all of your support in good times and the very worst of times.
Jennifer, tara, geeyeon- "The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their
dreams." -Eleanor Roosevelt
don't ever stop dreaming... you three can accomplish far beyond your dreams!
To all my teachers for the past four years- you have been patient and supportive
role models for me, even when I know that I was a pain in the ass for the year (or
two) (or THREE!). Thank you for your love of teaching.

To Dee-Dee and Benjy- Thank you for all of your love... and traumatic experiances. Who
cares if we ain't normal?
Brad- You are the best and the worst of brothers rolled into one. Do you still want to take
me back to the hospital?

•
"Think where glory most begins and
ends and say my glory was I had such
friends."

-W.B.Yeats-

Like as the waves make towards the pebbled shore,
So do our minutes hasten to their end,
Each changing place with that which goes before;
In sequent toil all forwards do contend.
Nativity, once in the main of light,
Crawls to maturity, wherewith being crowned
Crooked eclipses 'gainst his glory fight,
And time that gave doth now his gift confound.
Time doth transfix the florish set on youth,
And delves the parallels in beauty's brow;
Feeds on the rarities of nature's truth,
And nothing stands but for his scythe to mow.

And yet to times in hope my verse will stand,
Praising thy worth despite his cruel hand.

-Shakespeare-

Pedro- [f my life is a road trip, then you would be the 24-hour wawas. Always dependable, affordable, comfortable, and perfectly situated in places w
you most need them. How's that for a final thought on our relationship?

Cool Breeze- you have made me cry, fume, and laugh, but most of all you have taught me to look withen myself for the answer. I wish you the best rr
heart has to offer.
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If you want to know the truth, I don't know what I think about it. I'm sorry I told so many people
about it. About all I know is, I sort of miss everybody I told about. Even old Stradlater and
Ackley, for instance. I think I even miss that Maurice. It's funny. Don't ever tell anybody
anything. If you do, you start missing everybody.

- J.D. Salinger

Dale Samuel Park 159



"A friend hears the song in
my heart and sings it to me
when my memory fails."
Laura- You have taught me
what it is to truely care, I
wouldn't give back the
time we've shared for all
the world. Julie-Your
laughter never ceases to
amaze me, thanks for
making the world always
seem brighter. Meg-
Thanks for all the cries we
had, and for all those hyper

moments. Tara- Thanks for
all the amazing talks we
had, i will miss them.
Serena-1 will miss you,
thank you for your
wonderful friendship. LIL,
CMS, MCM, KJW, JKD,
DCM, SVM, Mr. G, Mr.
Stegeman, Ms. Roche,
Mrs.Bride and Mrs.
Sturtevant, thank you for
you friendship and advice,

it has meant the world to me.
Finally thanks to my family for
being so loving and support-
ive, you have helped me grow
in so manv ways. I love von.

"Sometimes I would rather people take away years
from my life than take away a moment."

-Pearle Bailey

Thank you to everv
who has made St.
Andrews such a spe
place fo r m. especi;
Hannah, Tara Ciisti
Maira, Jennifer, Kel
Leslie, Meg, Julie, P
Lorinda., EES, AGR
KES ,WSS, JH.TFG.
Thank you to my
parents for being sc
supportive in the la
four years

-Winnie the Pooh
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"Go confidently in the direction of your dreams.

So I believe that dreams - daydreams you know, with
our eyes wide open and your brain machinery
/izzing-are likely to lead to the betterment of the
rorld." -L. Frank Baum

1

"Far away in the sunshine
are my highest asperations.
I may not reach them, but I
can look up and see their
beauty, believe in them and
try to follow where they
lead." -Louisa May Allcott

We only have this moment, sparkling like a star in our hand -andmelting like a snowflake
-Marie Beyon Ray

I
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"And
In

Time
We
Shall
All
Be

Stars."
-Fame

. ,*. •--

"I came here kickin' and screamin'
and I plan to leave the same way."

-Permanent Record

"Smile and be happy, for what
is life without living and what
is living without
smiling." -ee cumings

"May God bless and 1
you always. May you
wishes all come true,
you always do for oft
and let others do for }
May you always be cc
geous. Stand upright •
be strong and may yo
forever young."

-Joan Ba>

because if 1 thought you would I would not go." II
-j -Christopher Robin

"And then Winnie
the Pooh gave
Christopher Robin
the biggest Pooh
Hug he could, for he
knew that their
good-bye was not far
away."

-A.A. Milne

162 Tara Jo Gilbreath

To Laura, Julie, Kate, and Hannah: Thank-you for the
laughter and the comforting of tears. I love you more thatn you'll
ever know and will be lost without you. "If you live to be a
hundred years old, I want to be a hundred minus a day, so that I
will never have to live without you."

To Sarah, Geeyon, Jennifer, Tina, Leslie, Nikki, Susan, Heidi,
Danielle, Meg, Maria, Anna, Hilary, Pedro, Lucy,Anne, Clay,
Searcy, Lisa, Emily, Ashley, Anna, Kara, Matt, Doug, Nick S.
Mike, Biddies, Greg J, Sung, Jamie, LeMar, and Artie, I'll never
be able to express in words all that you have done for me. I will
miss you all!!!

To : Ann, Aimeclaire, and Kyla: Your support and nurturing
has helped me define who I am and for that I will be forever
grateful.

To my family- Tha
for believing in me
love you always.



To my friends,
Each of you is a blessing and
you have impacted my life
here in a variety of ways...
Caroline, "A friend is a friend
who knows everything about
you and loves you anyways"
Thanks for being a true friend.
Liz, Thanks for caring enough
to utter "Kaate get out of bed"
for two years. We made it!!
Ingrid, No matter how worked
up I am, you always make me
realize that humor is the most
important virtue. Tara, Your
funny (yet often inappropriate)
comments make me realize
how badly I needed that laugh
or smile.

Mom, Dad, Ginny, Amy,
Thanks for unselfishly
allowing me to come to
St.Andrew's. Your endless
support and understanding
have immensely helped me
through my journey here.
1 love you!

"There are some friends you know you will have
for the rest of your life. You're welded
together by love, trust, respect, or loss -or...

simple embarrassment."- Peter's Friends

Ashley, Hannah, Abigail, Annie,
Courtney,Heidi, Kate, Lucy, Gemeveive,
Mere, Julie, Julie, Meg, Leslie, Jennifer, . :
Kelly, Maria, Chjristina, Laura, Sarah, "Love the people with whom fate brings
Lorinda, Nikki, Clay, Hilary, Lacy, Susan, you together but do so with all your heart.
Always remember late nights with wake
up calls, filo dough, red riding hood jokes, |
talks about the future, coffee coollattas, ,,
bingo, Italy, never have I ever, and
listening to me talk about my "great new
topic" in the wee hours of the morning.
These times have made all the difference!

Dearest Faculty,
Your patiance and devotion are the greatest asset of
St. Andrew's. Thank you for taking any measure to
help me in and out of the classroom!

Katherine Josephine Wilkinson 163



Where am I going? And why am I in
this handbasket? -Anonymous

What if nothing exists and we'
all in somebody's dream? Or
what's worse, what if only the
guy in the third row exists?

-Woody Allen

To those who will remain a part of me
forever: Hannah, we have spent so many
good times together, I will miss your
creativity and enthusiasm; Laura, we have
shared a lot of random things with each other
- someday I'll see you in Paris; Christina,
you make me laugh! I'm gonna miss your cheeseball sense of humor and your smile; Tara, you
are such an entertaining and fun person- I'll see you around in RH.; Maria, you are one of the
most unique people I have ever met, keep me updated on your romances ok? Meg, we've been
through a lot this year, your friendship has meant more than I can say; Jennifer, the person I L_—___
feel the most connected to in so many ways, I know this is not good-bye; Kelly, I'm gonna miss laughing and procrastinating with you
how you're not a dork; Steve, I don't know what else to say except that I'm going to miss you so much and I'll see you in Jan. - you got
have FAITH! Leslie, Nikki, Lorinda, Peter T, Kat, Cindy, Rabs, and K '98-'00, you guys are great. Also thanks to Gilheany, Higgins, Bi

You made my world stand still, and in that stillness S?eei*' Chil.t"I
n' B_ri£e' Gawinsky- Mama ™d PaPa- R"bi»- Little

' Charles, and the R.H. crew.
there was a freedom I never felt before.

- Sarah McLachlan

Only
your real
friends tell
you when

your face is
dirty.

-Sicilian
Proverb

ii • • • • *•pi
Two different people, two different
places. Through a one way window
with two different faces. - Blink 182

Don't be dismayed at good-byes. A farewell is necessary before you
can meet again. And meeting again, after moments or lifetimes, is
certain for those who are friends. -Richard Bach

"Friendship," said 1'ooh, "is a very comfort- Cute little babies that fall out
ing sort of thing." -a very wise bear of swings- These are a few of

my favorite things -Anon.
164 Juliana Jensen Post

The greener grass on the other side
probably artificial turf. -Anon.
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"There are no cheerleaders
here, only leaders of the
cheer." ' -JVN

Thanks to my friends who
know how much they mean to
me...
Cristina, Julie, Hannah, Maria,
Lorinda, Laura, Nikki,
Meredith, Ingrid, Jennifer,
Leslie, Kelly, Ashley, Serena,
Pedro, Annie, Kate W., LeMar,
Genevieve, Sarah B., Tara, E-
Ross, Anna H., Lindsey Noe,
Kate M. (the teaparty crowd in
lane 3), Freshman 8 '97, Griffin
'98 and Griffin'99, Lower Moss
'97-'98, K'98-'99, Sarah and
Liza, Klub K '99-00, and
Volleyball.

Thank you to all of the
faculty...
Advisor Kyla, Mrs. Bride, Mr.
Rue, Mr. Bates, Mr. Smith,
Coach Ward, Mr. Higgins, Mr.
Stegeman, Mr. DeSalvo, Ms.
Howlett, Ms. Roche, Mr.
McGiff, Miss Mok, Miss Mead,
the Sturtevants, and Ms. Miller.

Mom, Dad, and Jenny...
"so when you're chewing on
life's gristle just buck up and
give a whistle, always look on
the bright side of life"

-Monty Python
1 love you!

Thank you Judy and Nancy
my best "old people" friends,
Elizabeth, and the Ackleys for
being my second family.

"How I wish I were a trinity so if I lost a pa
of me I'd still have two of the same to live,
but nobody gets a lifetime rehersal, as spec
of dust we're universal to let this love
survive would be the greatest gift that we
could give."

-Indigo Girls

r ^
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amares del bicho humano, que vivienda, que deciendo va. -Eduardo Galeano

I got no deeds, no promises to keep. I'm dappled,
I'm drowsy, I'm ready to sleep.
But, the morning time dropped all its pillows on
me. Life, I love you. All is groovy!
-Simon and Garfunkle

For all of your support, encourage-
ment, and patience. Thank You: Mrs.
Bride, Ms. Ramirez, Mr. McGiff, Ms.
Matouk, Mr. and Mrs. Chang, Ms.
Howlett, Mr. and Mrs. Sturtevant,
Mrs. Duffy, Mr. and Mrs. Johnson,
Mr. Higgins, Mr. Rue, Ms. Roche,
Mr. Leal and everyone at SAS who
has helped me along the way.

Thank You for everything: Meg,
Laura, Maria, Kelly, Jennifer, Julie,
Hannah, Nikki,,Leslie, Kate W.,
Tara,Hilary, Susan, Jane, Sarah
M.,Danielle, Frances Alia, Elisa,
Jenell, Tatiana, Anna, Rhina, Kelly
G.,K 98-99, Art Majors.

For su apoyo y todo el carino que
siempre me han brindado, muchas
gracias Mami, Papi, Nadia, mis
abuelitos- Carlos, Carmen, Vicenta,
Mario, Margarita y Cristina,
Michelle, Karen, Joanna, Silvia,
Roberto, Marleny, Paola y toda mi
familia. Los quiero mucho.
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I do not believe in an
afterlife, although I am
bringing a change of
underwear.

-Woody Allen

NEBEL
Tragedy is when I (
my finger. Corned}
when you fall into
open sewer and die

-Mel Brooks

Chris, what are you
doing? Buying a hotdog?

-Coach Hvde

Charlie, if it were
i'd shoot you.

-Coach H

MAD, adj. Affected with a high degree of intellec-
tual independence; not conforming to standards of
thought, speech and action derived by the
conformants from study themselves; at odds with
the majority; in short, unusual.

-Ambrose Bierce, "The Devil's Dictionary"

AGRADECIMIENTOS
A los relajeros del pueblo: Ramon, alias "Mono o Moncho", Robert, alias "Roberrr, Roberci
EL Chele, Chelin" tambien conocido como "El Gringuito... de La Oruguita", Toni, alias "El
Bolo, Tomatin o La Madre de Maria", Eddie, conocido solo como "EL EDDIE o Pequitas",
Chinfo, alias "Sompopo", Marco "Pequitas 2" Blair, Beto, alias "Roberto Avilez, Betun o
Peluche", Mauricio "Orejitas o Pataston" Vasquez, Danny, alias "Marvin, Danny Boy, Ne-
gro", tambien conocido como "El Extraterrestre Mafufo", Mario "La Mariposita Visqua"
Contreras, Nelson o Necho (no tiene apodo, pero si que se hechas unas perras este cabron
Pedro M. (Burba Jaja - Chiringuangua!), Pastor, alias "Droopy, Cachetes y Cristobal Colon
Norman, alias "Nurmino, Niurmin, El Hombre del BM descapotable", Giselle, Ale, Claudi
R., conocida como "La Turquita o La Risch", Marta, Carolina, Mariana (La Santa), y el locc
de Machuca. A los maduros del pais: las familias Oyuela, Padgett, Narvaez, Andrade, Bla:
Avilez, Meyer, Madrid, y Brooks. Todos ustedes son mis segundas familias!

THANKS TO
SAS-Akil, Mark, Troy (Black!), Palmer (quit Bullsh*ttin' so much, man!), Primo (Fabrizzio, eh!),
Sung, Morgan, Doug (Do you have any underpants?), Baer (no, no. ok, yes, you win and no, i
lose.), Robbie (both P. and C), Ellison (why don't you have some " SAUCE" instead, eh?),
Penney, Jon, Kirk (the dorky flaming jolly oaf), Stephens, Rigdon, Metro, Snead, Munson,
Nuggz, Leslie (stop being so loud and obnoxious for once in your life!), Christina, Lorinda
(you're the sh*t!), Jennifer, Hannah, Serena, Susan (don't worry, we'll be happy some day),
Oakley, Nick "toot or Marching Boy" Roberts, Nick "Meathead" Conell, Previti, Scott "the flower
basket or fruitcake" Kennedy, Christian Wilson (God, you suck at Spanish!) SOMEWHERE
ELSE-The Roberts' (you people are the greatest...VIVA NEW YORK!), the Hall's (Thanks for such
a wonderful time in CT and at St. Barth's-you people were excellent hosts!), Kunz, McLean,
McGiff, Chang, Hyde (great, great, great), Roach, Austin (you win, man, you win), Wang (to hell
w/ a $20 tip!), G (otay, humans), Rue,
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AKIL
lotes that Remind me of What's Important:

)oh, promise you won't forget about me ever, not even when I'm one-hundred,
aoh thought for a little,
low old shall I be then?"

>r good times, for bad times, I'll be on your side for evermore, that's what friends are for."
-Stevie Wonder

friend is someone you have forever."
-Bill Cosby

friend can only hold your hand for a little while, but can hold your heart forever."

lave often dreaded the word 'hello' because it usually leads to the word 'good-bye'."

)u are only young once, but you can stay immature indefinitely."

iien one door closes another door opens; but we so often look so long and so regretfully upon the closed door, that we don't
the ones which open for us."

-Alexander Graham Bell

. the bravest are surely those who have the clearest vision of what is before them, glory and danger alike, and yet not
thstanding go out to meet it."

-Thucydides

an't take life too seriously. You'll never get out alive."
-Bugs Bunny

. Funnel, Mr. Brier (thanks for the tooth), Mr. Robbins, Mr. Johnson, Mr. Lynch, Mr. Worcester,
ario Flores (where ever you are), Mr. Macdonald, Mr. Diemar (you have done more than you
ow for me, thank you), Richard (i'm so cool . . ., tingalingaling . . ., i love you), Lou (my track all-
ir), Boo-Boo (you're David to me), Pedro (my favorite mexican, you're the man, thanks for the
), Ernesto (ernie), Timo (paskaianen, haha), to all my cardigan friends, thanks for the time, it was
2 best three years of my life . . . so far
LS:
r. Bates (you've done so much for me, and I have done so little for you, for that I thank you),
NA (you finally scored on me, congratulations), Mrs. Bride, Ms. Ramirez, Ms. Williams, Mr.
^de, Mr. Colburn, Mr. Speers, Mr. Roach, Mrs. Caldwell, Ms. Roche, Mr. Chang, Mr. Kunz, Doc,
ck (my dog for sure, i'll never forget you . . . ever). Nick (meathead), Nebel (my main man, my
ne with you has been nothing but a nonstop laugh, thank you, i'll never forget you), Mark, Chay,
>han, Jillian (thanks mom, i'll never forget you), Frances (you're the only person that gets away
th that . . . you're a funny chick, and i'll never forget you), Troy (i love you dog, thanks for the
ne), Palmer (SUPERSTAR), Kumpuris, Alex Wright (the wright stuff), Charles E. (chicken, ralph),
idre (YES), Kamahnie, Sida (apple, squanto, apple squanto, squantiago . . .), Jon, Leslie (i'll al-
lys remember the librarie, i appreciate all that you've done for me, i'll never forget you), Pedro,
inifer, Nicole, Metro (please don't eat me mister), Anne Awantang, Bernadette, Niques, Chuck,
inny, Scott, Ulf (akeeeeeeeeel), Dale, Suli (thugged out), Primo, Rigdon, Serena (peach), Nick,
ip (all of you have done so much for me, i love your family), Lorinda, Hannah, Susan, Heidi,
ikley, Calvin, Phoebe, Josh, Chris, and Carter
A:
-. Fonseca, Mr. Driscoll, Mrs. France, Mr. Hooper, Dr. Kunar, Mrs. Kunar, Mrs. Diemar, Aliane -
u all have done so much for me, that I can't even begin to thank you. The only way I can repay
of you, is to include you in my daily thoughts, which you all are, thank you.
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Jon Marvel

Trains roll past and clouds fly through,
Sun beats down and I'm no longer with you.
Memory now only minutes away,
Gone again and here I stay.
Indeed I am the one.

1 i

Special Thanks to: My Family:
(Mom, Dad, Kate, Jessica, and
Sarah), Slates, Meeks, Dave, Golds,
M. Cordeiro, Ian, Geoff, Casey,
Sally, P.J., Keyser, Marcelo, Kinsey,
and Jennings. Together you have
loved, supported, and helped me
through these three long and
eventful years at St. Andrew's.

Thanks to: DeSalvo, Doug, Artie,
Rupert, Henry, Larkum, Shack,
Soccer and Lacrosse 97-99, Mr.
Austin, Mr. Zendt, and Mr. Hyde,
MOW, RLV, MBS, HLP, CCC, LPC,
EDP, LAC, LHB, LDB, RSG, RMP,
DMK, CMM, MER, JAS, and AWB.

170 Jonathan T. Marvel

You can't shake hands with a clenched fist
-Indira Gandhi
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Slates Snider

1 1 1 J 1 1

Special Thanks to: Golds, Jon, Meeks,
Dave, Artie, Laurence, Laura, Emily, Heidi,
Courtney, Lacy, Mr. Sturtevant, Jennings,
Jessie, Larkum, Rupert, Marcelo, Keyser, Geoff
D., Casey, Ian and Mike, Mr. Roach and Mr.
Zendt
Thanks to: LDP, NK, Shack, Jay, Joey, Liz,
Kodi, Rick, Teach, Susan, Clay, Kinsey, Mr.
Caldwell, Doug, Mrgan, Teach, Mike, Lange,
Dicken, Charlotte, the lacrosse team...

Slates Haynes Snider 171
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MORGAN AND DOUG

"Winning is not a sometime
thing; it's an all the time
thing. You don't win once in
awhile; you don't do things
right once in awhile; you do
them right all the time.
Winning is a habit."

-Vince Lombard!

"There is no such thing as defeat,
except when it comes from within.
As long as a person doesn't admit
he is defeated, he is not defeated-
he's just a little behind and is
through fighting."

-Darrel Royal

"The road to success is always
under construction"

It's in the eye of
the Tiger!"

172 Morgan Blair Scoville

"What I want to be is
number one."

-Steve Prefontaine



"The spirit to win and the will to
excel are always measured one
stroke at a time."

:e Champ!
tate Champ!

"Its not the size of the dog in the fight, its
the size of the fight in the dog."

"I run to see who has the most
guts, who can punish himself
into an exhausting pace, and
then at the end, punish him-
self even more. Nobody is
going to win a 5000m race
after running an easy 2 miles.
Not with me."

-Steve Prefontaine

ks to everyone in the class of 2000, the underformers, and the
rformers of the past who have helped me along the way. Thaak you to
Goldsworthy, the Heckman, Harrington, Brayton, and Patterson
ies tor being my families away from home. Thank you to the Cross-
itry teams of the past four years. I expect a state title within the next 3
. Thank you to Ms. Rosche, I won't forget that you truely beleived in
Ar. Caldwell, thank you for the second chance and your friendship. Mr.
n, thank you for four great years of running and friendship. I won't
t what you have taught me and 1 look forward to your coaching of a
championship team. Mr. Kunz, thank you for your support. Doug,
; you for your friendship, and putting up with me. I won't forget the
mes we had. Roomate Power! Baldwin, thank you for your guidance
ntelligance. You are a generous person. To Ben, Cody, Drew, Colin,
Dave, Jamie, Nate, Charlie, Robin, Molly and Liza, you all made my
r year much more exciting and I miss all of you. Thank vou to my
Is at home, especially Hanks, Taylor and Charlie. Thank you Ensworth
:tting me here. Thank vou Mom, Dad and the rest of the fam. I love you

Thanks to all my friends who have been there these past four
years. Thanks to Jon and Dave's room for those late nights
sophomore year. Thanks to the swim team and a group of guvs
that overcame all odds. Thank you Mark, Golds, Dave, Nebel,
Ace, Keyser, John, Slates, Matt, Tara, Genevieve, Nehel, AMI,
Matt W., Nikki, Emily C, Jamie T., Oakley, Dale, Nick, Ashley,
Chris L., Palmer, Mike, Greg, Chaz, Jackson, The C-towri gang,
Lindsay P, and all those I forgot. Lucy-thanks for helping me all
those times, and probably many more. RuperHfrom golf to
paintball. Morgan-for friendship and hanging together two
crazy years. Baldwin-for being a great friend. Mr. Smith-for the
oppurtunity of a lifetime Ms. Roche-for help and guidance.
Mr. Brown-thanks for three great years of rowing and learning.
Mr. Caldwell-I can't thank you enough. Tawny-for being a
second mom, and believing, the Barnards for being another
family. Nonie and Pa-pap and my family. JJ and Allison for
guidance and fun. Mom and Dad thank you for everything, I
love you.

Douglas Alexander Brayton 173



Rupert

'"Ah, Davidson, woe to the man whose heart has not learned while young to'.
love and to put its trust in life!' — Victory, Joseph Conrad

Churchill's commentary on Man -Man will occasionally stumble over the 1
most of the time he will pick himself up and continue

Clarke's First Law - When a distinguished but elderly scientist states that s
is possible, he is almost certainty right. When he states that something is ii
he is very probably wrong.

Cole's Axiom - The sum of the intelligence on the planet is a constant; thi
population is growing.

Conway's Law - In every organization there will always be one person who
what is going on. This person must be fired.

Etorre's Observation - The other queue moves faster.

Jack Handey: Anytime I see something screech across a room and latch out
someone's neck, and the guy screams and tries to get it off, I have to

laugh, because what is that thing?

Rita Mae Brown: "The statistics on sanity are that one out of every four At
suffering from some form of mental illness. Think of your three

best friends. If they're okay, then it's you."

—I want to thank my parents most of all for all the support and
guidance they have given me, it couldn't have been better. To th
people that made the trip worthwhile,! couldn't have done it wit
you, especially: Golds, Doug, Morgan, Mike, Davey, Mark, SU!
Laura, Emily, Heidi, Courtney, Liz, Levit, Ian, Sophie, Nelson,
Jastrab, Clementine, Knott, Heckman, Gaeta, and all the rest wh
forgetting about....

/

174 Rupert Bernard Charles Gerard

Never stand when you can sit, never
sit when you can lie, and never miss
a chance to use the lavatory.

--Rupert Gerard



Chris
BB

"Between friends,
differences in taste
or opinion are
irritating in direct
proportion to their
triviality." --W. H.
Aulden

"To live is the rarest
thing in the world. Mos
people exist, that is all."
—Oscar Wilde

Thanks to (in no particularly order): Laurence,
Mike, Jay, Jon, Dave, Lacy, Anne, Kate, Matt,
Artie, Morgan, Lucy, Lorinda, Lydia, Pedro,

Baldwin, Drew, Hilary, Sung and Kodi

Mr. Desalvo, Mr, Cheban, Mr. Kunz, Ms. Mein,
Mr. Fogelman, Mr. Walker and Ms. Sharkey

And finally Mom, Dad, Uncle Chippy, Aunt Debb,
and Grandma

William Christopher Lange 175



Dave
mi

"Ah, but I was so much older then, I'm younger than that now."
-Bod Dylan

"Theirs not to make reply
Theirs not to reason why,
Theirs but to do and die."

-Alfred, Lord Tennyson
"Do you
know what
separates
you from
him Dave?
Education."

-Dad

my teachers
who have
inspired me,
and my family
who have kept
me focused
through it all.

"Come in she said I'll give you shelter from the storm."

-Bod Dylan

176 David Gardner Patterson

Thank you- all
my great
friends who I'll
never forget,

I



Mark
Vlany thanks to GLB, DMW, ELK, PJC,
d everyone else who made my time here
great. I will miss you guys.

st wishes to Dave, Akil, Doug, Morgan,
>e, Jon, Golds, Rupert, Mike W., Ace,
itt, Mike S., Greg, Chaz, Chey, Henry,
mo, Robbie, Lydia, my freshmen, and
?ryone else.

life without cause is a life without effect."
-Barbarella

hat do you care what other people think?"
-Richard Feynman

tarting ones training early gives an edge
ver the competition.

"I have never let my schooling interfere
with my educations."

£3 , •

"Size doesn't matter..."

Mark James Hall 177



William Oakley
"Never let school get in the way of your education" - Twain

Thank you: Alysia and Mom & Dad for always
being there, and Matt, Jay, and Dana; miles can't
destroy true friendship. Thank you friends at
home: Mel and everyone at CFA, Hanover,
Hoggard, and Laney. Thanks to people at SAS:
Jer, Rick, Meaghan, ARock, PJ, ScottS, MarcusH,
Pedro, NickBob, Susan & the Oompa Loompas,

T . , . QUiVEr, PUNJAB, NJ, MarkB, Master BD Bates,In here, Life is Beautiful - :;
Cabaret... Toasty!!!... "... At ' a eveI7one else who helPed me through-
least I didn't scream." -
DMW... "Can money pay for
all the days I lived awake but
half asleep?" - PRG... It rubs
the lotion on its skin, or else
it gets the hose again...
"Welcome to your life,
there's no turning back" -
TFF... Complete, total, and
utter ownership... "Sitting
here resting my bones, and
this loneliness won't leave

"Bliss, bliss and
heaven... it was
gorgeousness an
gorgeosity made
flesh... oh, it was
wonder of won-
ders... and then,
bird of like rares
spun heavenmet
or like silvery wi
flowing in a spac
ship, gravity all
nonsense now../
Alex, Clockwork
Orange

"If you want to view
paradise, simply look
around and view it,
anything you want to
do it, want to change
the world, there's
nothing to it" - WWCF

178 William Edwin Oakley, Jr.

"We are the music makers, and we are the
dreamers of dreams" - WWCF... "I'm
extraordinarily patient provided I get my
own way in the end" - MT... "You've got t
admit it's gettin' better, gettin' better all
the time" - The Beatles... "Help me make
the most of freedom and of pleasure,
nothing ever lasts forever" - TFF... I'll take
Therapists Alex... Bad Dates... "I never
thought my life could be, anything but
catastrophe, but suddenly I begin to see, a
bit of good luck for me, 'cause I've got a
golden ticket" - WWCF

"This is our wori
now... the world
the electron and
the switch... my
crime is that of
outsmarting you
something you v
never forgive me
for." -The Mento



Pedro Dalmau
mother page in another book. Another name amongst the many. The myriad of things I had to say
ow seems to fade and few remain. The words of wisdom all seem trite. So, I leave you all who read
lis simple page with just the few things my mind retains. Perhaps you will not like the names perhaps
do not either, but these words ring true and the message is clear. Some people say that a picture is
forth a thousand words.. .well, I do not know that those thousand words are what I wish to say, so
ere I go, without a picture to attempt to say in my few words what I learned in my four years.

"Oh, what a tangled web we weave when first we practice to
decieve...

-Unknown Time is never time at all
you can never ever leave without leaving a piece of youth

Today it is my firm belief and our lives are forever changed
that in general all creative we will never be the same
ideas appear in youth, the more you change the less you fell
provided that they are - The Smashing Pumpkins
present at all...Youth
furnishes the building * Lest there be any confusion, I am

• i j i.u i c *ou can t escape What makes not endorsine Hitler or the Nazimaterial and the plans for eiiuureing n
, , . , you tragic, you know, VICIOUS party in any way shap or form. I

'cause you want to be, leaving stand firmly against the Nazis and
and CUtS the Stones and , thier actions. This is an example of
constructs the building, time Possessed'° P^ase you. how eyen ̂  most ̂  ̂  w

provided the so-called ^ can think some thoughts of merit-
wisdom of age has not
suffocated the genious of "This is not the end...This is just the end of the begining"
y°uth- - Unknown

- Mein Kampr

of those 1 promised to say a word of, here is your moment:

ing - It has been a long four years and you have been there all the way through it.
Thank you for it all. You were, though it may seem odd, a bastion of sanity for me through my time here.

Lange - You alone could stand up to my constant barrage of cynicism and cruelty. You alone were also the best at incurring it. If it means anything at
all I would look to you first for advise, though I would not always take it. Thank you for every day from cross-country to...well, it's not
graduation yet.

;w DeSalvo - You know best that I can vent, and I thank you for all the times you
had to listen to me complain about one thing or another. You are a great person to be able to listen to my complaints ever so
often.

iVolinski - So the time has come when we move on. I know we will be in touch simply because if it is anyone who will be with me on my crusade to
take over the world it will be you. Thank you for all the late night walks, it was great to have someone to walk with those nights and
the rest of the year.

5 Ansell - So, the shinning diva has made her way on to greater things. You said so many times that you wanted to get to know me better, but you
already knew me so well. I hope you realize just how much you meant to my year.

Bowers - You are a woman. All woman. Thank you for being such a "unique" <wink> person. Thank you for appreciating our friendship, and thank
you for.. .well not everything, but most everything. You are one of the people I enjoyed being around most, through thick and thin.

Hirsh - You know, I could say some pretty vulgar things, but 1 think this is a medium for more sentimental things. Thank you for being there
permanently. I knew I could depend on you for everything I needed. Even I lack words to tell you hoe important you are to me.

w Kumpuris - It's another year for you young man before you get to walk up for your diploma. You will make it though... if you are careful. Don't let
yourself change too much, I like the way you are. Thank you for everything.

;r McLean - Do not forget, no matter what that you can see things other people can't. Do not forget, no matter what that there are reasons you think
the things you do. Even if we never see each other again (not likely but thinkable) remember what you are and I give my word I
will too.

And so I come to another ending and all my words may have been for naught. I know you
are mad at me for not putting your name on this page, and whoever you are, sorry, it's 1:59
on the last day when I can turn this in and I am at the very bottom of my page...bye. Pedro Antonio Dalmau 179



Jon- From the time you
came to greet the new
junior next door, you've
been a far better friend
than I ever deserved.
You've talked with me,
advised me, argued with
me, and laughed with me
for two years, and in that
time you've made every
moment of stress and
frustration up here worth'-
while. I truly don't know
what to say except for
thank you. Thank you for
being my friend.

"Early to bed and early to
rise, makes a man stupid and
blind in the eyes." -Ender's
Game

Bobby
Holtzclaw

Dave- Since I met you,
you've impressed me (
with the friendship an
kindness you extend ti
everyone you meet.
Despite all the teasing
jokes, you've been an
example to me in so m
ways, constantly remii
ing me to be nicer, mo
considerate, and more
understanding of the
people around me. I'n
going to miss you so
much, but I'll always
remember you as an
example of true kindm

"I have plenty of common sen;
simply choose to ignore it."
"I try to make everyone's d;
little more surreal."
-Calvin

"How do you measure a year in a life?
Measure in love."- Rent

Before anyone else, I have to thank my parents. Whenever I've needed support,
encouragement, or just someone to talk to, they've been right there, no matter what.
I also want to thank the people who've shaped my life here: Barret (Rat), Troutman
(the Elfking), and Dolan- for their humor, enthusiasm, and doses of weirdness
whenever I got too sane. Steve "AP" Wu- for being a good guy when we weren't
arguing, and for having a lot of cool movies. Jennifer"Diva" Daise- for just being
the wonderful person she is and reminding me of what people are truly capable of.
Pedro- for making life interesting. Very interesting. Basil- for showing me that I'm
not the ultimate in weirdness. Kim- Smile. Every day. Jenn- for making being a
senior SO much fun. Never fear; someday, you, too, will be a senior. Robbie- for
just being able to know him. It's been a privilege. Mrs. McTaggert-for making
theater more fun thatn I ever thought it could be. College acting will never measure
up. (and Cara- for your smiles at every practice. I wish I could just wait around to
watch you grow up.) Mr. Beckman- for having to fill the shoes of an incredible
man... and succeeding more than I ever expected. Mr. Cheban- for teaching me so
much more than just music, and putting up with me through all of my screw-ups. I
miss you. Mr. Wong- for being a friend as well as an advisor. Your class has been a
high point of my days, and your understanding helped me survive my first days
here. And to anyone I left out- you're not forgotten. Thank you.

180 James Robert Holtzclaw

"All the world's a
stage, and most of
us are desperately
unrehearsed."
-Sean O'Casey



m an illusion of my own
stence. Seeing it, is dif-
:nt from seeing through

iduation is just another
pterinal/, 18, or!9yr.
.overduelibrary book.."

Thanx to all who
made me aware.

"Memories are il-
lusions of the
present which I
sorely keep.."

"Let them see,
i what life is

meant, to them
and me...."

"Life is not a
box of choco-
lates, for you
already know
what you get-
a box and somei
chocolates on
the side...."

Life-(noun) A
new day's beg-
inning.

"Life's end should
always start from the begin-
ning..."

"How is one to dwell in the
future, if one cannot dwell
in the present?"

"If life is 'still 'meant to be
lived, in moments of joy and
sorrow, then life has not
been lived at all.."

HIDE M.
"Life is confusing, make the
most out of confusion.."

"Life's present, is in itself"

"If I should only see to 'sea',
then life shall have drifted
past me.."

"I sleep, but only to wake
up to see tomorrow..'
"I observe, but to what ex-
tent do I observe without
acting to observe.."

one live through the eyes
e old, to see one's life un-
1, unfold...

"Let me live to see
another day,
To define my life in
another way,
Let me live to see
another day,
So warm and gentle
does the windward
sway,
To help guide me
through the utmost
gray-

So please let me
live another day,
I am still young, let
me run, let me play,
Let there be a
heaven, let there

be a hell,
But this is the place,
I prefer to stay."

A final fare-
well,
A fleeting mo- _,
ment that
passes by,
Until we meet i
again, a mo-
ment of hope, a
mark of its
everlasting
sigh.

One can see
what life is,
By being pres-
ent and
accounted for;
in one's own | V*"V^ i
eye,
And with tears
fallen, one can only ques-

tion, "why"....
Hideyuki Howard Miyahara 181
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Until we meet again...



Jonathan "I am going to launch my grenade
launcher" —Bechir

ON
K>
00

2

ui

"But then
again, all

good
things

must come
to an end"

--Q

"Guys...its...two...o'clock in in the morning. I
want to go to sleep!! Two minutes, f—ing!!!"

—Dave
"You just don't get it do you Jean-Luc, the trail never ends. We
wanted to see if you had the ability to expand your mind and
your horizons, and for one brief moment you did" — Q
"When I realized the paradox" —Picard
"For that one fraction of a second, you were open to options you
had never considered. That is the exploration that awaits you.
Not mapping stars and studying nebula, but charting the
unknow possiblities of existance" —Q

ii*
The Thanks:
Mr. Chang, Mr. DeSalvo, Ms. Edgerton, Mr.G,
Mr. Higgins, Mr. Kunz, Mrs. McTaggart, Mr. Wang
Alex, Bobby, Chris, Davejastrab, Pedro, Sung, Voorhee;
99-00, Star Wars 97-98, Rifts, PA State Route 322, and al
those who wanted to be specifically thanked by me anc
weren't, I am sorry.

"May the Force be with you...always"

"...into the air and all over the ground..."
-DMW

182 Jonathan Chi-ming King

"Gate Gate Paragate Parasumgate Bodhi Svaha"
—The Heart Sutra

The Very Special Thanks.
Mom, Dad, Les and Craig. The four of you have done an
infinte amount of things for me throughout my life, and
I don't think that any yearbook message can express how
much I thank you and love you all.
Greg, attending this school was made possible by you,
and I hope that this humble attempt to thank you for
everything you have done for me is satisfactory.

3.1415926535897932384626433832795028841971693993751058209749445923



David
mbers and ashes are all you will find,
here not long ago the fire burned,
) little remembered, so little learned,
id soon we must leave it all behind.
5t whatever we say and whatever we do;
We who are gone live on in you."

-Rudolph Gowanus
(in memory of Pop)

"Everyone thinks of changing the
world, but no one thnks of changing
himself."

-Leo Tolstoy

"If you can't convince them, confuse
them."

-Harry S. Truman

"Genius is one percent inspiration and
ninety-nine percent perspiration."

-Thomas Alva Edison

• . . . : • • : I HMH Bi

s better to bend than to break."
-moral of Aesop's fable "The Oak and the Reed"

"It is one thing to propose, another to
execute."

-moral of Aesops's fable
"The Mice in Council"

"The best way to cheer yourself up is to
try to cheer somebody else up."

-Mark Twain

Thanks to Jon, my best friend and roommate who has kept
head onstraight these three years, Bobby, Sung, Molly, Kim,

dro, Chris, Mr. G, Mr. Brown, Tawny, Steven Wu, Trevor, Tiny,
J of course the rest of Voorhees '99-'00.

/ Special Thanks to Mom, Dad, John H., Elinor, and Wade. Your
ring support has meant more to me than I can express .

David Water house Gray 183



Jamie

I would like to thank first and foremost, Mom,
Dad, and Lindsay for all of your love and support.
I would not be where I am today without you.

Thanks to Nick, Jay, Matt, Nick C, LeMar, Kodi,
DeSalv, Mike, Artie, Joey, Birdsey, Doug, Susan,
Anne, Kate W.Julie T., Dicken, Scott, Kaitlin, Finn,
Finsness, the rest of Hillier '99-'00, and Squash '97-
'00. Our time together has been great.
To my teachers: Mr. Fogelman, Mr. Gieske, Mr.
Talvacchio, Mr. Lieb, The Caldwells, Mr.
Stegeman, Mrs. Bride, Mr. Bates, Mr. Rue, Mr.
Hyde, Mrs. Mien, Mr. Higgins, Mr. McGiff and Mr.
Zendt: Thanks for everything you've taught me.
I would also like to thank Mom Mom and Bob Bob,
Sam and Jeff, Fitz, and the Durand Family for your

"Come in here, dear boy, have a cigar
You're gonna go far, fly high
You're never gonna die
You're gonna make it if you try;
They're gonna love you..." -Pink Floyd

,"

"In going where you have to go, and doing what you have to d
and seeing what you have to see you dull and blunt the instru-
ment that you write with.... But I would rather have it bent and
dulled and know I had something to write about, than have it
bright and shining and nothing to say." - Hemingway

To the Shaovach Crew: "Think where man's
glory most begins and ends. Say my glory was I
had such friends" -William Butler Yeats
Thanks for all the great times. Muff loves you.

184 James Preston Todhunter



rick

ere like actors, turned loose in this world to wander in search of
hantom, endlessly searching for a half formed shadow of our
t reality. When others demand that we become the people they
nt us to be, they force us to destroy the person we really are.
a subtle kind of murder. The most loving parents and relatives
nmit this murder with smiles on their faces." - Jim Morrison

's got his, And I've got mine, Meet the decline." - NOF

Dn't want to see you go down, I don't want to see you
akdown, I don't want to see you fall." - 98Mute

ou die, I die, that's the way it is." - Pennywise

hing seems much fun anymore to me." - NOFX

"Fly high, So fly. Fly free when you walk into this world, You walk
into this world with your head up high." - Deftones.

"When I dip, You dip, We dip." - Freak Nasty

"Bang, bang" - Cactus Jack

"Life on the edge of a razor, Never knowing when you're to fall,
Sure as hell beats never gambling at all." - NOFX

hank You: Jeremiah, PJ, Scott, Alex - Go where the
party's at, even if you don't move an inch. See you at
the powwow. Nick, Akil, Andrew - Words just can't
do it. I would have never made it as far without you
all. Other thanks go to AWW, JAM, RAF, NES, CLM,
SAD, JTM, ADB, WEO, KWB, JBS, Muskrats, and
many others. JCM, DAM, SLCM - For always being

Richard Lewis Venutolo 185



Whadyu-ddoing? xA(scare?)

'
Special Thanks to: Mom and Dad

I will never forget all your love, trust, and
support. I love you more than you will ever
know!), Chris(my all-time favorite buddy.
You're the best cousin ever I had. Not that I
have much option, but you know...I really
treasure our relationship), and lastly my
sister, Jisun. Thank you for being such a
lovely sister even though all you want from
me is a present. J/K

SHINWHA
LASTS

FOREVER!

People who has contributed the most to my well-being at
SAS: BJ (w/o you, I would not have been able to survive.),
Ed&Steve (thanks for not making me forget how to speak
Korean), Billy (thank you for showing me the other side of t]
school, especially the refuge in F.H., and Flemmingers in 96'
Mr.&Mrs. Higgins, Mr. Speers, Mr. Hyde, Mr. Doc, Mr.
Wang, Mr. Kemer, Mr. Chang(bang), Ms. Roche, Mr.

Mr. Kunz, Mr. Austin
Ms. Ramirez, Ms.
Williams, & Mr. Road

I'm glad I did it, partly because it
was worth it, but mostly because I
shall never have to do it again.

-Mark Train

I may not be totally
perfect, but parts of n
are excellent.

-Asleigh Brillian

Thanks... by Sung Kim
To all who sat in front of me and wrote big on test sheets.
To all who finished with a lower GPA than me, you guys

really boosted my school ranking.
To some of my teachers for boring me enough to get a

good night's sleep, you know who you are.
To all the girls for allowing me to be the topic of their

nightly discussions.
To all the guys for allowing me to be the best looking,

although you couldn't help it.
To all who attempted to slide my pic. into next page. You

worked hard, but not enough. 180!
To all who read this and do not take it seriously.

Great spirits have
always encoun-
tered violent
opposition from
mediocre minds.

-Albert Einstein

186 Sung Kun Kim Ahyoung, Hcin, Lucia, an



Lost Along the Way...

To the missing members of the class of
2000: Sasha, Allison, Nick, Andrew,
Graham, Max, Peter, Jeremiah, B.J.,
Alex, Bechir, P.J., Scott, Kiel, Ulf, and
Rick—We hope you are doing well
ivhereever you may be, and wish you

luck in the future.
Lost Along the Way 187



Nicole Ansell: Being proved wrong, and not happy about it
Alex Baer: Mrs. Conell
Anna Bagwell: A well-honored romance novelist who writes her
childhood memoirs entitled Onancock is where I want to be
Lavanya Balasubramanian: Living in Park City, Utah, after suing
the government for millions of dollars in a discrimination law
suit claiming no one ever gave her enough space on forms to
write her last name
Anne Barber: Still in long-distance relationship with Chris Fouts
Ashley Bergland: A rocket scientist, no, seriously
Laurence Birdsey: Has come a long way since the days of being
forced to sleep in the hallway outside his own room
Sarah Bowers: An expert on Tyrannosaurus-Rex D...NA
Julia Bozick: Mrs. Joey Hickman, at least for today
Doug Brayton: "Hove them high school girls, because I keep
getting older and they stay the same age."
Genevieve Cadwalader: Row, row, rowing her boat gently down
the stream
Laura Callaway: Suffering same fate as Goeller
Lacy Caruthers: House in the suburbs, a white picket fence, two
car garage, 2.5 kids and a nice dog.
Susan Clarkson: Late, very late, you get the idea
Nick Conell: Having an immensely successful career as a
politician, and is known for precise wording of answers to key
questions about his past. For example, when asked about his
childhood recklessness, he responds confidently "I never drank
'on' the front lawn."
Emily Constantine: Plotting to kill Chris Fouts
Courtney Cordeiro: Hoping to age like her mother
Jennifer Daise: Tone-deaf
Pedro Dalmau: Evolves into a world-wide icon, although
despised by Europe, especially France, after the meter and the
entire metric system are replaced by the Pedro.
Abigail DeLashmutt: Against her better judgement, and on the
down low, follows Clay to Utah
Andrew DeSalvo: Seeing a chiropractor for an apparent curve in
his back which causes his head and neck to tilt to the right
menacingly
Clay Farland: Becomes a Mormon just so she can have a chance
to share Slates with whomever
Artie Fischer: Lonely, see Meredith Goeller
Ingrid Fogle: Consoling Goldsworthy with her own hair trauma
Akil Geddie: Still a Big Bad Fubu Daddy
Rupert Gerard: See Susan Clarkson
Tara Gilbreath: Finally achieves Globalization in the Tara
Gilbreath game.
Meredith Goeller: Single
Andrew Goldsworthy: President of the Hair Club for Men
Liz Grant: Despite being happily married she still complains to
every guy she meets that "No one will hook up with me."
David Gray: 65
Mark Hall: A train conductor, driving the Red Star Express
Hilary Hammell: Bragging about Laurence's accomplishments
Joey Hickman: Still admiring the shower 'head' in Warner's
bathtub
Leslie Hirsh: First woman to define the length of one Pedro
Bobby Holtzclaw: Hit by a bus when he tries to cross the street
reading a Star Wars book.
Matt Keyser: Thrown out of the Naval Academy for giving his
officers too much lip.
Kelly Kim: Still not related to Sung Kim
Sung Kim: Still shutting off the outside world with his head-
phones
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Jon King: Still trying to figure out the last digit of [
Chris Lange: A compulsively dirty, Grateful Dead loving, loose
change to Burger King bringing, blank tape selling, con artist/
happy hobo who coins the street name Ace
Lorinda Laryea: Proprietor of the Lo-Lo doll, unfortunately
callbacks are made because when string is pulled doll never shuts
up
Lucy Long: Foolishly rendezvousing with Doug Brayton on top of
the Cameron building.
LeMar McLean: Still claiming that all the honeys at his high school

Marcelo Macedo: A compulsively neat, Star Wars loving, scrub suit
to Burger King bringing, gray fleece wearing, accountant/happy
Laurence admirer who coins the corporate name William
Jon Marvel: Makes millions inventing post hook up icy hot pad for
gentleman called "The Bear Grip"
Hide Miyahara: On his plane flight home crashes on a deserted
island, later kills himself finding there is no community to serve
Kate Morris: Raising a healthy house full of young Tar Heels
except for that one "devil" child named Blue.
Maria Morse: Phone sex operator
Dave Nebel: Seeing a psychiatrist in an attempt to remember his
true personality from those of the people he mocks
Meg Nicoll: Meeting classmates for the first time at reunion
Will Oakley: Finally earns enough money to go back and buy those
cargo pants
Hannah Osier: Fronting a ska cover band that becomes an adminis-
trative favorite singing the Reel Big Fish tune "Sell Out."
Dale Park: Finally arrested for stealing his rec. league's hockey
equipment.
Dave Patterson: Chasing Wilt Chamberlain's record.
Heidi Pearce: "Two-time" Olympic champion
Emily Pfeiffer: Goes into a severe depression when her husband,
the quarterback for the Redskins, is killed in a football accident.
Unfortunately no one was there to comfort her because they didn't
know they were married.
Julie Post: Still insisting that she and Huangfu were really just
"practicing" all those times
Jay Rhame: Never sails again after a disturbing incident •with a
magic "8-ball"
Nick Sabloff: The only person in the world without a nickname
Caroline Salas: In hiding from midgets who desire her third
kidney
Christina Sandoval: Getting introduced to people by Meg Nicoll
Morgan Scoville: Installing Cheban's cable hook-up
Kodi Shay: A psychiatrist specializing in anger-management
Laura Sibert: Host of her own early morning "active" fitness
program
Slates Snider: Rich, arrogant, yet unstoppably charming, he
becomes the financial success story of St. Andrew's. When called
by the SAS representatives at him home in Salt Lake City to donate
money, the school explains to him "It's okay that you used the
school as your personal kicking bag, that's an acceptable way to
treat someone who's like a brother to you."
Annie Taylor: A scientist determined to discover the variability of
genetics
Julie Teach: A pool shark
Jamie Todhunter: Develops into a heartthrob to young girls around
the world with his ubiquitous "Got Muff" posters
Rick Venutolo: Back at SAS creating the school's new Internet page
Michael Warner: eXtremely eXcited about becoming an executive
at XeroX
Kate Wilkinson: Completely insensitive
Matt Wolinski: Impeached
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CONGRATULATIONS, NICK

WE LOVE YOU - MOM, DAD, AND CLAIRI
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To Anna with love

I

From Dad and Mom

and Thomas

'

Congratulations . on a job well do:
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1C SAINTS!
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Congratulations
and love from
Mom, Dad, Eloise,
and Daphne
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Congratulations, Lorind
on all your accomplish-
ments. Thankyou also t
everybody at SAS who
has helped you on your
journey. Wearesoprou
of you.
Love Mom, Dad, Alice,
and Jackie

Congratulations to Doug Brayton
and the Class of 2000!

People to meet, places to go, things to do!
Thanks to St. Andrew's School

for "paving the path", and
"broadening the view"!



ongratulations
Abigail

and
the class of

2000

Much love
Mom
Dad
and

India
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TO CAWA,

MAY YOU ALWAYS FIND THE GOLDEN EGG!

MUCH LOVE,

MOMMY AND DADA
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ADVICE TO THE GRADUATE
Keep up the good work, Alex

YouVe come a long way... Follow your dreams, Eagle Sco

Don't worry... Be happy!

Love is like a mirror

Keep your
eyes open

Treasure all
friendships Eat well

Get plenty of rest

Proverbs 3

Congratulations! Love, Mom, Dad, and Zoe
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Congratulations,Alex. Wishing you the best in college. - Luke

.

J

ongratulations to Lavanya, her friends, and the Class of 2000.
With Love... Mom, Daddy, Bhar, and Kyla
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CONGRATULATIONS!
WE ARE SO PROUD OF YOU!

LOVE, MOM AND EM



CONGRATULATIONS, ARTIE

You ain't nothin' but a hound dawg! We
are proud of you! MOM and DAD

Do your thing, Leprosy Boy! MO & KIA
Moondoggy, I've been lookin' for you!

JUBIE

TWELVE YEARS OF
TRANSFORMATION

To the SAS Family:
Thank you for taking three little kids
from Milford, DE and changing them into
wonderful adults . We are so proud of
our children and the people they have
become.

Bobby and Linda Fischer 201



I
am
so

proud
of

you.
Love,
Mom

Congratulations, Kelly Geeyon Kim!

Df*

We love you Kelly and are so proud of
all you have done!!!

From Mom, Dad, Sunghoon, and Grandma
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CONGRATULATIONS RUPERT
and the CLASS OF 2000

Rupert, we are proud of you and love you very much.

Mom, Dad and John

Thank you to the dedicated faculty of St. AndreWs School.
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ongratulations!
Today is your day.
You re off to Great Places!
You re off and away!
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Courage then to claim it: that's all! But courage you have and the knowledge that we are pilgrims
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Congratulations
Maria

We love you. We are
so proud of you.

Grandma and Mom
and all your family

206 Thank you St. Andrew's!



Thank you for an
exciting field hockey
season! You are all

winners - - hope your
new college teams are

winners, too!
Best wishes - -
Stuart and Kay

Teach

S uccess
T. utter

Many
I mportant
C ongratulations
H appy Times
And
E xcellent
L' earning
S oon!

, , T 7 We love you and
iOOd Luck Beavis! wish you all the best,

Mom and Dad
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Ko»di«oUo«gy\ko-de-al-?-je\ n
(1982)-The science of Kodi

Jaccar Shay as an individual
and as he relates to the rest
of the world.

Ko*di»sms \ ko-dlz-?-m\ n
(1982 - a quality or style

imitative of Kodi Jaccar Shay.

Kodi Jaccar Shay is defined
as adaptable, Instinctively

inventive, inspirational!1/
intelligent, inherently

handsome, devilishly,
charming, precocious,

considerate and loving,
wonderfully witty, refreshingly

humorous, eloquently evasive,
a positive thinker, aggressively

athletic, creative with an ardent
appetite and very well rested.

Your family and friends pray
that you continue to plow new,

roads of discovery, pursue the infinite
possibilities of knowledge and

the luxuriate in the gratification
of success. We love your style.

Congratulations!

I
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Congrafutafions' jTn

if onty with, the

heart that one can

effenfiat if

ini/ifi£te to the eye"

Our io(/e

m, 'Pad, Peter

and the ramity.



Dear Nicholas,
You are very unique and special

Your many talents give you varied paths
to choose

Your phenomenal intelligence
Always leads you to think so deeply

about things
Your many interests

Keep you constantly occupied
Your positive outlook
Gives you energy to

Accomplish great things
Your determination

Gives you the ability to succeed
In meeting your goals

Your excitement with whatever you do
Causes you to always have fun

Your sense of humor
Allows you to make mistake and learn from them

Your confidence allows you to take risks
And not be afraid of failure

Your sensitivity lets you
Understand and want to fight against

The injustices of the world

What an incredible young man
You are growing up to be
We were proud of you

when you were born
We are proud of you

now as you grow into a young man
Now, as we thank you for

Continuing to grow in your own
Unique, wonderful way

We are more proud of you
Than ever before
And we love you

CONGRATULATIONS!!
MOM, DAD AND CHRISTINA
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Thank you
St. Andrew's

I

• /I
iff

Congratulations
David!

We are proud of you.
Love,

Your family
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Congratulations, Laura!
Love,

Mom, Dad, Elizabeth, and
Hollis
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Congratulations to Kate and the Class of 2000

t\

Dear Kate,
You have always been the best daughter,
sister, friend, and person. You have al-
ways given us so much joy. We wish you
the very best of everything as you con-
tinue to grow and face the challenges of
life.

"May the road rise to meet you
May the wind be always at your back
The sun shine warm upon your face
The rain fall soft upon your fields

JB and... may God hold you in the hollow of
g|| His hand."

With much love from your proud family.
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THE ENTIRE SNIDER FAMILY, (Mom, Dad,
Jennings, and Jessie Adair) want to congratulate
you for "a job well done"

•...
f •••-•••;•:'•• "...." -I;,,",,/' ..,."..; •
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Congratulations Dale!
Love, Mom, Dad, and Eugene
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Congratulations Emily
With love from Mom, Dad, Ted, and Holl>
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Now the joys of the road are chiefly these:
A crimson touch on the hard-wood trees;
A shadowy highway cool and brown
Alluring up and enticing down
The outward eye, the quiet mill,
And the standing heart from hill to hill;
Delusion afar, delight anear,
From morrow to morrow, from year to year,
A jack-o'-lantern, a fairy fire,
A dare, a bliss and a desire!
These are the joys of the open road-
For him who travels without a load.

carman
aller a toute rapeur
Love
Mom and Grant
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Congratulations On A Job Well Done
EMILY!

FROM THE WHOLE BUNCH OF US
WE LOVE YOU TONS!

KEEP REACHING FOR THE STARS!
MOM, DAD, VICTORIA, RACHEL,

STEPHANIE & ANDREW
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M.B.S.
Elf

Melf
Melfinan
Mortan
Mo-man
Morganis
Moeshki

A champion, a long-distance runner, a leader, a paddler,
a golfball hawk, a FEZ collector, a Waffle House regular,
a perfectionist, a mentor, a Tweed lover, a tender heart, a

walking argument, a snowboarder, a rower, a baseball card
investor, a Snapple guzzler, a moose lover, a spaghetti

connoisseur, a brother, a son,
and a GIFT!

Congratulations on all of your accomplishments over the last
eighteen years. Your horizons are vast, your opportunities

unbounded and your talents unlimited.

CARPEDIEM'- HOCAGE!

Love Always,
Dad, Mom, Helen, George, Elizabeth, and Tweed
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Congratulations Jon

Pres'-•'•••*•<•••••
• pSCI!

Love from Mom, Dad, Kate, Jessica,
and Sarah
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)NGRATULATIONS MATTHEW

! ARE PROUD OF YOU!

>, LAURIE, KATIE, KATIE JANE, ELIZABETH, & ALEC

THANKS
SAS
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Congratulations to Clay and the Class of 2000

P

It

We are so proud of you!

Thank you St. Andrew's
XOXO MOM, Anne, and Margaret ifS
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Congratulations!

'II miss you!
Love,

Margaret



HANNAt
WOOD
OSIER

With love,
admiration

and
congratulations

Mom, Dad, Will and Moll
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Climb any mountain, do anything....

Congratulations Meg! Love, Mom, Dad, and Jenny

Congratulations
William Oakley

Love,
Dad, Mom, Alysia, Ashton & KC
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Grandparents in NY

Sister's first kiss

New yard stick - Amazor

Christmas in Braz

^ HP

World Cup 1994

Congratulati
Class of 20

We love you Mom, Dad and Sis.



Marcelo 15th Birthday, Montreal

versity of Rochester sweats!!!

I YELLOW JACKETS!!!

n&ve n&t r*»»le .̂

v«s »t*v,i» 10,000

t v«>o>-/<. (Thomas

m)

Congratulations
Marcelo

Roman Banquet

"He who gains victory over other
men is strong; but he who gains victory ove
himself is powerful." (Lao-Tzu)



CONGRATULATIONS, LESLIE
THANKS SAS

YOU GO, GIRL!!!

LOVE

228

DAD, MOM, BRAD,
SAREK, NEELIX, PIP
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HP

Another step in the
journey of life... we a]

so proud of you!
Love: Mom, Dad, an

Michael
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We Love you!
Love,

lummy, Daddy, Charlotte,
and Tolly

"

Si
jiim

••?: • ] ;.•
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We love you!
Always have...
Always will...

Mom, Dad, and William

s
u
s
A
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?nnifer Kari Daise
ou are a gift from God. You bring joy and laughter to all
round you. When you sing God speaks, with your voice you
sher in His Presence. Always use your gift to bring Glory to His
fame.

is good to give thanks to the Lord, to sing praises to your
ame, O Most High; to declare your steadfast love in the morn-
ig, and your faithfulness by night, to the music of the lute and
le harp, to the melody of the lyre. For you, O Lord, have made
te glad by your work; at the works of your hands I sing for joy.
salm 92: 1-4
Love You...
[OM

'nnifer,
hank you for all the joy and laughter that you bring to our
mily. I look forward to God sharing the gift that He has given
3U with the rest of the world. Remember the following verse
/erywhere you go. [Therefore thus says the Lord God:] Behold,
[y servants shall sing for joy of heart.
aiah, 65:14a

ad

Expectations is the place you must always go to before you get
i where you're going. Of course, some people never go beyond
<pectations, but my job is to hurry them along whether they
<e it or not." -The Phantom Tollboth-JOHN and DAVID

i - . ;

"When I look into the future, it's so bright
it burns my eyes"—Oprah Winfrey
Congratulations on graduation and your
bright future.
Love, Celeste and Alusheyi

Congratulations Kate

Love, Elizabeth
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Congratulations Genevieve from your little brother

1

Genevieve
May your
dreams come
true. Love,
Mom and Dad

• •
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To Liz,

Through boo-boos and bandaids, smiles and hugs,
You've brought to us such joy, such love.
And once again, you've made us proud.
It's your turn now to take a bow.

Love, Mom, Dad, and Cart
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CONGRATULATIONS MEREDITH!
WE LOVE YOU,

MOM, DAD, MICHAEL, MATTHEW

REMEMBER, YOU'RE NEVER FULLY
DRESSED WITHOUT A SMILE.
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e were not...
ot when you came in we weren't!!!

For God's Sake, will
you cover yourself?

Congratulations!
Keep up the good work.

We love you!!

This... is getting good!
To whom Brother!!!

Am I the baddest?
Shonoff!!!

We helped you find Carmen
San Diego. 237
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Congratulations,
Anne!

We're very proud
of you!

Love,
Mom and Dad

• •
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FO FARMS
FO FOOD These are days... well remember!

Jose, Joe-Joe, Bones, Dog Man:
Congrats from us all!!
Mom, Dad, Anna, Eddie, Rachel,
Grandmom, Grandpop, Granny, and Uppop

JOEY
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MICHAEL,

WE HOPE LIFE TREATS YOU KIND
WE HOPE YOUR DREAMS COME TRUE
HAPPINESS & HEALTH MAY YOU FIND
AND SUCCESS IN THE THINGS YOU CHOOSE TO DO.

CONGRATULATIONS AND THANKS ST. ANDREWS!

WE LOVE YOU,

MOM, DAD, ALEXANDER, KATE, AND ALICE

I



Michael,

We cheer you,
we applaud you,

and
give you a

standing ovation!

,, / :



Michael,
Congratulations! We're two of a kind!

Love,
Jenny
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MICHAEL,

CONGRATULATIONS
&LOVE

FROM THOSE WHO CAN'T BE WITH YOU



We love you, Matt, and we are so proud of you.

Take care and God bless!

244

Love,
Mom,
Dad,
Nelson,
and
Elizabeth

Cherish your memories of
St. Andrew's

and carry them with you
wherever

the future brings you.
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Congratulations, Sarah Bowers!
We're very proud of you.

Love,
Dad, Mom and
Alyssa '93

Wonder Woman

StA -1994

2000

rhank you, St. Andrew's faculty, administration,
>taff, students...!99O2000. We will miss you.
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Congratulations, Sung! We love you and are ver
proud of you.

Dear our sweet Sung,
You've come a long way!

You made the decision to step
ahead and you succeeded
beautifully

-Mom, Dad, and Justin

: :'

Congratulations to the class of 2000.
Thanks to SAS and the class of 2000 for being part of Sung's
journey
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Congratulations Heidi!
We are very proud of you.

Love,
Mom, Dad and Tommy

IV
Kenny

A\

Ronni

ccr
tOx Chris

Todd

CONGRATULATIONS, CRISTINA!

You are a
remarkable daughter
and a great person. We
are all proud of you.
Love, DAD, MOM and ,
Nadia

Thanks to everyone at St. Andrew's.
Best wishes to the class of 2000.
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VI Form

Nicole A. Ansell
834 East 215 Street
Bronx, NY 10467-5813
718/652-4861

Alexander D. Baer
PO BOX 426
Kit Devil Hills, NC 27948
252/441-6111

Anna T. Bagwell
PO Box 118
Onancock,VA 23417-0118
757/787-4808

Lavanya D. Balasubramanian
c/o Saudi Aramco
PO Box 904
Dhahran 31311,
Saudi Arabia
966-3-878-0822

Anne E. Barber
c/o Saudi Aramco
PO Box 1695
Ras Tanura 31311,
Saudi Arabia
966-3-673-0652

Ashley L. Bergland
2306 Ella Lee Lane
Houston, TX 77019-6309
713/524-3448

Laurence H. Birdsey
208 Evergreen Street
Brevard,NC 28712-8546

Sarah L. Bowers
1709 Royal Cannon Drive
Las Vegas, NV 89128
702/233-2044

Julia M. Bozick
RR2
Box 1370 Oak Hill Rd.
Fayette,ME 04349-9514
207/685-9796

Douglas A. Brayton
141 Brayton Lane
Chestertown, MD 21620-2253
410/778-0325

Genevieve A. Cadwalader
90 West Mermaid Lane
Philadelphia, PA 19118-4024
215/248-2228

Laura P. Callaway
3650 Meadowlake Lane
Houston, TX 77027-4111
713/626-7210

Lacy A. Caruthers
c/o Saudi Aramco, Boxl2572
Ras Tanura,
Saudi Arabia
966-3-878-4600

Susan M. Clarkson
1540 West Wesley Road, N.W.
Atlanta, GA 30327-2486
404/352-9210

Nicholas J. Conell
1470 Cumberland Drive
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
540/371-5822

Emily W. Constantine
600 N Davis Road
Elma,NY 14059-9513
716/652-6200

Courtney C. Cordeiro
408 S. Hanson Street
Easton,MD 21601-2821
410/820-7046

Jennifer K. Daise
13118 Brussels Way
Upper Marlboro, MD 20772-6114
301/627-8800

Pedro A. Dalmau
628 Ridge Crest Court
Bloomington, IN 47401-4563
812/323-7148

Abigail C. DeLashmutt
Oak Hill Farm
PO Box 135
Aldie, VA 20105-0135
703/777-1246

S. Andrew DeSalvo
350 Noxontown Road
Middletown, DE 19709
302/378-4923

Kathleen C. Farland
1657 Oxford Road
Charlottesville, VA 22903-1329
804/295-6400

Robert A. Fischer, III
504 E. Cape Shores Drive
Lewes, DE 19958-3110
302/645-1731

Ingrid C. Fogle
2127 Showers Lane
Martinsburg, WV 25401-8882
304/267-7193

AM A. Geddie
100 Montgomery St. Apt 17H
Jersey City, NJ 07302
201/432-4277

Rupert Gerard
120 East 79th Street
New York, NY 10021-0346
212-570-2091

Tara J. Gilbreath
823 Irene Circle
Covington,TN 38019-3304
901-476-8694

Meredith S, Goeller
160 E. Doe Run Road
Kennett Square, PA 19348
610/347-0920

Andrew B. Goldsworthy
927 Stargazers Road
Embreeville, PA 19320-9804
610/486-6110

Elizabeth M. Grant
10 Wentworth Street
Charleston, SC 29401-1624
803/723-7264

David W. Gray
PO Box 4037
Beaufort, SC 29903-4037
803/524-3636

Mark J. Hall
PO Box 1184
Southport, CT 06490-2184
203/259-2730
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Hilary P. Hammell
304 Virginia Avenue
Alexandria, VA 22302-3309
705/548-1466

oseph A. Hickman
10057 Perkins Hill Road
Ihestertown, MD 21620-3159
HO/778-0217

^eslie E. Hirsh
5935 Orchard Drive
:hestertown, MD 21620-3407
HO/778-1082

. Robert Holtzclaw
' S Hampton Drive
:harleston, SC 29407
103/571-0464

Matthew K. Keyser
:08 Bryn Mawr Avenue
iala Cynwyd, PA 19004-2721
.10/664-5804

jeeyeon K. Kim
jaepo-dong, Kangnam-ku
204-101 Hyundai Apt
<eoul,
Corea 135-240
22/572-3024

ung Kun Kim
hindong Ah, Apt 2-105
obingo-Dong 241-21, Yongsan-Ku
eoul,
lorea
22/793-6243

mathan C. King
274 Garment Drive
feadville, PA 16335-2821
14/724-5231

^. Christopher Lange
/o Saudi Aramco
O Box 959
.as Tanura 31311,
audi Arabia
66-3-673-1-1485

orinda I. Laryea
1744 Regents Park Circle
terling,VA 20166
33/318-1494

Lucy F. Long
831 S. Edgehill Road
Charlotte, NC 28207-1881
704-333-1647

Marcelo N. Macedo
313 Old Coach Road
Rocky Mount, NC 27804-2134
252/937-2556

Jonathan T. Marvel
127 Arrowhead Way
Queenstown, MD 21658-1600
410/827-7947

C. Lemar McLean
270 Lewis Avenue
Brooklyn, NY 11221-1744
718/337-5776

Hideyuki H. Miyahara
3 Lakeshore Drive
Oakland, NJ 07436-2101
910/692-5826

Katherine B. Morris
110 Highland Road
Southern Pines, NC 28387-5726
910/692-5826

Maria C. Morse
89 Battle Road
Princeton, NJ 08540-4945
609/924-0757

David A. Nebel
PSC 42 Box 476
APO,AA 34042-0476
504/237-4556

Marguerite V. Nicoll
3300 Ash View
Williamsburg, VA 23185-8101
804/762-7983

William E, Oakley, Jr.
514 Wayne Drive
Wilmington, NC 28403-1255
514/762-7983

Hannah W. Osier
PO Box 374
Lakeville, CT 06039-2310
540/364-2725

Dale S. Park
10 Elmer Avenue
Bernardsville, NJ 07924-1825
908/221-1284

David G. Patterson
162 E 66th Street
New York, NY 10021-6643
212/439-9103

Heidi L. Pearce
25761 Collins Avenue
Chestertown, MD 21620-4734
410/778-1007

Emily D. Pfeiffer
301 N. View Terrace
Alexandria, VA 22301-2609
703/549-7707

Juliana J. Post
PO Box 388
Rock Hall, MD 21661-0388
410/648-6772

Joseph B. Rhame, III
32 Seaview Terrace
Highlands, NJ 07732-2124
732/708-0099

Nicholas E. Sabloff
280 White Oak Lane
Winnetka, IL 60093-3630
847/441-7606

Caroline T. Salas
103 Mutton town Road
Syosset,NY 11791-2407
516/364-4559

Cristina Sandoval
910 Dinsmore Avenue Apt.2B
Far Rockaway, NY 11691-4724
718/327-1519

Morgan B. Scoville
138 Prospect Hill
Nashville, TN 37205-4721
615/463-9494

Kodi J. Shay
511 Saw Creek Estates
Bushkill, PA 18324-9428
717/588-7883

Addresses 251



Laura C. Sibert
4 Marblehead Court
Princeton Junction, NJ 08550
609-936-0823

Slates H. Snider
2139 Rolston Drive
Charlotte, NC 28207-2152
704-133-1444

Annie P. Taylor
706 College Terrace
Williamsburg, VA 23185-3533
757-229-0918

Julie M. Teach
|1312 Millfarm Drive
Vienna, VA 22182-1354
703-759-3834

James P. Todhunter
708 Highland Terrace
Williamsport, PA 17701
717-323-0890

Richard L. Venutolo
PO Box 422
Pineville, PA 18946-0422

Michael D. Warner
520 Chicken Valley Road
Locust Valley, NY 11560-2613
516-676-1113

Katherine J. Wilkinson
25 Saddle Club Drive
Midland, TX 79705-1835
915-682-0774

Matthew E. Wolinski
115 E. Cochran Street
Middletown, DE 197091411
302-378-4386

V Form

Eduardo A. Alleyne
90 El 8th Street Apt B
Brooklyn, NY 11226-3732
718-693-1041

Christian S. Andersen
1315 West Street
Wilmington, DE 19801-1027
302-658-8179

M. Kirk Battle
606 Laurel Street
Conway,SC 29526-4352
803-248-9496

Kaitlin A. Bear
318 N. Bozeman Avenue
Bozeman,MT 59715
406-586-3453

Emily W. Behl
918 Oak Hill Drive
Harrisonburg, VA 22801-3340
540-433-3937

Matthew J. Bowman
2121 Wilkes Court #205
Herndon, VA 20170
703-860-0963

Christopher D. Brady
PO Box 576
Far Hills, NJ 07931-0576
908-439-3396

Melissa J. Calder
1517 Locust Street
Williamsport, PA 17701-2026
717-326-0798

Cordo A. Carraher
18 Flower Lane
Greenwich, CT 06831-4426
203-661-4682

Kim G. Cortes
35-10 150th Street Apt 6S
Flushing, NY 11354-3863
718-353-6403

Richard L. Counts, IV
PO Box 1209
Easton,MD 21601-1209
410-820-4040

Tyler C, Covington
801 EdgeMll Road
Charlotte, NC 28207-4026
704-376-9015

Amara K. Craighill
1751 Pinnacle Drive
McLean, VA 22102-3833
703-356-9340

Penelope M. Davenport
PO Box 178
Upperville, VA 20185
540-592-3159

Georgeanna S. Devereux
443 E London Grove Road
West Grove, PA 19390
610-896-3009

Andrew F. Devlin
PO Box 205
Oxford, MD 21654-0205
301-718-0216

Chay G. Dildy
10 Hopkins Lane
Peekskill, NY 10566-4943
914-739-4568

Jessica W. Dillon
46 Jules Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94112-2230
415-334-3154

Francesca M. Duffy
St. Andrew's School
350 Noxontown Road
Middletown, DE 19709-1605
302-378-0558

John R. Eisenbrey, III
626 Vance Neck Road
Middletown, DE 19709-9567
302-378-1186

Charles M. Ellison
Swift Shoal Farm
Route 622
Millwood, VA 22646
540-837-1917

Anne S. Farland
1657 Oxford Road
Charlottesville, VA 22903-1329
804-295-6400

Emily E. Graham
417 Burnt Mill Road
Chadds Ford, PA 19317
610-388-0454

Rohan S. Grant
136-31 219th Street
Laurelton, NY 11413-2230
718-712-7504
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irah E. Graves
)5 Short Drive
Washington, NC 27889-4731
52-946-2782

esar E. Guerrero
734 Main Highway
oconut Grove, FL 33133
15-856-1992

•in F. Hall
1113 Mt. Custis Drive
ccomac,VA 23301-0680
17-787-7955

?njamin A, Harney
\e Purnell School
>ttersville, NJ 07979
15-880-9858

mes S. Heckman
J Box 609
ir Hills, NJ 07931-0609
18-439-3051

ephen L. HuangFu
232 Grovewood Way
irfax,VA 22032
3-978-5944

chard W. B. Hutton
16 Holborn Avenue
mandale, VA 22003
3-425-9410

iam T. Jackson
) Box 1060
iddleburg,VA 20118-1060
0-687-6607

ementine J. James ; v
954 Oaklands Circle
ston, MD 21601-8262
0-822-5182

•egory M. Jastrab
04 Eagle View Drive
lAir,MD 21015-1225
0-734-6960

rah M. Jay
«206
mrchville, MD 21028-0206
0-734-4270

Barrett M, Jenkins
1845 Parker Lane
Henderson, NC 27536-3542

Wenjum Jing
502 Morris Drive
Cherry Hill, NJ 08003-3435
609-427-9446

Scott L. Kennedy
10 Quincy Street
Chevy Chase, MD 20815-4227
304-378-0474

Lydia C. Kiesling
2929 34th Street NW
Washington, DC 20008

Gregory Y. King
1274 Carmont Drive
Meadville, PA 16335-2821
814/724-5231

Nicholas C. Kinsey-Stephanou
31 E. 79th Street Apt 8E
New York, NY 10021

Andrew M. Kumpuris
1809 Beechwood Street
Little Rock, AR 72207-2001
501-663-1743

Michael L. Larkum
PO Box 1281
Gloucester Point, VA 23062
804-684-0800

YiLiu
5003 Coventry Lane
Arlington, TX 76017
817-801-9325

Minta E. Madeley
14211 Chadbourne Drive
Houston, TX 77079
966-3-673-2197

A. Hope McGrath
193 S. Main Street
Smyrna, DE 19977-1408
302-653-4120

John P. Minneman
186 Summit Avenue
Summit, NJ 07901
908-522-8830

Piper H. Monk
PO Box 7865
Rocky Mount, NC 27804-1445
252-753-5556

Lindsey C. Noe
PO Box 7990
Udhailiyah 31311,
Saudi Arabia
966-3-577-8480

Philip A. Orban
8214 Ingleton Circle
Easton, MD 21601
410-822-0890

Anne Meade Paden
2700 Reynolds Drive
Winston Salem, NC 27104
336-723-7720

Cleo D. Pahlmeyer
PO Box 2410
Napa,CA 94558-0241
703-979-1571

Lindsay C. Payne
1614 Scotland Avenue
Charlotte, NC 28207
704-376-5295

Mary A. Payne
13 Laurel Lane
Bernardsville, NJ 07924-2217
908-766-4133

Robert M. Pennoyer, II
17 East 97th Street Apt 6B
New York, NY 10029-6969
212-360-7544

Katherine E. Pingree
4435 Cathedral Avenue NW
Washington, DC 20016
202-686-8845

Caitlin E. Rackish
1224 Campbell Street
Williamsport, PA 17701-3040
717-326-4289

Serena V. Roberts
PO Box 80
Erwinna,PA 18920
610-294-8054
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Julia Robinson
420 Delaware Street
New Castle, DE 19720
302-322-4721

Kevin H. Rosenthal
11001 Roundtable Court
Rockville,MD 20852
301-530-2324

Elizabeth A. Ross
PO Box 681
Chestertown, MD 21620-0681
410-778-2322

Jennifer E. Sanders
1358 Harbor Light Trail
Jasper, AL 35504
205-221-4767

Megan E. Schuller
St. Andrew's School
350 Noxontown Road
Middletown, DE 19709
302-378-9511

Margaret W. Smith
1300 Locust Avenue
Bel Air, MD 21014-2206
410-879-8324

Jennings R. Snider
2139 Rolston Drive
Charlotte, NC 28207-2152
704-333-1444

Michael B. Stephens
Unilever Aramco
PO Box 22800
Jeddah 21416,
Saudi Arabia
922-3-691-7952

Chloe E. Taft
4724 Wolf Road
Erie, PA 16505-1336
814-833-3168

Wyatt O. Tall
9601 Sullivan Drive
Murrells Inlet, SC 29576-7206
843-448-2488

Peter E. Teigland
1427 Biltmore Drive
Charlotte, NC 28207-2556
704-335-8819

Gino A. Terriuolo
40591 Duffeldorf
Otto-Hahnstr. 28
Nordrhein-Westfalen,
Geimany

John E, Turcik
RR 4 Box 72
Ligonier, PA 15658
724-593-2893

Jennifer C. Walcott
3415 Leighs Hollow Lane
Fort Smith, AR 72903

Jeffrey C. Wieland
3832 Five Friars Road
Salisbury, MD 21801
410-742-3026

Robert R. Williams
6505 Raftelis Road
Burke, VA 22015-4141
703-644-0357

Christian C. Wilson
PO Box 237
Mullica Hill, NJ 08062
609-478-6323

Ann C. Woods
1394 Hopkinton Road
Hopkinton,NH 03229-2638
603-225-3684

Graham M. Worth
3505 Chaucer Place
Raleigh, NC 27609
919-878-7793

Alexander W. Wright
17441 Glen Road
Mount Vernon, OH 43050
740-392-7486

IV Form

Cynthia L. Alexander
715 Green Winged Trail
Wyoming, DE 19934

Nathaniel C. Atwater
13279 Shallcross Wharf Road
Kennedyville, MD 21645
410-348-5901

Grace N. Awantang
Department of State
American Embassy - Lagos
Washington, DC 02521-2130
011-234-1-269-3722

C. Chadwick Ballard
7433 Flicker Point
Norfolk, VA 23505
757-423-1236

Charles D. Biddle-Snead
PO Box 240
Millwood, VA 22646-0240
540-837-2734

Emily A, Bostian
30563 Paddington Court
Salisbury, MD 21804
410-546-5507

Michael Brandes '
76 W 86th Street Apt 5C
New York, NY 10024-3631
212-787-9030

Kamahnie A. Buckle
165 E 179th Street Apt 6F
Bronx, NY 10453-4760
718-731-4505

Kathryn Emma Budwig
29 Jefferson Road
Princeton, NJ 08540-3304
609-497-0362

Thomas J. Burns
234 Pine Valley Road
Dover, DE 19904-7111
302-678-2535

Hollis B. Callaway
3650 Meadow Lake Lane
Houston, TX 77027-4111
713-626-7210

Robert C. Carey
6532 Walnutdale Lane
The Plains, VA 20198-2031
540-687-5102

Charity L. Caruthers
c/o Saudi Aramco
PO Box 12572
Dhahran,
Saudi Arabia
011-966-3-878-4600
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trick J. Cournot
0 Mercer Street
?w York, NY 10012-1510
2-228-3961

oy A. Cox
4 W 109th Street Apt 2A
?w York, NY 10025-2515
2-866-0687

nes B. Dolan
) Box 516
illsboro,DE 19966
2-934-6614

evor P. Eddy
398 Presquile Drive North
ston,MD 21601-5330
3-822-3814

ystal S. Elie
7 E 42nd Street
3oklyn,NY 11203
B-451-0712

Ian A. Fry
) Box 390
lestertown, MD 21620
)-778-7099

omas A. Gaeta
Batts Hill Road
•wBern,NC 28562-7365
)-633-1574

hley P. Gosnell
> Knollwood Road
ort Hills, NJ 07078
5-912-9289

chael A. Graham
?4 N. Aberdeen Street
iladelphia, PA 19131

idrew K. Grimes
H Eastburn Avenue
iladelphia, PA 19138
5-276-8667 ,

irgery Thayer Hardwick
dr Academy
»Box 600
drstown,NJ 07825-0600
5-362-8510

Maureen K. Harrington
601 Stinton Road
Stevensville, MD 21666
410-849-2727

(Catherine D, Hawkins
155 W Chickasaw Parkway
Memphis, TN 38111
901-452-8634

Henry D. Heckman
PO Box 609
Far Hills, NJ 07931
908-439-3015

Anna L. Hickman
10057 Perkins Hill Road
Chestertown, MD 21620
410-778-0217

David E. James, Jr.
1522 Canterbury Rd.
Raleigh, NC 27608
919-787-4030

Matthew D. Johns
235 Cheyenne Drive
Bear,DE 19701-2180
302-834-7859

Amanda L. Johnson
PO Box 14
Nassau, DE 19969-0014
302-684-3209

Sida Ju
1229 4th Street - B
Wenatchee,WA 98801
509-664-1864

David M. Knott
232 Cleft Road
Mill Neck, NY 11765-1001
516-922-5481

Elizabeth W. Lea
2816 Belvedere Avenue
Charlotte, NC 28205
704-372-3618

Christopher M. Matthews
161 East 91st Street #4E
New York, NY 10128
212-996-4156

Searcy L, Milam
233 Gamwyn Park Drive
Greenville, MS 38701-6335
601-334-6568

Lucinda Davis D. Moorhead
4836 Loughboro Road NW
Washington, DC 20016
202-362-5625

Lisa D. Morse
2 Greenbriar Lane
Paoli, PA 19301
610-647-2968

Sarah V. Moser
1301 46th Street
Sacramento, CA 95819-4127
916-481-1311

Eric A. Muller
617 Jennersville Road
Cochranville, PA 19330
610-869-9068

Brandon J. Munson
25755 Pearce Way
Chestertown, MD 21620-4722
410-778-1637

William S, Osier
10 Loper Road
Sharon, CT 06069-2310
860-364-0077

Henry A. Palmer
3205 Alamance Road
Greensboro, NC 27407
336-855-8637

Jane W. Parshall
1130 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10128
212-996-2887

Ashleigh L. Pattee
812 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10021
212-734-0360

Jonathan M. Penney
20 Neville Drive
Lincroft,NJ 07738-1358
732-219-9205
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Thomas D. Perrie, Jr.
570 Avignon Court
Atlanta, GA 30350
770-512-0838

S. Alexandra Pfeiffer
8904 Charred Oak Drive
Bethesda, MD 20817-1922
301-469-0365

Graham A. Pitts
3009 Redford Drive
Greensboro, NC 27408
336-282-6659

Robert A. Previti
7401 Atlantic Avenue
Margate, NJ 08402
609-823-1704

Michael F. Primiani
12894 Louisa Road
Trevilians, VA 23093-4713
540-832-3645

David I. Purcell
2140 Alta Vista Drive
Williamsport, PA 17701
570-322-9828

Meaghan A. Rathvon
PO Box 2246
Middleburg, VA 20118-2246
540-592-9593

Edward K, Reynolds
2707 Washington Avenue
Santa Monica, CA 90403-2227
310-829-6906

Abigail B. Rockwood
436 Ruddiman
North Muskegon, MI 49445
616-744-6822

Emily G. Salas
103 Muttontown Road
Syosset,NY 11791
516-364-4559

Samuel W. Shackelford
208 West Elm
Montrose, AR 71658
870-737-2888

Basil W. Simon
2340 Kalorama Road, NW
Washington, DC 20008
202-232-2340

Frances H. Symes
10 Newlands Street
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
301-656-2030

Charlotte R. Taylor
706 College Terrace
Williamsburg, VA 23185-3533
757-229-0918

Daniel W. Troutman
17 Meadow Road
White House Station, NJ 08889
908-439-9741

Edward R. Unger
513 Annandale Drive
Berwyn, PA 19312-1974
610-296-7723

Santhi Voora
4274 Commodore Drive
Erie, PA 16505
814-835-2074

W. Barrett Wadsworth
129 Jewett Holm wood Road
East Aurora, NY 14052
716-655-4055

Morgan A. Wilson
PO Box 237
Mullica Hill, NJ 08062
609-478-6323

Kathryn M. Wolinski
115 E Cochran Street
Middletown, DE 19709
302-378-4386

Hanzhe Wu
GuilinXiJie358/15B
Shanghai 200233,
China
86-21-6475-0296

Hsiang-Lin Yang
c/o Aljubail Fertilizer Co.
PO Box 10046
Aljubail 31961,
Saudi Arabia
011-966-3-346-9795

Kara A. Zarchin
2009 Mayfair McLean Court
Falls Church, VA 22043-1761
703-241-5528

Emily C. Zazulia
806 Coachway
Annapolis, MD 21401-6417
410-849-2245

Erin D. Zolnick
231 Fern Ridge
Ladenberg, PA 19350
610-274-1443

III Form

John R. Allen, III
227 Nylon Boulevard
Seaford,DE 19973
302-629-3162

David M. Amos
1609-1/2 N. Lincoln Street
Wilmington, DE 19806
302-654-2618

Alec W. Bear
318 N. Bozeman Avenue
Bozeman, MT 59715
406-586-3453

Khalib J. Bell
2660 8th Avenue 5H
New York, NY 10030
212-690-1741

Jillian O. Black
126 S. 32nd Street
Camden,NJ 08105
609-756-0266

Sarah L. Bozick
RR2
Box 1370 Oak Hill Rd.
Fayette, ME 04349-9514
207-685-7299

Carter S. Brady
PO Box 576
Far Hills, NJ 07931
908-439-3396

G. Owen O. Cadwalader
90 W Mermaid Lane
Philadelphia, PA 19118
215-248-2228
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Andrew E. Carroll
2447 Bayside Drive
Dover, DE 19901
302-678-2590

Edward E. Crawford
7520 Waverly Island Road
Easton, MD 21601
410-822-2402

Eliot D. Dalton
PO Box 659
Greenville, NY 12083
518-966-5853

Margaret M. Farland
1657 Oxford Road
Charlottesville, VA 22903
804-295-6400

Adam T. Finn
860 Vallamont Drive
Williamsport, PA 17701
717-322-7090

Christopher E. Finsness
Fine Outlook
39 Burnt House Drive
Warwick,
Bermuda WK04
441-238-1453

Parker L. Gaskins
115 Riverview Drive
Washington, NC 27889
252-975-6465

Angel R. Gonzalex
3929 Carpenter Avenue - Bsmt.
New York, NY 10466
718-6|2-4238

Tyler D- Grove
3 Zanes Way
Rehobbth Beach, DE '19971
302-226-1753

Cynthia H. Harris
B307 Wycombe Lane
Raleigh, NC 27615
319-676-4412

Alexander R. Hendrickson
533 Antietam Road
remple,PA 19560
510-779-5473

Ewurabena S. Hutchful
3600 Albee Lane #104
Alexandria, VA 22309
703-360-6888

Heningham L. Kennedy
10 Quincy Street
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
301-718-0474

Nicholas A. Kinney
4543 Canter Lane
Warrenton, VA 20187
540-349-8328

Paul J. Koprowski
245 Cheswold Lane
Haverford,PA 19041
610-645-5450

Jeannie K. Kramer
1108 North Tollgate Road
Bel Air, MD 21014
410-838-4341

Jacklyn A. Laryea
21744 Regents Park Circle
Sterling, VA 20166
703-421-6242

Margaret D. Macdonald
3935 Vermont Road
Atlanta, GA 30319
404-365-9076

Danielle C. Morello
3161 Silverwood Lane
Vine!and,NJ 08361
609-696-9224

W. Douglas Muir
3855 Stewart Avenue
Miami, FL 33133
305-665-8090

if;

Sara C. Peebles
360 Asheville School Road
Asheville,NC 28806
828-254-8634

Penfield C. Price
36 Euclid Avenue
Jamestown, NY 14701
716-664-5555

Megan E. Rackish
1224 Campbell Street
Williamsport, PA 17701
570-326-4289

Frances D. Ramirez
59-11 174th Street
Fresh Meadows, NY 11365
718-357-5919

John A. Rigdon
2001 Glenville Road
Darlington, MD 21034
410-836-2738

Mary E. Ruane
122 Shadow Court
Dover, DE 19904
302-674-1829

Metro M. Sayre
2186JennaCourt
Bethlehem, PA 18020
610-691-6189

John B. Slattery
228 South Avenue
New Canaan, CT 06840
203-972-3250

Zachary D. Smith
209 Goldsborough Street
Easton, MD 21601
410-822-2765

Jessie A. Snider
2139 Rolston Drive
Charlotte, NC 28207-2152
704-333-1444

Charles E. Stay ton
RD 1, Box 133-1
Greenwood, DE 19950
302-424-0160

David M. Sutherland
PO Box 1035
Middleburg, VA 20118
540-687-1539

Alia J. Trindle
311 Ericsson Avenue
Bettertown, MD 21610
410-348-5030
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Emma K. Wallace
Box 26
Lincoln, VA 20160
540-338-3514

David W, Wehrs
411 Fox Hollow Lane
Annapolis, MD 21403
410-268-3211

James K. Williams
PO Box 527
Chester Springs, PA 19425
610-458-5414

Jennifer L. Wilson
26 Westbridge Road
Bear, DE 19701
302-834-9716

Anderson E. Wolfe
1405 Chip Shot Drive
Morehead City, NC 28557
252-247-4961

Christina E. Zendt
St. Andrew's School
350 Noxontown Road
Middletown, DE 19709
302-376-6339
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EgyptAir Flight 990 crashes into the Atlantic
Ocean on October 31, killing all 217 people
on board. Although suspicious actions of a
pilot are under scrutiny by American and
Egyptian officials, the cause of the crash
remains a mystery.

On October 12, the world's official population
hits 6 billion. The designated 6 billionth human
is a baby boy born in Sarajevo.

As part of Rome's continuing restoration, the
' city unveils a plan to create an 18,000-square-yard

rambling space connecting the Imperial Forums
with the Roman Forum.

In September,
more than
300,000 Japanese
are checked
for radiation
exposure after
an inadvertent
nuclear reaction
at a uranium
processing plant.

In a violent October coup, gunmen storm
the Armenian Parliament and assassinate
Prime Minister Vazgen Sarkisian and six
other top officials.

In an October coup, the Pakistani army dismisses
elected Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif and
his government after Sharif announces the
removal of his powerful military chief, General
Pervaiz Musharraf.

Nearly a million ethnic Albanians flee Yugoslavia
• and thousands are killed after Serbs begin a

violent ethnic cleansing campaign in 1998.
Seventy-eight days of NATO bombing bring the
war to an end in June. An international tribunal
later charges Yugoslav President Slobodan
Milosevic with crimes against humanity.

F l a s h
Britain's Prince Edward marries
longtime girlfriend Sophie Rhys-Jones
on June 19.

Cuban Elian Gonzalez, 6, becomes
the center of a bitter citizenship
debate after surviving a November
boat wreck off the Florida coast in
which his mother dies.

1 9 9 9 In India, two trains collide head-on in August,
" killing 285 people and injuring more than 300.

It is one of the worst train disasters in the
country's history.



^

Leonardo da Vinci's "The Last Supper" is
unveiled in June after 21 years of restoration.
The centimeter-by-centimeter rehabilitation

. cost $7.7 million and involved
ectronic microscopes.

Jfc In September, Russia begins a military campaign
y ^ against Chechen nationalists to regain control of

the breakaway republic. More than 200,000 people
flee the region, but a fierce rebel resistance
stays to fight for control of the capital, Grozny.

After almost nine years in power, Russian President
Boris Yeltsin announces his resignation in January

.Yeltsin names Prime Minister Vladimir Putin
In June, Thabo Mbeki succeeds President Nelson

acting president pending elections in March.
Mandela, South Africa s first democratically
elected president.

Archaeologists
excavate 105

In September and October, powerful earthquakes
strike around the globe, killing 15,000 people in
Turkey, 1,450 in Taiwan and at least 122 in Greece.

mummies in a
2,000-year-old
underground
Egyptian tomb
believed to contain
a total of 10,000
mummies. The
necropolis will shed
new light on the
Greco-Roman era
and will allow
scholars to chart
demographic data
and the incidence
of disease.

F l a s h

On December 31, the U.S. returns control of
• the Panama Canal to Panama. Opened to the

world in 1914, the canal is considered one of
the greatest construction achievements in
American history.

A tropical depression producing heavy
rain hits Mexico in November. The
resulting floods kill more than 350
people and cause 100,000 to evacuate.

In August, the U.S. pays $4.5 million to
victims of NATO's accidental bombing
of the Chinese embassy in Belgrade.
Three Chinese are killed and 27 are
wounded in the May 1999 bombing.

2 0 0 0 In December, torrential rains cause Venezuela's
' worst natural disaster of the century. Mudslides

and flash floods kill up to 30,000 people, while
damage estimates run into the billions of dollars.



r
.•ill

Cartoonist Charles M. Schulz retires in January
2000, bringing an end to PEANUTS, America's
most popular comic strip for almost 50 years.
Schulz dies in February, the night before his last
strip runs in the national newspapers.

_^L_ As a way to boost tourism, Chicago displays
r 301 life-size, fiberglass cows decorated by local

artists. The public art exhibit lasts all summer
until the cows are auctioned for charity.

In July, John F. Kennedy Jr., 38, his wife, Carolyn '
• Bessette Kennedy, 33, and her sister, Lauren

Bessette, 34, die in an airplane crash in the
Atlantic Ocean near Martha's Vineyard. Kennedy,
a relatively inexperienced pilot, is believed to
have become disoriented in heavy fog.

Hurricane Floyd
strikes the East
Coast in September,
killing 51 people and
destroying over
4,000 homes. North
Carolina is hardest
hit with total damages
estimated at a record
$6 billion.

The drought of 1999 causes severe damage to
• Northeastern and mid-Atlantic farms. Several

states impose mandatory water use restrictions
and emergency federal loans are made available
in Maryland, Pennsylvania, Kentucky, Ohio, Virginia !
and West Virginia.

Lewis and Clark's Native
American guide Sacagawea
is featured on a new
gold-colored dollar coin
released into circulation
in early 2000.

iinning in 1999, the U.S. Mint
releases specially designed
5_ state quarters, the first

^v, five representing
I Connecticut,
I Georgia, Delaware,

Pennsylvania and
New Jersey. By 2008,
. each state will have

1 its own quarter.

F l a s h

President Clinton announces the removal of
the American bald eagle from the endangered
species list. In 1999, there are over 5,800
breeding pairs, an increase from 417 in 1963.

In August, a rare tornado strikes
downtown Salt Lake City. Winds up
to 112 miles per hour make it Utah's
second-worst tornado in history.

In July, Air Force Colonel Eileen
Collins, 42, becomes the first
woman to command a U.S. space
shuttle mission.

1 9 9 9 _
In November, a 60-foot log tower collapses at
Texas A&M University, killing 12 students and
injuring 27. The tower was to be burned at a
traditional bonfire pep rally.



On April 20,1999, the nation mourns after two
students go on a shooting rampage at Columbine
High School in Colorado, wounding 23 and killing
15, including themselves. Schools across the
country take extensive security measures to
ensure the safety of students and staff.

_^k In an effort to ease the burden on the traditional
y courts, most states now offer teen court for

juvenile offenders. After determining guilt, a jury of
teens along with a judge decides the sentence,
typically community service and financial restitution.

In November, protesters at the World Trade
• Organization (WTO) summit in Seattle provoke a

show of force by local, state and federal officers.
Protesters blame the WTO for eroding human
rights and labor and environmental standards.

Despite
30 years

of official denial,
in December a
jury finds the
assassination of
Reverend Martin
Luther King Jr.
was the result
of a conspiracy,
not the act of a
lone gunman.

An epidemic of rampage
shootings intensifies America's growing concern

over gun control. Many state legislatures pass new
gun-control measures despite nationwide controversy
over restrictions vs. Second Amendment rights.

In August, a female panda is born at the San
Diego Zoo. Hua Mei, which can mean "China USA"
or "Splendid Beauty," is the first panda born in
the Western Hemisphere in nearly a decade.

F l a s h

How's «»Y

A bumper sticker invites drivers to call a
toll-free number to report reckless driving.
Officials hope the system will help parents stay
informed about their teenagers' driving habits.

In the first such admission by a cigarette
manufacturer, Philip Morris publicly
concedes tobacco is addictive and can
cause serious diseases.

Hillary Clinton announces her candidacy
for a U.S. Senate seat from New York.
As law requires, Clinton establishes New
York residency in suburban Chappaqua.

2 0 0 0 In September, Microsoft Corp. Chairman Bill Gates
and his wife Melinda announce the creation of the
Gates Millennium Scholars Program. The Gateses
will donate $1 billion over the next 20 years to
finance scholarships for minority college students.
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FEELit technology allows users to experience
computer technology through their mouse. Users
can "feel" buttons, text, the weight of a stuffed
desktop folder and the groove of a scroll bar.

Fifteen-year-old Amber Ramirez undergoes surgery
in which half of her brain is removed to stop the
spread of a rare neurological disease. Doctors
hope the remaining portion of Ramirez's brain will
compensate for the removed tissue.

In August, NASA releases photos from the Chandra
• X-ray orbiting telescope of a hot cloud of gas from a

star that exploded more than three centuries ago.
The telescope took 23 years and $1 billion to develop.

In an epilepsy treatment
breakthrough, surgeons
implant a "pacemaker"

The Java Ring contains a computer chip providing
electronic access into buildings for students.
Eventually the ring could be used as a library card,
digital wallet, electronic ID and authentication for
students' online homework.

\ seizure-preventing
ill nerve stimulator

I connected to
y the brain. The

computer-controlled,
battery-powered

unit can last up to
five years.

The body of a 23,000-year-old woolly mammoth is
discovered in October frozen in the Russian tundra.
Study of the preserved fur, organs and soft tissue
could unlock the mystery of why the species died out.

Cyberonics, I,

F l a s h

In August, U.S. surgeons begin using computer-
enhanced robotic technology for heart bypass
surgery. Because the chest cavity is never
opened, this technique reduces pain and
shortens recovery time.

Researchers announce in July the
creation of a cancerous human cell by
genetically altering a normal one. This
significant breakthrough is an important
step toward developing drugs that could
potentially wipe out cancer.

In December, IBM announces a $100
million research initiative to build a
supercomputer 500 times more
powerful than current models.

1 9 9 9 On August 11, the last total solar eclipse of
" the millennium crosses the globe. Thousands

of people from Canada to India experience
daytime darkness during which the moon
completely covers the sun.



The jawbones of two kangaroo-sized dinosaurs
are discovered in Madagascar in October. Dated
to the early Triassic period, 230 million years
ago, the bones could be the oldest dinosaur
fossils ever found.

Parents, with help from their doctor, select
• the gender of their baby using a technique

called MicroSort, which separates X-bearing
(female-determining) and Y-bearing
(male-determining) sperm. The success
rate is about 92 percent for females and
69 percent for males.

Researchers at
Massachusetts
General Hospital
reveal in July that
they have successfully
regenerated the
centra! nervous
system of lab rats
with severed spinal
cords. Applications
for human paralysis
treatment are

A new board game,
Infection, hits stores in July!"
Fun and educational, players race around the board
catching diseases, described in detail, and trying to
be cured.

i In October, Sea Launch Company, a multi-national
*™ consortium, launches the first commercial satellite

into space from a floating platform in the Pacific
Ocean. Boeing is a major partner in the venture,
along with companies in Russia, Ukraine and Norway.

In October,
biologists isolate
one of the
enzymes that
sets Alzheimer's
disease in motion.
This scientific
discovery will
lead to new
treatments and,
possibly, a cure.
Over 4 million
Americans,
including former
President Ronald
Reagan, are living
with the disease.

F l a s h
In June, scientists announce the
creation of two new elements. The
nucleus of new, super-heavy element
118 decays into element 116 within
a millisecond.

Scientists studying Albert Einstein's
preserved brain report it has unique
characteristics. The region governing
mathematical ability and spatial
reasoning is significantly larger
than normal.

Researchers report they have successfully
altered the learning and memory behavior of
mice by inserting a gene into their brains.
This genetic-engineering breakthrough may be
helpful in treating human learning disorders
and Alzheimer's disease.

To mark the 30th anniversary of the first moon
" landing, astronaut Neil Armstrong's lunar

footprint is featured on a 1999 postage stamp.
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Airlines begin installing elaborate in-flight
entertainment systems that allow passengers
to watch movies, play computer games, listen to
music, read headlines or browse the Internet.

The fashion accessory of 1999 goes by many
names-power beads, mood beads and prayer
beads. Many sellers claim the beads boost
tranquility, energy, creativity and intelligence.

Cosmetic companies increasingly use
entertainment celebrities instead of models for
their advertisements. Sarah Michelle Cellar,
Jennifer Love Hewitt, Jennifer Lopez and Shania
Twain are among the celebs who appear in ads.

CE . PHONESWith the huge
increase in cell
phones, many
cities enact laws
restricting their
use while driving.
Restaurants and
theaters are also
requiring patrons
to turn phones
off as a courtesy
to others.

A continuation of the
cargo pants trend,
messenger bags with
pockets galore hang
at the hips of teens
everywhere.

In August, a Levi Strauss & Co. megastore opens
• in San Francisco. The store features a hot tub

where shoppers can soak in their jeans for the
perfect fit and a computer-scanning system to
help customers get the right size.

F l a s h

Apple Computer introduces its new iBook laptop
in September. The super-slim, neon-colored
units follow the highly successful launch of the
translucent iMac desktop.

In December, Honda introduces Insight,
a car that combines a conventional
gasoline engine with a small electric
motor, decreases ozone and carbon
dioxide emissions and gets 80 mpg.

Several companies offer "digital wallets"
for teens who want to shop online
but don't have credit cards. Parents
deposit money into an online account;
then teens can spend the money at
designated Web sites.

1 9 9 9 A new line of scented candles called Aromapharmacy
- comes in amber glass containers and looks like

prescription drug bottles with creative names such
as Ritalert, Cramprin and Valiumello.
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Inl ine skaters can now power themselves along
with the new Roller Cycle Personal Power
Accelerator featuring a 1.5-hp-driven wheel. An
optional spiked rubber tire for traction makes it
also possible to use while cross-country skiing.

Wireless Web access becomes a reality in
- September when Sprint PCS announces the

first nationwide wireless data service. Shortly
thereafter, several other providers debut similar
service for hand-held Web phones.

Magellan, a satellite navigation system for
motorists, offers complete U.S. mapping data,
voice and visual instructions in seven languages,
turn-by-turn directions and a library of points
of interest.

Shawls and wraps
show up everywhere
in the fashion
world. Hollywood
celebrities like
Salma Hayek sport
the fashion trend
in all colors
and fabrics.

Stretchy nylon
jewelry that looks
like skin tattoos
is a big hit in 1999
The nylon bands
are worn around
necks, wrists,
arms and ankles,
and come in
several colors.

A Gap TV
advertisement
for vests starts a trend across
America that has teenagers wearing
the fashionable sleeveless jackets.

4Several rappers start their own clothing lines
making hip-hop wear big business. Popular
artist labels include FUBU, Roc-A-Wear, Phat
Farm, Wu Wear, Sean John and X-Large.

F l a s h
Teenagers need an average of nine
hours and 15 minutes of sleep a night,
according to research at Brown
University's Bradley Hospital. The study
also shows a direct correlation between
school grades and duration of sleep.

An influx of dot-corn companies
advertise on television. Ads during the
Super Bowl sell for an average of $2.2

. million per 30-second commercial.

2 0 0 0 A growing number of U.S. school cafeterias offer
pruneburgers, a healthy low-fat combination
of hamburger and prune puree. Other prune
items in the works include hot dogs, pizza sauce,
barbecue sauce and gingerbread cookies.



a record 15,000 copies
of Sega's highly anticipated Dreamcast system in
the first 24 hours after its launch in September.

ABC's summer fill-in quiz show "Who Wants
to Be a Millionaire," with host Regis Philbin,
returns in November and is a huge hit with
viewers. By January 2000, several major networks
launch quiz shows of their own.

The Sixth Sense with Bruce Willis and Haley
' Joel Osment is the No. 1 box office hit for five

consecutive weekends in the summer.

After 19
nominations,
Susan Lucci finally
wins an Emmy
Award for best
actress in a
daytime drama
series for her role
as Erica Kane on
the ABC soap opera
"All Mv Children."

^ Launched in January 1999, MTV's "The Tom Green
r Show" becomes one of the season's most popular

shows. The Canadian host's bizarre man-on-the-
street pranks are the show's main attraction.

The Blair Witch Project, the year's surprise movie
" hit, is the documentary-style footage of three

students lost in the Maryland woods and
threatened by the presumed Blair Witch. The film
costs $100,000 to make and grosses $140 million.

F l a s h

Jennifer Love Hewitt leaves "Party of Five" to star in
her own Fox television drama, "Time of Your Life."
The show focuses on Hewitt's character trying
to make it in New York while searching for her
biological father.

Tom Hanks and Tim Allen return as the
voices of Woody and Buzz Lightyear
in the animated feature Toy Story 2.
The sequel breaks box-office records
during its Thanksgiving release and
wins a Golden Globe award.

In a botched stunt, WWF wrestler Owen
Hart falls from the rafters at Kemper
Arena and dies in front of 16,300 fans.

1 9 9 9 _
ln June, Mike Myers' sequel/lustfn Powers: The
Spy Who Shagged Me proves to be a bigger hit
than the 1997 original. Dr. Evil's alter ego Mini-Me
is extremely popular even though he has no lines.



+ +
In December,
actor Jim Carrey
portrays zany
comedian Andy
Kaufman in Man
on the Moon.
Carrey wins a
Golden Globe
award for his
performance.

_
The new arcade game Guitar Freaks features
two guitar controllers and a screen to help
players follow along to popular songs.

Set in 1980, the critically acclaimed NBC
show "Freaks and Geeks" follows two groups
of teens trying to make their way through
high school.

The long-awaited prequel Star Wars: Episode 1 The
~ Phantom Menace hits theaters in May 1999, taking

in a record-breaking $28.5 million on its opening
day and going on to gross more than $420 million.

F l a s h

In September, the New Roc City entertainment
center opens in New York. The complex includes
an amusement park ride on the roof, two skating
rinks, 19 movie screens, restaurants, an arcade, a
health club, a supermarket and a hotel.

Michael J. Fox announces in January
2000 he will leave the popular ABC
sitcom "Spin City" at the end of the
season to promote awareness of
Parkinson's disease in hopes of
finding a cure.

After 10 seasons, Fox cancels the
hit show "Beverly Hills, 90210." The
show followed characters through
high school, college and careers.

2 0 0 0

American BeauK. starring Kevin Spacey. Annette
Bening and Thora Birch, captures the Golden
Globe Best Drama Award. The dark satire of
suburbia and family dysfunction receives a total
of six Golden Globe nominations.

Medusa, the
world's first
floorless roller
coaster, opens
in August at Six
Flags Great
Adventure in
New Jersey.
The 4,000-foot,
toe-dangling
ride has enough
drops, loops,
rolls and
corkscrews
to thrill
every rider.

The Talented Mr. Ripley, starring Matt Damon,
" Gwyneth Paltrow, Jude Law and Gate Blanchett,

opens in December and earns popular and
critical praise.



U.S. sales of music by Latin artists shoot up
48 percent in the first quarter of 1999 thanks
to artists such as Ricky Martin, Jennifer Lopez,
Enrique Iglesias and Marc Anthony.

_^^*_ Superstar Mariah Carey releases Rainbow in
• November and begins a world tour in February

2000. Carey is named Billboard Music Awards Artist
of the Decade and is awarded the distinguished
American Music Award of Achievement.

Released in June, Santana's Supernatural shoots
• up the Billboard album chart, sells over 6 million

copies, and earns 10 Grammy nominations.

Britney Spears'
album ...Baby
One More Time is
the second-best-
selling album
of 1999, earning
Spears the
Billboard Music
Awards Female
and New Artist of
the Year Awards.

Saturday Night Live: The
Musical Performances
Volumes / mA 2 are
released in September.
The CDs feature 30 of the
600 musical acts that have
appeared on SNL over the
past 25 years.

Limp Bizkit leads the way in the resurgence of
• rock music, along with Kid Rock and Korn. In

September, MTV showcases the trend by airing
"1999: Return of the Rock," which examines the
history and future of rock music.

F l a s h

Computer games feature big music stars on
" their soundtracks. Sheryl Crow contributes her

talent to the Tomorrow Never Dies soundtrack,
Metallica to Hot Wheels Turbo Racing and
Naughty by Nature to NBA Live 2000.

Sheryl Crow, Eric Clapton and the
Dixie Chicks are a few musicians
who rock Central Park in a first-ever
trimulcast concert seen and heard
on the radio, television and Internet.

More than 1 million viewers tune
in each weekday to vote on their
favorite videos on MTV's "Total
Request Live" with host Carson Daly
and popular musical guests.

1 9 9 9 Backstreet Boys' Millennium wins the Billboard
' Music Awards Album of the Year and becomes

the best-selling album of the year with over 10
million copies sold.



Lou Bega's
rhythmic "Mambo
No. 5" hits the
Top 40 in August
after selling 2
million copies
overseas and
topping the chart
in 15 countries.

"NetAid," a concert dedicated to relieve hunger
and poverty, airs live in October on MTV, VH1,
the BBC, as well as radio stations in 120
nations, making it the widest-heard musical
performance in history.

In a strange twist, Garth Brooks releases the album
" The Life of Chris Gaines in which he pretends to

be a fictional rock star. Gaines will be the main
character in a movie called The lamb, currently
in development.

""V /
MP3, technology
that compresses sound into a very small
file, becomes a popular alternative to
the CD. MP3 files are downloaded from
the Internet onto computers or portable
player units, making it possible to take
a personal music selection anywhere.

4VHl's "Concert of the Century" spotlights the
importance of music education in schools. The
all-star show includes Lenny Kravitz, Sheryl Crow, Eric
Clapton and B.B. King, as well as high-profile actors.

Shania Twain becomes
the first woman since
1986 to win the Country
Music Association's
Entertainer of the Year
Award at the 33rd annual
awards show.

\l
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Fiona Apple releases her long-awaited second
album to rave reviews in November and begins
a tour in February 2000. The album features a
90-word title, which is commonly shortened to
When the Pawn.

After a successful New Year's Eve
reunion performance, the Judds
begin their first tour in almost 10
years in February 2000. Since
they disbanded in 1991, Naomi has
recovered from Hepatitis C.

Best New Artist Grammy nominee
Christina Aguilera gives an exciting
performance during the Super Bowl
XXXIV halftime show.

2 0 0 0
Ricky Martin takes the music industry by storm

' after his show-stopping performance at the 1999
Grammy Awards show. Martin's first chart-topping
single, "Livin' la Vida Loca," helps him win the
Billboard Music Award for Male Artist of the Year.



David Cone of the New York Yankees pitches
a perfect game against the Montreal Expos in
July. Cone's feat is the 14th perfect game in
modern baseball history.

A Golf
™ champion

Payne Stewart is
killed in a bizarre
airplane accident
in October. After
the airplane's
takeoff from
Florida, an
apparent loss of
cabin pressure
incapacitates
everyone aboard.
The aircraft flies
on autopilot for
four hours until it
runs out of fuel
and crashes in
South Dakota.

The Houston Comets earn their third straight
WNBA championship in September, beating
the New York Liberty 59-47 to win in three
straight games.

Lance Armstrong wins the 1999 Tour de France
in July. Armstrong, who survived a three-year
battle with testicular cancer, becomes the
second American to win the event.

^ The Dallas Stars beat the Buffalo Sabres 2-1
' in triple overtime to win the 1999 Stanley Cup

championship, four games to two.

In September,
tennis phenom
Serena Williams,
17, overpowers
Martina Hingis
to win the 1999
U.S. Open title.

The St. Louis Rams stop the Tennessee Titans
" at the 1-yard line on a final play to save their

23-16 Super Bowl XXXIV victory.

F l a s h
Both Detroit Lions running back
Barry Sanders and German tennis
star Steffi Graf announce their
retirement in 1999.

On February 7, 2000, Tiger Woods
wins his sixth consecutive PGA Tour
event, tying Ben Hogan's 1948
winning record.

1 9 9 9 Dale Jarrett wins the 1999 NASCAR Winston Cup
" championship after a four-victory season.



In the January
2000 Sugar Bowl,
No. 1 Florida
State beats No. 2
Virginia Tech
46-29 to capture
the National
Championship.

career Grand Slam. Agassi goes on to win the
U.S. Open in September.

In July, the U.S. women's soccer team wins the
- 1999 World Cup by beating China 5-4 in penalty

kicks following a 0-0 tie. More than 90,000 fans
attend at the Rose Bowl and another 40 million
watch on television.

Travis Pastrana, 15, wins the gold medal in the X
Games' inaugural Moto X freestyle motocross event.
The fif th year of this ESPN-sponsored competition
is held in San Francisco in June and July.

In June,
the San

Antonio Spurs win
their first NBA
championship by
defeating the New
York Knicks four
games to one.

r
The New York Yankees win the 1999 World
Series in a four-game sweep against the
Atlanta Braves.

F l a s h

The U.S. team beats the European team to win
golf's Ryder Cup at Brookline, Massachusetts, in
September. The American's stirring comeback
is marred by unruly galleries and a premature
victory celebration.

In July, many major league baseball
umpires announce their resignation as
a labor protest. The strategy backfires
when owners accept the resignations
and in September, 22 umpires lose
their jobs.

In January 2000, Michael Jordan returns
to pro basketball as part owner and
President for Basketball Operations of
the NBA's Washington Wizards.

2 0 0 0 Twenty-year professional hockey veteran Wayne
" Gretzky announces his retirement in April 1999

after setting or tying 61 records. Two months
later, "The Great One" is inducted into the
Hockey Hall of Fame.



•*(•- Clock Tower
Ottawa, Canada

Pyramids -•»•
Cairo, Egypt

New York City
New York

As time zones welcome the new millennium
on January 1, the world celebrates with
grandeur, pageantry and spectacular
fireworks. President Clinton gives a hopeful
speech in the minutes before midnight at
the Washington Monument, and 2 million
people gather in Times Square to watch
the specially built 1,000-pound Waterford
crystal ball drop at midnight.

The Eiffel Tower -m>
Paris, France

Space Needle
Seattle, Washington

F l a s h

Fearing the collapse of the world's banks, utilities
and transportation systems, thousands of people
stock up on food, water, money, ammunition and
generators. After midnight, it soon becomes
apparent that the preparations were unnecessary.

The public and private sectors spend
hundreds of millions of dollars to ward
off the Y2K bug. The world lets out a
sigh of relief after midnight strikes and
no major computer malfunctions occur.

The FBI warns of possible terrorist acts
on New Year's Eve and stays on national
alert throughout the celebration. After
the arrest of one man with bomb-making
materials, Seattle decides to cancel its
Space Needle celebration.

1 9 9 9 A surprising number of people, appalled by the
- exorbitant costs of travel and events, decide to stay

home on New Year's Eve. Many companies and
performers drastically slash prices as a last-minute lure.
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Women's Lacrosse
Second in the State

It is sooo rich and sooo very true that the women's
lacrosse team has had an incredible season this year!
With the outstanding leadership of Heid-diggity, Mere-
dog, and Pfeiff-dog, the team battled against the many
tough opponents in Delaware. Using their lacrosse
sticks for "practice", the team found inspiration in daily
feedings by Mrs. Bride, teaching Annie C. things she
may not want to know, and of course, Mr. Chilton. The
team played with great enthusiasm and talent through-
out the season ending with a respectable and hard
earned second place finish in the state. The lacrosse
team will carry these fond memories of all their accom-
plishments this season with them always. The team
would like to thank their great coaches and all of their
fans for a great season. And, may S.G.J. be always with
you.

Left: Sallie Graves, a midfielder,
plays against a Tower Hill de-
fender, racing towards the goal
with the ball.

Series above: Heidi Pearce scon
in the second half of the final garr
of the state tournament. This
Heidi's fourth year playing Va
sity Lacrosse for the Saints.

Above: Sophomore Alex Pfeiffer harasses a Tower Hill player as si
plays midfield for SAS.
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Left: The team gets psyched be-
fore a regular season game. The
2000 team won 14 of their 15 regu-
lar season games.

Above: Clay Farland turns the
corner attempting to score.
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Varsity Lacrosse J V L a c r o s s e

Front Row (left-right): Emily Pfeiffer, Meredith Goeller, Heidi
Pearce Second Row: Hannah Osier, Liz Grant, Courtney Cordeiro,
Clay Farland, Third Row: Coach Chilton, Ingrid Fogle, Lorinda
Laryea, Julia Bozick Fourth Row: Sallie Graves, Kaitlin Bear, Ann
Woods, Emma Wallace, Alex Pfeiffer

Front Row (left-right): Morgan Wilson, Christy Zendt, Jessie
Snider, Margaret Farland, Sarah Bozick, Megan Rackish, Lisa Morse
Second Row: Coach Tietze, Francesca Duffy, Yi Liu, Charlotte
Taylor, Erin Zolnick, Anna Hickman, Searcy Milam, Molly
Harrington, Julie Post, Julie Teach, Coach Paratore



Men's Lacrosse
Men's Lacrosse ended an exciting season with an
11-5 record and many players achieving All-state
recognition. Despite their loss to top-ranked Cape
Henlopen in the quarter-finals of the State Tourna-
ment, they played hard and beat St. Mark's in the
first round of the Tournament and enjoyed regular-
season victories over Salesianum and Kent County.
The Lacrosse team would like to recognize their
coach, Matt Flaherty, for receiving the Coach of the
Year Award in Delaware. Coach Flaherty - who
gave never-ending encouragment and advice, and
who possessed an incredible vision for the team -
definitely deserved this honor.



Varsity Lacrosse

Front Row (left-right): Dave Patterson, Slates Snider, Jon Marvel
Second Row: Greg Jastrab, Terry duPont, Chay Dildy, Dan
Troutman, Richard Hutton, Christian Anderson, Nick Kinsey, Chris
Matthews, Tyler Covington, Troy Cox. Third Row: Coach Unger,
William Oakley, Nick Conell, Akil Geddie, Dicken Counts, Andrew
Kumpuris, Joey Hickman, Artie Fischer, Jennings Snider, Ted
Unger, Matt Johns, Brady, Coach Flaherty

J V L a c r o s s e

Front Row (left-right): Chris Brady, Metro Sayre, Chay Dildy
Second Row: Alec Bear, David Wehrs Third Row: Tom Gaeta,
Matt Johns, Rob Williams, David Sutherland, Barrett Jenkins,
Charles Biddle-Snead, Terry duPont, Coach McLean.



Above: Tony Alleyne slides into
third base as Coach Hyde watches
from the sideline.

Above: Senior Jay Rhame waits to
bat as Coach Talvacchio gives ad-
vice to players in the dugout.

Saints7 Baseball 2000
After four straight losses in the opening of the season,
Saints baseball wondered if the spring would hold any
success for their team. Yet under the leadership of senior
captains Michael Warner and Jay Rhame, the team re-
sponded to Mr. Colburn's pleas throughout the season to
play as a team and not as 14 individuals. Halfway through
the season, the team lost a tough game to undefeated
Tatnall - particularly frustrating because the team played
extraordinarily well behind the superb pitching of Phil
Orban '01, who held the team to only one run. But the fight
wasn't over - the Saints got a second chance the very next
day when the two teams faced off again at Frawley Sta-
dium. If the team lacked great offensive in the first game,
they got it back - the Saints won 14-0, and Michael Primiani
pitched the fifth no-hitter in all of St. Andrew's recorded
history. This memorable game at Frawley Stadium repre-
sents the team's 8-9 season as a whole and their 5-3
conference record. Under the guidance of Coaches
Colburn, Walker, and Talvacchio, and a terrific group of
seniors, Saints' baseball worked together, played to their
best ability, and ended with rewarding success.

Baseball

Above: The Varsity team celebrates with Coach Colburn after thei
victory in Frawley Stadium over Tatnall. This victory was especiall'
exciting after a disappointing 1-0 loss to Tatnall earlier in the seasor
This year was Coach Colburns 40th year as head coach and assistan
Coach Walker's 39th.

Above: Mike Primiani goes to bat during the team's game in Frawle'
Stadium against Tatnall.



Left: Senior Andrew DeSalvo
pitches during his final season of
SAS baseball after four years. This
year's baseball team went 8 and 9.

Below: JV player David Amos
pitches during a season game. This
year's J.V. won 4 of their 10 games.

I
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Varsity Baseball Baseball

Front Row (left-right): Charlie Stayton, Will Osier, Phil Orban,
Graham Worth, Mike Primiani, Robbie Pennoyer, Rohan Grant
Second Row: Coach Talvacchio, Coach Hyde, Sung Kim, Coach
Walker, Kodi Shay, Jay Rhame, Mike Warner, Andrew DeSalvo,
Dale Park, Manager Alex Baer, Coach Colburn

Front Row (left-right): Kahmanie Buckle, Angel Gonzalez, David
Amos, Doug Muir, Parker Gaskins Second Row: Coach DeSalvo,
Jim Willimas, Hideyuki Miyahara, Matt Bowman, Tony Alleyene,
Paul Koprowski, Mike Brandes, Kahlib Bell, Coach Hoopes



Senior Eight

The senior eight races on Noxontown Pond against a boy's boat. This
eight raced in England at Henley during the summer of 2000.
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Cordo Carraher, Wenjun Jing, Emily Salas, Grace Awangtang, Molly
Payne, and Ashley Gosnell race during Arts Weekend in the Caroline.

Emily Bostian coxes the Junior
Four in the "Bertha!". This year's
junior four was the first SAS jr. 4 to
race on Noxontown Pond.

Danielle Morello and Maggie
MacDonald row in the Griffin in
preparation for the Stotesbury
Regatta in Philadelphia.

Genevieve Cadwalader, Laura Callaway and Caroline Salas row in
the new Resolute racing shell, the "Abigail." These seniors went on
with the rest of the senior eight to row at Henley.

10

Stern to Bow: Genevieve Cadwalader, Laura Callaway, Caroline
Salas, Emily Zazulia, Emily Constantine, Meg Nicoll, Ashley
Bergland, Serena Roberts. Cox: Anne Farland

During the christening of the "Abigail," Emily Constantine pours
champagne on the hull as her team members look on.

Women's Crew
This year's women's crew team was exceptionally successfu
The lower boats had very competitive seasons and improve
greatly. The fours program was rejuvenated and both the Seni<
4 and the school's inaugural Junior 4 had strong seasons - boi
rowing in a new Vespoli Ultra-Lite shell, the "Bertha!" Tl
third boat raced at the New Jersey State Regatta as a secor
senior 8 and won! The junior 8 also had an incredible seaso
winning both the Stotesbury Cup Regatta and Scholastics. Tl
Varsity Eight won all three cups competing against individu
crews. At the Stotesbury Cup Regatta they finished a clo;
second beating the rest of the competition by open wate
Scholastics took place on our own Noxontown Pond and the:
the V8 won by several seconds. They look forward to rowing
the Royal Henley Regatta in England this summer. The women
crew program would like to recognize the donation of a ne
Resolute racing shell to the program, in which the Varsity gir
rowed with immense pride.



Junior Eight

Stern to Bow: Melissa Calder, Lindsay Payne, Meaghan Rathvon,
Jennifer Walcott, Hen Kennedy, Cleo Pahlmeyer, Clementine James,
Penelope Davenport. Cox: Julia Robinson

Third Boat

(left to right): Megan Schuller, Emily Graham, Cordo Carraher,
Emma Budwig, Coach Smith, Frances Symes, Lindsey Noe, Kara
Zarchin, Minta Madele, Cox: Caitlin Rackish

• Senior Four

Stern to Bow: Kate Morris, Annie Taylor, Lucy Long, Anne Barber
Cox: Amara Craighill

Junior Four

Stern to Bow: Katie Wolinski, Lydia Keisling, Piper Monk, Erin
Hall. Cox: Emily Bostian

• Fourth Boat

(left to right): Sarah Jay, Emily Salas, Molly Payne, Hollis
Callaway, Elizabeth Lea, Abbie Rockwood, Grace Awantang,
Ashley Gosnell, Thayer Hardwick, Wenjun Jing

Freshman Eight

I

Bow to Stern: Kat Kramer, Alia Trindle, Frances Ramirez, Sarah
Peebles, Molly Ruane, Jenn Wilson, Maggie Macdonald, Danielle
Morello. Cox: Jackie Laryea
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Senior Eight

Stern to Bow: Morgan Scoville, Mark Hall, Doug Brayton, Mike
Stephens, Henry Palmer, Robbie Carey, David James, Matt Wolinski.
Cox: Greg King

Second Boat

Stern to Bow: Eddie Reynolds, Dave Purcell, David Nebel, James
Minneman, Scott Kennedy, John Eisenbrey, James Dolan, Nathan
Atwater. Cox: Marcelo Macedo

• Third Boat Fourth Boat

Stern to Bow: Jon Penney, Matt Keyser, Kirk Battle, Brandon Munson,
Patrick Cournot, Alex Wright, James Heckman, Rob Previti. Cox: Sida
Ju

Men's Crew
Every spirited men's boat had an incredible rowing season
and the varsity eight led the way with their intensity and
charisma. Attributing much of their success this season to
a multitude of lucky charms - visors, mismatched dress
socks, beaver hats, and the Color Orange - the first boat had
a very successful season. The men's crew program would
like to thank everyone who have contributed to their
unforgettable season, and especially to wish Mr. Brown
the best of times on his sabbatical. Coach Brown encour-
aged the boys throughout the season, and "they took every
stroke this year for him." With the help of their dedicated
coach, the first boat won the New Jersey State champion-
ship and reached the finals in both the Stotesbury Cup and
Scholastic Regattas. Finally, the men's crew learned that
hungry therapists hunt best.

Bow to Stern: Alex Hendrickson, Brinck Slattery, Wyatt Tall, Adam
Jackson, Eric Muller, Dylan Fry, Graham Pitts, Peter Teigland. Cox:
Chris Finsness

Freshman Eight •

Left to Right: Owen Cadwalader, Nick Kinney, Zach Smith, Eddie
Crawford, Tyler Grove, Elliot Dalton, Pen Price, Adam Finn, John

Allen. Cox: John Rigdon
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Men's Tennis
Undefeated Season

Coach Chang anticipated a rebuilding year for boys' ten-
nis, but despite Chang-bang's predictions this year's team
stepped up to all their opponents with confidence, cour-
age, and class, ending with an incredible undefeated
record for the regular season. Team captains Mike Larkum
and Jeff Wieland exemplified a team that was confident,
fun, and supportive of each other. Chad Ballard, who last
year played exhibition matches, made great progress to
this season to earn his spot at third singles. The Saints
were well represented in the State Tournament where
Gino Terriuolo won the state title in second doubles; SAS
placed second in Delaware. As a team, these boys demon-
strated the intensity, excitement, and dedication to the
game of tennis necessary for a successful season.

Gino Terriuolo, returns a volley in his match on Arts Weekend. Gino
was the State Champion for second singles.

Varsity

Front Row (left-right): Jeff Weiland, Mike Larkum Back Row :
Coach Chang, Andy Wolfe, Ben Harney, Charles Ellison, Gino
Terriuolo, Chad Ballard, Henry Heckman
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Ben Harney, first doubles player with Mike Larkum, serves during
the Arts Weekend game against Tower Hill.

Junior Varsity

'lie iBJ

(bottom to top): Hsiang-Lin yang, Dave Knott, Sam
Shackleford, Andre Grimes, Andy Carroll, Michael Graham,
Coach Byrd



^sleigh Pattee, first singles, returns a
rower Hill.

'olley during her match against

Women's Tennis
2000 State Champions

The Women's Tennis Team definitely had something to
"clap" for, with an early victory over arch rival Tower
Hill, a conference co-championship, and finally a State
Championship Title. It was Sassafrashliegh, Santher the
Panther, Cap't Kate, Colonel Sanders, Closeph, K-Hawk
and Jane who came together with the help of El Giesko.
These girls sure went for the jugular. Not only did the
team play well but they partied "hard-y" with games of
Ultimate, DVD viewing, van singing, and awesome
announcements. The encouragement of their loving
coach, Mr. Gieske, led the team to an amazing finish.
This year's team holds the first Girls' Tennis State Title
in four years! Way to go, Saints!

Chloe Taft serves during her Arts Weekend Match against Tower
Hill.

Junior Varsity

Front Row: Ewurabena Hutchful Back Row (left-right): Jilly
Black, Cinda Moorhead, Maggie Smith, Cindy Harris, Cristina
Sandoval, Sarah Moser, Elizabeth Ross, Carter Brady, Coach
Byrd

Jenny Sanders played first doubles with Chloe Taft this season.
Jenny and Chloe went on to win the State Championship for first
doubles.

Varsity

Front Row (left-right): Katie Hawkins, Santhi Voora, Jane
Parshall. Back Row:Coach Gieske, Chloe Taft, Jenny Sanders,
Kate Wilkinson, Ashleigh Pattee
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Below: Tink Solheim andKate Siv,
played by Sarah Bowers and Tara
Gilbreath, discuss the Vaag sculp-
tures. Museum was Tara and
Sarah's last performance in the
Forbes Theatre after many years
on the St. Andrew's stage.

Right: The Guard, played by
LeMar McLean, scorns at the flam-
boyant "Birdies," played by Jon
King and Pedro Dalmau as they
discuss the limitations on art in
the great museums of America.

Right: The Barbaras, played by Kim Cortes and Jess Dillon, discuss
white rashes and the evils of synthetic fibers. "Barbara, I've got a
white rash. And it won't go away. I've tried everything, Barbara.
I'm desparate," says Barbara Castle to Barbara Zimmer.

Museum
by Tina Howe

This year's spring production of Tina Howe's
Museum, was one of the funniest and best in recent
years. The cast of memorable characters including
"the birdies," Zoe, Carol and Blakey, Michele Wall,
the guards, Giorgio, the Salts and Tink and Mira
consisted mainly of seniors. With only four
underformers in the production, this was many
Andrean wVactors final performance in the Forbes
Theater. This talented cast displayed their acting
genius each plaing several characters in this hilari-
ous interpretation of people's reactions to modern
art and museums. Though these seniors were
incredible, without the four underformers, the
backstage crew and the direction of Ann McTaggart
the show could not have gone on. This production
commented on the quality of art: "Bruce said this
show was shit." .... "I don't see any stars. I don't
see any paint." And on the silliness of the visitors:
"You TOUCHED me!" .... "Blown ... glass?"
BRAVO to the cast and crew for an amazing show!

Right: Blakey, Carol and Liz, played by Crystal Elie, Nicole Ansell and
Tara Gilbreath, ponder the joy of modern art each finding her own
special interest. Blakey, enraptured by the clothesline, attempts to hang
herself on the clothes line while screaming, "I want to join them. I want
to be cleansed."
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Left: Jean-Claude et Francoise
qui etaient joue a Laura Sibert et
Steven Wu discutent 1'art
moderne et diputent le la corde a
linge: "Deplorable! Decadent!"

Below: Lillian, played by Leslie
Hirsh, with drunken giddieness,
laughs at the art. Leslie, like many
of the actors played two charac-
ters. In addtion to Lillian, Leslie
played Michelle Wall, the deter-
mined photographer

Left: Mr. Gregory, playredbyDavid
Gray, reacted violently and hilari-
ously to his malfunctioning audio
tour. David also played Giorgio, a
pompous visitor to the museum,
who raves about the art.

Above: The museum guards,
played by Bobby Holtzclaw, Jamie
Todhunter and LeMar McLean,
lament the demise of society as the
visitors to the museum attempt to
steal the clothes pins.

Left: Chloe Trapp, played by Maria
Morse, is the bizarre museum cu-
rator who adores modern art and
eloquently lectures on the pieces
in the exhibit, "The Broken Si-
lence."
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Dispatch
On one warm May night, the front
lawn buzzed •with mosquitoes and with
the music of Dispatch—St. Andrew's
favorite live show. The band returned
to SAS to groove to familiar songs like
"Mission," "Bang Bang," and "Bats in
the Belfry"—bringing back memories
from last year and creating new ones.
Overcoming rain and problems with
their sound system, Johnny Freedom
and Dispatch entertained the whole
school with a lively, spirited perfor-
mance—maybe even winning enough
fans to bring them back next year. All
and all, Friday's band and dance kicked
off a fabulous Prom weekend.
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On the Garth...
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